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ABSE~iCT

-he electr.-nic2.Ily ztuorec1 acU`.ve- Ihused a~ycor..bineB, 'or radar

applications, the advanrtpges of electronic beami scanninC with the

advanta,=es of solid state microwave pow.,er eeneration. Desrite their

attractions, however, as a result of their high cost, fewi of these

arrays haein fact been built.,o* ~'aishsbe i:

The work described in this report is based on the investigation of

novel approaches to the design of elements f'or active axerals, pavtic-

ular rgr en ie ozeeeetcs.&pai l3be ie

opposed to the more coa~mof approach usinZ- a~mpli.Liers. Lhe use of bozh

are considered.

Follow~ing a review of the current powers and efficiencies obtainable

transmietchwavetemiconductof phaevlcked anloops and injecto lookyae zd

fromsen icravecsemisicnucor dhaevics, anlyoes ofd thjecto sleoy-taed

soucesareCivnt ithreference to the effect of these ch-aracteris-

Various element designs based on the use of injection locking or the

phase looked loop are described and the latter shown to be generally 4

more attrpctive. UT particular interest are the desi._7is based on the

heterodyne phase locked loop, since these permit beam-steering on both

transmission and reception to be achieved usinEu only intermediate fre- ;l

quency phqase shifters; microaave phase shifters are thus avoided.

Results obtained 17ith a sciall experimental X-3and active array of

eieht elements based on the heterodyne phase-locked loop are described.

s:lecontro] frn- ,% PR72' conlroils:r a~~ aov,:,

desLgn cf intoxz.ediate frr-;Lu;ncY phase shif ',er has --'so ba.~ei d-nstZ'atcd.C1

Finally, she inte.,-ratiorn of ths ele-ment de,:ir:.a i;nt.Ž :1.--.c. form wi*.th

vtnp:IcKai~ed active devices is described, bein6; the first stage in a f~ll

de';alor-.in
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Intr3duction

The concept of the active phased array antema, in which a solid

state source of microwave power is provided at each element of a

phased array, is particularly attractive for many radar applications.

The advantages associated with electronic beam steering, as opposed

to the mechanical scanning of conventional radars, are well establish-

ed s the flexibility afforded by the phased array enables it to

perform the functions that would typically require several independ-

ent, mechanically steered radars.

The use of solid state sources for the generation of the transmitted

power, instead of the conventional vacuum tube, has additional

advantages,particularly with regard to the increased reliability

and also with respect to the reduced size, weight, and power supply

voltages. Although the reliability of individual solid state devices

is far in excess of that of vacuum tubes, the large number of elements

that will typically be used in an array antenna increases the stat-

istical likelihood of failures ; these failures will however, give

rise to only a ' graceful degradation ' of the array performance with

time. as some of the element sources fail.

The active array is a particularly suitable vehicle for the intro-

duction of solid state sources for generation of the transmitted

signal. The power available from individual solid state microwave

devices is very much less than that available from typical vacuum

tube transmitters, and at present, it would appear very unlikely

that any individual solid state device capable of generating these

power levels will appear. Clearly, high power levels may be achieved

by operating many solid state devices in parallel, and the construct-

9
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ion of a high power vacuum tube replacement consisting of a complex

power combining circuit and a large number of solid state devices,

R is conceivable. The active array approach is far more attractive

however, since the power summation in this case simply occurs in

space.

INoting the advantages described above, serious interest in active

arrays began in the 1960s when solid state devices producing
S~(1)

significant microwave powers began to appear. The MM

program was an ambitious early example of an active array, using in

this case transistor element sources followed by varactor multipliers.

Despite general acceptance of their desirability, and the consider-

able effort expended on their development, very few active arrays MX

have in fact advanced beyond the demonstration model stage; the

reason for this can be quite clearly attributed to their very high

cost in comparison to conventional radars. This has limited their A

use in practice to a relatively small number of fairly sophisticated

military applications.

In this light, the work descibed in this report has had the objective

of investigating novel approaches to the design of modular, transmit

and receive, active element circuits, with particular regard being

given to the use of locked oscillator element sources, as opposed

to the more common amplifier approach.

Since a wide range of topics have been considered in the course of

this work, a brief description of the contents and relative position

in the work of each of the following chapters is given below.

M
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Chapter 2 serves as a more detailed introduction to the background

of active arrays. Initially the characteristics and applications

of phased arrays in general are discussed, and the techniques that

have been devised for reducing the cost of passive element arrays

( i.e. phased arrays driven by a single source ) are reviewed. The

active array concept is then discussed in more detail and the avail-

able approache3 for effecting any simplification or cost reduction

are highlighted. The previous work at U.C.L. on active arrays is

also described. Finally, the characteristics of PIN and ferrite

phase shifters are reviewed for comparison with phasing techniques

described in subsequent chapters.

As a first consideration for active element design, a review is

initially given in Chapter 3 of the power and efficiency that may

be obtained from the major existing solid state microwave sources.

This serves to indicate first the most suitable chioce of solid

state device at any particular frequency, and secondly to indicate

the level of radiated power that can realistically be achieved

from an active array with a given number of elements. Transistor

sources ( bipolar and FET ), avalanche devices ( Impatt and Trapatt )

and transferred electron devices ( Gunn and LSA ) are considered.

Also briefly mentioned in this chapter are recent developments

being made in the field of FET low-noise preamplifiers.

When the solid state source used in each element of an active array

takes the form of an oscillator, synchronisation of the oscillator

to a common reference signal for the array will be required in order

to fonr a coherent output. In Chapter 4 the two means of oscillator

phase locking, represented by injection locking and the phase-locked

V



loop are described. An analysis is given in each case of the steady

-state and transient performance that may be obtained, and the rel-

ative merits of these forms of oscillator locking are compared.

Since previous work at University College London has looked in detail

at the characteristics of injection locked oscillators, particular

attention has been given here to the phase-locked loop analysis.

In Chapter 5 several basic aspects which influence the details of

practical element designs are considered. Specifically, the

implication on the element design of the desire to provide tapering

of the aperture distribution for radiation pattern sidelobe control

is considered ; an assessment is made of the required amplitude

and phase accuracy to realise a given sidelobe level ; and the

effect on reception of various element receiving configurations is

considered.

Active element designs based on the use of injection locking for the

synchronisation of the element source are described in Chapter 6.

Several element circuits are considered and specific points related

to their performance are examined.

In Chapter 7 various element designs based on the use of the phase-

locked loop are described. Particular attention is given to elements

based on the heterodyne form of the phase-locked loop, since these

are particularly attractive in allowing beam-steering on both

transmission and reception to be achieved with only intermediaite

frequency phase shifters. The cost and loss associated with coriven-

tional microwave phase shifters may be avoided in these desi-ns.

Various circuit configurations are examined, and two in particular

are presented as being particularly attractive.

12



In Chapter 8 a novel form of digital intermediate frequency phase

shifter is described, which is particularly suitable for use in con-

junction with the element designs of Chapter 7. Mhe phase shifter

uses a harmonically locked phase-locked loop to provide a higher

level of phase accuracy than is available for most intermediate

frequency phase shifters.

An experimental four element active array demonstrating the use

of the element designs based on the heterodyne phase-locked loop

is described in Chapter 9. Details of the element construction, ani

measured broadside and steered radiation patterns produced by the

array are presented.

In Cohapter 10, the extension of the array to eight elements and the

inclusion of a simple digital beam controller based on stored phase

shifter codes in a programmable read-only memory (PROM) is described.

Again, measured broadside and steered beam radiation patterns are

presented.

Chapter 11 presents the design of a microwave integrated circuit

(m.i.c.) version of the prototype array element previously developed.

•zis allows investigation of a higher power output microwave source

and some insight into the feasibility of the element for mass prod-

uction.

Finally, in Chapter 12, conclusions are drawn regarding this approach r

to active element design and its future application areas.

'44
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2.0 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to review the advantages, applications

and limitations of phased array antennas as a background to the work

described In subsequent chapters on active arrays. Initially a review

is given of the desirable properties that have led to the development

of phased arrays, the main factor influencing their cost, and tech-

niques adopted for cost reduction in conventional, passive element

arrays. The active array concept, in which each array element is

associated with an individual source of BF power, is then discussed

and previous work in the field considered. Finally the characteristics

of PIN and ferrite phase shifters, which have previously played a

dominant role in electronic scanning, are described for comparison

with phasing techniques presented in later chapters.

2j1 Characteristics and Applications of Phased AMray Antennas

The principal feature of the phased array antenna is its ability

to electronically vary its aperture phase distribution, resulting

in inertialess and very rapid control of the main beam direction and

shape. The advantages of this have long been recognised and consid-

erable effort has been devoted to the development of the phased

array (2) initially and still primarily for military radar applic-

ations.

Electronic beam steering has obvious advantages arising from the

replacement of the conventional rotating radar antenna with a fixed

system. The avoidance of the need to physically move large and heavy

antenna structures, has alone promoted the phased array for the long

range surveillance radars operating at WIh or low microwave frequencies

15
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for which very large apertures are used. More often however, it

is the increased beam agility that is the principal desirable

feature ;. electronically variable phase shifters, normally intro-

ducing digital phase increments allow repositioning of the beam in

any direction within microseconds.

It is notable that the main advantage of beam agility is in the

target tracking mode and not the surveillance mode of operation.

The rate of rotation of a surveillance beam is basically limited

by the time required to receive radar returns from targets at the

maximum range ; this rate of scan is Achievable mechanically

in most circumstances. The update time ( or data rate ) for target

tracking with a mechanically rotated antenna is simply the time

required for the antenna to complete a revolution, typically

1 - 10 seconds, depending on the beamwidth and maximum range. For

fast moving targets this will usually be inadequate and thus several

additional independent tracking radars will be required for multiple

target tracking. The inertialess beam positioning of the phased

array, however, allows the directions containing targets of interest

to be examined at any time during the surveillance sweep with a

frequency that may be adaptively controlled according to the interest

in that target. Many targets may be simultaneously tracked and the

relative proportion of time allocated to tracking, surveillance or

high data rate surveillance in particular directions, can be varied

at %ill. It is this multifunction capability, allowing the phased

array to perform the functions that would require several mechanically

scanned radarst that is the main attraction of the phased array.

Additionally, there is also the possibility of multiple beam form-

ation from a single aperture, the lack of scanning modulation and

the inherent flexibility of the aperture layc'ut ( conformal arrays

16



The primary application for phased arrays is in the radar field,

both monostatic and bistatic(3) but other applications include

scanning.beam microwave landing systems, satellite communication

antennas, and inertialess motion compensation for aircraft and ship

communication antennas.

Despite the notable advantages of phased arrays and the consider-

able development effort expended on detailed analysis of their design

and operation, very few have advanced beyond the prototype or demon-

stration model stage. The reason for this can be fairly simply

attributed to cost ; the very high cost of design, manufacture and

operation has mainly limited the application of fully-phased arrays

i.e. two dimensional arrays with electronic scanning in two planes )

to sophisticated, high performance radars for which they are the only

effective technical solution. At a lower level of complexity and

cost, arrays with electronic scanning in only one plane have seen

more use, although these clearly do not have the advantages of

fully agile beam types. One notable application of single plane

scanning has been to provide electronic elevation scanning for 4

mechanically rotated antennas, thus enabling three dimension pencil

beam operation to be achieved.

Apart from the operational and maintenance cost of phased arrays,

three areas representing particularly high expenditure, can be

identified, the first two of which are in the province of the antenna

designer t

i) The array elements, particularly the phase shifters. Although

the cost of one element alone may not be particularly high, since

hundreds or thousands of elements are typically used in an array,

the element cost clearly takes on considerable importance. The

17
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microwave phase shifter ( e.g. a PIN or ferrit3 type ) often repres-

ents a large part of the element cost.

2) The distribution/combining network. If a single microwave source i

is employed to generate the transmitter power, a low loss distribution

network, often constructed in waveguide, will be required to feed

the array elements. The construction complexity of a waveguide feed

will introduce considerable expense.

3) The beam steering and control computer. As computational costs t

are decreasing the relative expense of this is beine reduced, but -1

nevertheless fairly sophisticated processing is required to control

a high perfoxmance, automated, multi-function radar.

2.2 Passive Element Arrays

The majority of phased array development effort in the past has been

devoted to arrays in which the microwave energy is developed in a

single source such as a magnetron before being distributed tc. the

array phase shifters and radiating elements. Such an array may be term-

ed a I passive element array ' or simply a ' passive array I in com-

parison to the ' active ary' in which microwave power generation

is accomplished additionally within the array elements. Passive

arrays have previously been favoured since the power availabl'; from

solid state microwave sources has in the past been insufficient for

most radar applications and it is generally inconvenient to incorpor-

ate distributed power generation from vacuum tube sources due to their

size, weight, and power supply requirements.

Many ingenious techniques have been developed to reduce the cost of

passive arrays, either by reducing the number of elements and phase

shifters or by avoiding a complex feed network. To compare the ap-

18



plicability of these techniques to active arrays, the more important

ones are briefly summarized below.

2.2.1 Prequenoy Scanning

Frequency scannin.g represents a simple and relatively widely used

method of electronic scanning and avoids the expense both of phase

shifters and a complex feed network. The array elements, which for

a linear array could typically take the form of waveguide slots, or

for a two dimensional array, slotted waveguide columns, are usually

separated in a series feed by a distance giving a fixed time delay

At between them. The angular deviation e of the main beam frim

the broadside direction is then given by

X.At n
9 - sBin" - (f--) ..... 2.1

d At

where X is the free space wavelength

d is the inter-element spacing

f is the frequency

and n is an integer

The rate of change of the beam pointing direction with frequency is

clearly dependent upon the inter-element delay At. A slow-wave or

serpentine feed structure is normally adopted for use with frequency

scanned arrays to enhance the rate of scan with frequency compared

to that for a simple wavegelde series feed.

The use of frequency scanning for two dimensional beam steering in

a planar array has been proposed(4) . widely different rates of

scan with frequency are used to obtaia a beam that scans rapidly and

11
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repeatedly In one plane, whilst simultaneously scanning relatively

slowly in the other. The constraints imposed by limitations on the

bandwidth and the delay that may conveniently be incorporated between
4 elements, make this approach unattractive however. A relatively

inexpensive technique for providing electronic beam steering in two

dimensions with a planar array is to combine frequency scanning in

one plane with phase scanning in tne other ; a relatively small
g ~~number of phase shifters are employed in this arrangement to Intro- i•

duce a phase gradient between the frequency scanned columns or rows.,

One fundamental limitation of frequency scanning for military applic-

ations, is the direct relationship between the beam-pointing direction

and the frequency ; the fact thr-t the frequency of the transmission

In any direction is always predictable makes such a radar susceptible

S2.2.2 Array Thinning and Techniques for Grating Lobe Suppression

"A reduction in the total number of array elements while maintaining 34

the same aperture dimensions serves to reduce both the cost of the

element array and the distribution network. The immediate problem

that arises with thinned arrays however is that of grating lobes ;

if the number of equally spaced elements in a given aperture area

is reduced simply by increasing the spacing between them, grating

lobes ( undesired secondary lobes with the same amplitude as the 4

main beam ) will start to appear at large scan angles. Two tech-

niqques for reducing the effects of grating lobes in thinned arrays

are described below.
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Random Thinnrmd~I

S~(5)

In the random thinning technique , an array with the conven-

tional approximately half-wavelength spacing is initially considered.

Elements are then removed from the array at random until the desired 3
number of elements remains. Although there will clearly be many

inter-element spacings in the array gretter than one half-wavelength,

the lack of periodicity in the positioning of these prevents the

formation of distinct grating lobes, the energy associated with

the normal grating lobe being now widely distributed in angle and

giving rise to a general increase in the sidelobe level. It is of

interest to notes as described in more detail in Chapter 5, that

density tapering, a variation of the random thinning technique,

may also be used to effectively provide an amplitude taper across
aprue(6)

the aperture for sidelobe control.

Gratin• Lobe Suppression Via the Element Pattern

The pattern multiplication theorem states that the array radiation

pattern is the product of the array factor and the element factor.

Grating lobes in the array factor of an array with uniform wide inter-

element spacing may be tolerated if adequate suppression may be

obtained at these angles via the element pattern. The element A'

aperture is generally of insufficient size to provide adequate

suppression, but two techniques have been proposed for increasing

(7)
this. Belcher developed a method of tapering the walls between

waveguide radiating elements down to a series of posts at the aperture.

The effect of this is to provide an effective element aperture

extending over several conventional elements, therefore providing

a greater rate of cut-off of the element pattern. Hazeltine Inc.
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have developed a technique for their COMPACT array, designed for

scanning beam microwave landing systems, in which every elemeht

is coupled to all others by a series of couplers and amplitude

weights in the feed network. The effective element aperture is

in this case of the same size as the array itself. For a restrict-

ion on scan angle of t 200 for example, only 15 elements and phase

shifters are typically required for a 20 beamwidth array.

One other technique related to element thinning, that reflects the

high cost of microwave phase shifters, is that of phase shifter

thinning. This technique,described by Cheng(8) , reduces only

the number of phase shifters ( whilst maintaining a filled aperture )

by using a single phase shifter to drive several neighbouring elements.

Random distribution of the co-phased blocks of elements is used to

avoid excessive sidelobe degradation.

2.2.3 Optical Feeds

The cost of the feed network for a phased array can be significantly

reduced by the use of an optical feed approach, in which the microwave

energy is distributed to the array elements via free-space transmiss-

ion. Each array element receives part of the energy radiated by ?he

primary feed, and after the application of appropriate phasing, the

energy is re-radiated. Optically fed systems using both transmission

through the array ( i.e. use a phase shifter lens ) and reflection

from the array have been developed. (9)

2.3 Active Arrays

In the active array a microwave source, either amplifier or locked
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oscillator, is included within each element so that final amplific-

ation of the transmitted signal is provided at this point. One

advantage is apparent in that the feed network loss is less crit-

"ical when final amplification occurs at the aperture, but the

principal reason for the development of the active array concept

is that it is a particularly convenient way of introducing solid

state sources for the generation of transmitter power. The power

available from single solid state microwave sources is insufficient

for jkQt radar applications and equivalent power to that of microwave

tubes can only be obtained by combining the powers of many individual

sources, operated in parallel. Although it may be possible, using

many sources and a complex power combining circuit, to produce a

direct solid state replacement for a vacuum tube source, the dis-

tribution of solid state sources in the elements of an active array

is far more convenient ; summation of the individual power then

aimply occurs in space.

The advantages of the use of solid state sources over the use of

vacuum tubes include reduced size and weight, reduced power supply

voltage and increased reliability. Although the reliability of

individual solid state sources will be far in excess of that of

vacuum tubes, the large number of solid state sources used will

increase the statistical likelihood of some failures. However, the

active array will only suffer a relatively slow ' graceful degrad-

ation ' of performance compared with the disabling failures that

occur for vacuum tubes. Consider as an example a planar array of

100 x 100 elements, which for half-wavelength inter-element spacing

aid uniform illumination will -produce a pencil beam of beamwidth

10 Assuming a mean time to failure of 106 hrs for the individual

devices ( an estimated value for Gunn or Impatt devices ), and
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assuming for simplicity that the probability of failure is constant

with time, it may be seen that I element source will fail every 4

100 hours. One percent of the devices in the array will have failed

after 10 hrs ; ten percent of the devices will have failed after

105 hrs. It is probably at around the 10W failure level that the

effect on the array perfo-.mance will be beroming significant.

The limitation on the application of active arrays is again that of

high cost, particularly that of the array elements, and again only

a small number of these arrays have in fact been built. A notable

large example is the U.S.A.F Is Pave Paws

radar . The techniques available for reducing cost for active

arrays are, however, somewhat restricted. Frequency scanming may

still be employed to avoid the expense of phase shifters, but the

bandwidth that may be used for this is now restricted by the solid

state source ; where locked oscillator element sources are usedfor

example, the frequency must clearly remain within the range for

which lock can occur, and in practice may be even further restricted

due to the possibility of phase errors between elements. This is

described in more detail in Chapter 4.

The thinning and wide element spacing techniques are not always

applicable to active arrays ; in a passive array the power trans-

mitted from a thinned or widespaced array is the same as that of a

filled aperture, since the feed is rearranged to apply all the

power into the remaining elements. In an active array in which the

element output power is limited to a certain peak value by the solid

state source, a reduction in the number of elements will produce a

diar reduction in radiated power.
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Accepting that a reduction in the number of elements is not always

practical, it is clear that the element cost is of paramount

importance, and it has therefore been to the reduction of active

element cost that much of the work at U.C.L. on active arrays has

been aimed.

SPrevious 1.7ork on Active Arrays at University College L ondo

With the background described above, previous work at U.C.L. focussed

principally on the investigation of novel techniques for reducing

phase shifter costs in active arrays , the phase shifter typically

representing a large proportion of the overall element cost. Arrays

for transmission only were considered in this initial work.

A reduction ( by a factor of 2 for a linear array and 4 for a planar

array ) in the number of conventional microwave phase shifters

required in a transmitting array was obtained with the interpolation

locking techniques 2)( * This was achieved by making use of the

mutually coupled signal from alternate elements in an array to inject-

ion lock the oscillators of intermediate elements. Since the phase

of the mutually coupled signal has the mean phase of the neighbouring

elements ( which is exactly that required on the intermediate element

output ) no direct locking signal or phase shifter is required for

these elements.

The other technique previously investigated avoided the use of

conventional microwave phase shifters entirely by using the harmon-

ically locked phase shifting principle initially proposed by Cullený13).

7hough it is normal to synchronise an injection locked oscillator

to a reference signal which is close in frequency to the free running

froquency of the oscillator, a similar locking can be obaizned'if

25
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the reference is close to a harmonic of the free-running frequency.

However, since each cycle of an nth harmonic frequency corresponds

to 1/nth of a cycle of the fundamental, and each harmonic cycle is

identical as regards the locking process, the fundamental output

of a harmonically locked oscillator may be synchronised at a series

of phase positions, each separated by exactly 2W/n radians. By

providing control of the phase position at which the oscillator

Sis looked, a digital phase shifter with phase increment 2T/n radians

may be formed. The use of this technique for synchroni8ing and

phase shifting the element sources in an active array was described

by A1-Ani, Cullen and Forrest(14)

In a similar context, the objective of the work described in this

thesis has been the investigation of low cost active element designs

for both transmission and reception, with again particular consid-

eration being given to the use of locked oscillator element sources,

as opposed to the relatively well established amplifier approach.

2.4 Microwave Phase Shifters

Noting the importance of the phase shifting func tion in any active

element design, a brief review of the characteristics of established

microwave phase shifting devices is given below. Initially the basic

desired phase shifter characteristics may be u"mmarised as follows s

1) Low insertion loss. Loss introduced by phase shifters at the

array apertures reduces the radiated power and increases the noise

figure on reception.

2) Reciprocal operation. To avoid the necessity of phase shifter

switching between transmission and reception, reciprocal phase

shifters are preferred.
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3) Rapid switching time. The switching time should clearly be

short for rapid beam steering but particularly so if non-reciprocal

phase shifters are used since the switching time in this case will

influence the minimum range.

4) Drive Power. Drive power should be low to minimlise power

supply requirements and to avoid cooling problemslparticularly

for mobile and airborne applications.

5) Minimum phase increment and phase error. The minimum phase

increment required for a digital phase shifter will be related

both to the array size and the desired sidelobe level. The approach

for determining the required level of. quantisation is discussed

further in Chapter 5. The bit number N of a phase shifter is given

by

360

where qp inc is minimum phase increment.

6) Low cost. As previously indicated, the phase shifter cost can

be of particular importance.

At present two phase shifter types are predominantly used for

electronic scanning, using two widely different approaches. The

ferrite phase shifter uses the interaction with the bulk medium

over an extended region of propagation to effect a phase shift. In

contrast the PIN diode of a semiconductor phase shifter acts A

essentially at a point, providing a switching function.
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2.4.1 Ferrite Phase Shifters

Phase shifting with ferrite-devices is achieved using the change

in permeability which occurs with application of a magnetic biasing

field. The magnetic properties of ferrite are due to the spinning

motion of the electrons within the material, which form tiny magnetic

dipoles. When placed in a magnetic field the dipoles tend to align

themselves with the direction of the applied field. If an r.f.

nagnetic field whose directional is orthogonal to the do magnetic

field is applied, the magnetic moments experience a torque which

causes them to process about the applied d.c. field. The pexmeablity,

which is related to the grroscopic frequency, can be changed

by adjusting the static magnetic field. Non-latching phase shifters

use a constantly driven external coil to provide a fully variable

magnetic field. Latching devices use the remnant magnetisation left
In the material by a pulsed coil*

Three configurations have been found to be of practical interest s

1) The Reggia-Spencer Phase Shifter

This phase shifter, the form of which is sketched in Fig. 2.1, ,;

is a reciprocal non-latching type, consisting of a ferrite rod

supported inside a standard waveguide section, with a solenoid

wound around the waveguide to apply a longitudinal magnetic field.

Despite its basic simplicity this type has seen little use in the

phased array application. The main drawbacks of the design are

a) the high level of drive power required, arising partly from the

fact that a DC holding current must be applied to the coil to main-

tain the magnetic field and partly from eddy current losses in the

waveguide walls; b) the long switching time required ( typically

> 1OCt4s) to change the magnetic field via the external coil.
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2) The Toroidal Phase Shifter

The toroidal configuration, which is by far the most widely used,

produces a non-reciprocal, latching device. Ferrite toroids of

length proportional to the amount of phase shift to be introduced
by each section are threaded with wires to which the magnetising

pulse currents are applied. A wave6gade form of the phase shifter

is shown in Fig. 2.2t although microwave integrated circuit reais-

attons more suited to active array elements are also possible(

In addition to ferrite loss, loss can be easily introduced in this

design by the generation of higher order modes in the guide ; in

practice it is common to introduce a resistive sheet into the
\A

guide to suppress these ; typically losses of .:.ldB are then

obtained. One of the main attractions of the torroidal design is

high switching speed, which is typically 2 - 5•s, although times

down to 1Ws are quoted. This is considerably faster than that

avalable with other ferrite designs.

The required drive power of latching devices is normally quoted

in terms of the switching energy and the repetition rate ; the

energy required to switch the ferrite toroid between oppositely

magnetised states is expressed in terms of the hysteresis loop

area o Typically the required switching energy for a 4 bit,

C band device with all bits changing simultaneously is-ImJ

( Electromagnetic Sciences Inc., Data Sheet 7306). Assuming a

switching rate determined by a radar pulse repetition interval

of 100ps, an average driver power of 2W will be required. It

may be noted that this level of power can create cooling problems

in large arrays ; for instance a 100 x 100 element array will

dissipate 20KW of drive powero
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The well known temperature dependence of ferrite phase shifters can

be distinctly improved using the flux drive approach( 2) in which

the ferrite is switched around only a minor hysteresis loop, the

ferrite not being driven into the temperature sensitive saturated

regions in either state. Quoted temperature ranges of -10° to +600 C

are then obtained.

The frequency range of t(oidal phase shifters extends up to 30GH•

with power handling typically up to tens of We. Bandwidths typically

between 3 and 10% are obtained in practice.

3) The Dual Mode Phase Shifter

The dual mode phase shifter uses a Faraday rotator in conjunction

with a ferrite quarter-wave plate at each end to rea' ize a recipro-

cal device considerably faster than the Reggia-Spencer design.

Recent designs employ a small square waveguide completely filled

with ferrite ; in practice the waveguide wall is simply plated on

the ferrite bar. The reported results indicate that the performance

of this design is only slightly inferior to that of the toroidal

with regard to loss and bandwidth.

2.4. PIN Phase Shifters

The PIN diode in diode phase shifters is essentially used as a

switch, either to switch between alternative electrical paths or to

switch the reflection coefficient of line terminations. An advantage

of PIN phase shifters is that all types are reciprocal and generally

provide faster switching speeds than ferrites. The principal PIN

phase shifter types are : (15)
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1) Hybrid Coupled.

This arrangement, one section of which is shown in Fig* 2.3, uses

a 3dB quadrature hybrid coupler for each phase bitand is now the

most widely used. A signal appearing at port I is split with equal

amplitudes but quadrature phase between ports 3 and 4. For the 1800

phase bit, PIN diodes placed at these outputs provide essentially

an open circuited or short circuited termination, with the result

S~that the reflected signal appears at port 2 with either 0° or 180°

phase shift. Smaller phase steps are obtained from the 1800 bit by

the transformed switch method(16) , the PIN diode now being
coupled to the hybrid via an ideal transformer of appropriate

transformation ratio and j wavelength of transmission line. A phase

shifter of the required bit number is then formed by placing several

sections with the appropriate phase increment, eeg. 22J°, 450, 900

and 1800, in series.

The phase shifter insertion loss, typically I - 2dB for a 4 bit

devicehas two components. The lower limit of the insertion loss

that may be obtained results from the non-ideal switching character-

istics of the PIN diode ; the diode does not appear either as an

ideal open circuit or an ideal short circuit in its two states. For

equal dissipation in the diode under forward and reverse bias ( for

the same diode mismatch in the two states ) Stark(2) gives an

approximate expression for the minimum loss of a single bit ( providing

phase shift p) as

Insertion loss (dB) 17.27 fV2
fc 2

where f is the operating frequency

fand c is the diode cut-off frequency.
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Taking for example f . 10GRz and a typical cut-off frequency of

300GHz, the minimum insertion loss of a four bit phase shifter

(1800, 900, 450 and 22.50 steps ) is -- 1.4dcB The other component

of the insertion loss is simply that due to circuit losses, which

for the TEN modes commonly used, is typically-- 0.5dB, giving, for

the example, an overall insertion loso of -,'1.gdB.

The bandwidth of the hybrid coupled design is basically restricted

by the bandwidth of the transformers used ; typically 10% bandwidths

are obtained in practice. Phase shifting speeds are strongly dependent

on the required power handling capability; for low power applicationspI
(approximately < I ) switching times down to- 50ns can be achieved;

for higher powers switching times -'ils are more often obtained.

Only two diodes per bit are required for this design.

2) Loaded Line

The loaded line configuration, shown in Fig. 2.4 uses switched

loading susceptances spaced a quarter wavelength apart along a

transmission line. This arrangement is chosen since the symmetric-

shunt susceptances ( or series reactances ) will have mutually

cancelling reflections providing their normalised susceptances

( or reactances ) are small compared with unity. The loading

susceptances are switched between capacitative and inductive states

to achieve the phase shift, however, due to the restriction on

magnitude of susceptance, only a limited phase increment, e.g. 450,

may be obtained from each section for good VSWR.

Many sections are thus required to form a complete phase shifter,

leadiJtg to higher losses and cost than the hybrid coupled type.
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The atttaotion of this configuration, however, is in power handling

capability since many diodes are now used to share the phase shifting

task.

3) Switched Line.

The most obvious means of obtaining phase shift is to switch between

different electrical paths , the change in electrical length there-

fore providing the phase shift. Each phase shifter section, shown

in Figs 2.5 now uses fmr diodes per bit, and is theoretically

capable of twice the power capacity of the hybrid coupled circuit

since no voltage doubling by reflection is produced. 'This config-

uration may be used to provide true time delay steering as opposed

to the usual 0 - 36O0 phase steering.

For most applications except those requiring h--h power handling

capability, the hybrid coupled arrangement is usually preferred

since the minimum number of diodes are required and the insertion

lose is lowo

A comparison of typical performance of PIN and ferrite phase shifters

is given in tables 2.1 and 2.2. In general terms, PIN diode phase

shifters have advantage in

switching speed and driver complexity -7p

reciprocal operation

temperature insensitive phase shift S

lower size, weight and cost. i

Ferrite phase shifters have advantage in

higher power handling capability

lower insertion loss

lower VSVR
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Toroidal Reggia-Spencer

Insertion loss 1.0 dB 1.0 dB

Switching time 1-3 9s 0.1 - 1.0 ms

Drive power 2 watts at 18 watts at
It1,000 pps 300 pps

Phase error 10p M 10° :s

Transmitted power 75 kW peak; 100 kW peak;
400 watts 600 watts

average average

Table 2.1 Typical Characteristics of Ferrite Phase Shifters

Insertion loss 1.0 - 2.0 dB

Transmitted power 10 kW peak; 200 watts average

Switching time 50 ns to 2ps

Drive power, including 1.0 - 2.5 watts
losses in drivers

Table 2.2 Typical Characteristics of PIN Phase Shifters
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2 3 Other Phase Shifter Types

Other electronically variable phase shifters of little importance

for this application, include gaseous discharge types ( variable

dielectric constant ), the TWT and variable capacitance types

varactors ). One other type of some potential for the future is1

that based on the microwave MET. There is at present work going on

in several establishments, e.g. Siemens at Minich and Lincoln Labs.

of M.I.T. aimed at producing fully integrated, if not monolithic,

FET front ends which for the active array application could include

an oscillator, phase shifter low noise receiving amplifier and

downconverting mixer. Phase shifters based on the use of FETs acting

as switches in combination with miniature lumped element realisations

of the hybrid coupler have thus also been receiving attention recent-

ly(l7,918,19).
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SOLID STATE MICRONAVE GENERATORS FOR ACTIVE ARRAYS

3.0 Introduction

The major existing solid state devices that may be used for

microwave power generation in an active array are reviewed in this

chapter, with the aim of indicating the most suitable choice at

different frequencies and showing the level of transmitted power

that may be realistically achieved. The characteristics of bipolar

transistors, FET, Impatt, Gunn, LSA and Trapatt devices are

briefly reviewed and a graphical presentation is given of the

power level and frequency range that may be achieved with each

of these. The mechanism of operation of the various devices is

not described here, since such a description for all the devices

* considered would inevitably be lengthy and since these already

powrexist in many texts ryca

Solid state device powers are continually being usedated, anm

therefore it has not been attempted to present exact current

i•*•figures but rather to show the approximate relative power levels

at present being achieved with the various devices. A comparison

!• of device performance is made in the chapter summary.

The characteristics of obvious importance are peak power, mean

power, efficiency and reliability. In most cases information on

•. reliability is only available for specific devices used in military

Sor communicat'lon equipment ( terrestrial and satellite ) but in

general, the devices exhibiting the highest reliability are bi-

polar transistors, Impatts and Gunns ( domain mode transferred

electron devices ) where mean lifetimes of 16 hours are quoted

39
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(21)
for the latter devices. The general reliability of FETs has yet to

be fully established but i& is notable that some FET amplifiers

have been adopted for use in satellite communication systems. Where

reliability is of particular importance it is usually necessary to

operate devices at power levels considerably below their maximum

output, since the liftime of a device is strongly dependant on its

temperature. When device temperatures are excessively high, the

diffusion of the contact metals into the semiconductor material

represents a common source of failure.

The highest mean power that may be obtained in pulsed mode can be

approximated by the power levels obtained for CW operation, since

the same limitation, usually that of thenaJl dissipation, similarly

affect" both of these quantities. The difference between highest

mean and CW powers that can arise in practice, results from the

use of slightly different device structures to optimise the pulse

performance, usually at the expense of thermal design.

Some features of the variation of the device powers with frequency,

shown in Figs. 3.1 - 3.5, are worthy of mention at this stage. For

most of the devices, the LSA being the notable exception, the oper-

ating frequency directly influences some aspect of the physical

size of the device, for instance the length of the drift region in

Ch= and Impatt diodes. Since the maximum electric field strength

that may be applied to a device is limited finally by breakdown,

this can lead to an inverse relationship between the maximum applied

voltage and the frequency of operation, and thus a I/f relation-

ship between maximum power output and frequency, f being the frequency.

Clearly the reduced thermal capacity of smaller higher frequency

devices will lead to a reduction of the pulse power obtainable with
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frequency (assuming equal pulse lengths ),but in addition the

state of development of device heat sinking technoloj" plays a large

part in determining the relationship between power and frequency

here. The relationship between maximum output power and frequency

for the thermally limited case is therefore less predictable.

Radar range performance is equally dependenat on the noise figure

of the receiver used as on the level of transmitted power and there-

fore current developments in low noise PET preamplifiers are also

considered.

3.1j Transistors

Bipolar Transistors

Bipolar transistors at present dominate the field of solid state

power generation from audio frequencies to 4GHz. Although Trapatt

and LSA devices are capable of generating higher peak powers at the

low microwave frequencies, the well established advantages of bipolar

transistors have led to their nearly exclusive use in UHF, L band

( 1-2GHz ) and S band ( 2-4GHz ) communications and solid state radar

developments. The principal advantages are

a) Well understood device/circuit interaction. This leads

to well established, reproducible circuit design.

b) Relatively high peak and mean power. The powers typic-

ally available from bipolar transistors in pulsed and CW modes are

shown in Fig. 3.1*. It is noticeable that there is only a relatively

small increase in peak power under pulse conditions. This indicates

that it is a voltage rather than a thermal restriction which limits

the peak output power. Much of the development of high power pulsed

bipolars has in fact been due to military sponsored programmes aimed
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at producing suitable devices for UHF and L band active phased array

radars. Using several devices in parallel with a combining circuit,

modular active array elements producing several hundred Watts with

pulse lengths up to several ms have been produced at UHD and L band

frequencies. The USAF Pave Paws active array radar for example pro-

duces 440W peak power per element module at 430MHz from 4 parallel
(11)

devices, with pulse lengths up to 16 me for very long range

surveillance. Pulse compression is used to improve the range resol-

ution here.

c) Efficiency. The efficiency of bipolar transistors,

typically 40 - 50%, compares well with that of microwave vacuum tubes

and is significantly higher than that of most other solid state dev-

ices, with the possible exception of the Trapatt and FET.

The frequency range of bipolar transistors extends to X band

( 8'- 12GHz ) with CW power approaching 1W at 8GHz. Before the dev-

elopment of avalanche and transferred-electron devices, considerable

effort was devoted to varactor frequency multipliers for use with

bipolur sources to generate power at frequencies above a few IHz.

This technique was used in the early MERA X band active phased array

in which at 2.25GHz signal amplified 'by bipolar transistors, was

Cmat..plied by 4 to give a radiated output at 9GHz, with 50% conver-

Sion euffC±i-ency.( 9) Given a 1/f2 relationship between power and

fzequency, .iere f is the frequency, higher output powers can often

be obtained from a lower frequency source plus a multiplier, despite

multiplier loss, than from direct generation at the required frequency

2
with the same device. The 1/f relationship reduces the available

power at 6dB/octave, whilst a x2 multiplier normally introduces much

lower attenuation; typically 3dB for x4 at the low microwave fre-

quencies but increasing with frequency above this.
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This relationship can be more clearly seen considering a generalised

device of length 1 and carrier velocity v0 , with load resistance R.

The output power P is

pu V2  . . ...... 3.1

where V is the voltage existing across the device. In terns of the

electric field strength E we have

V - E.1 ........ 3.2

and also

vc - I/ t 3.3

where t is the transit time of carriers across the device. Thus

P v ....... 3.4 _2

Since the transit tine will be approximately related to the frequency

of operation f by

2fJ4

we have

P E2v 2C *....... 3.6:

8Rf
2

The output power will be a maxim=m when

Em~

and vC = s

where is the breakdown field and vor is the saturated carrier

velocity.
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Thus

8Rf 2

or

max = f a constant ........ 3.8

This relationship is commonly found with microwave semiconductors.

Where voltage breakdown is not the primary problem, heat generated

within the device, resulting from the limited efficiency of micro-

wave semiconductors, provides the restriction on power output. The

use of multipliers however, considerably increases the circuit com-

plexity, resulting in higher cost and reduced reliabilityt and in

addition they may provide only a restricted bandwidth. Their use

is therefore not usually preferred where alternative sources exist

giving direct generation at the required frequency. Miltipliers can,

of course, be used in conjunction with any solid state source.

Field Effect Transistors

Microwave power GaAs FETs are a relatively new addition to the micro-

wave solid state field and are at present experiencing rapid develop-

ment, the usual form being the gallium arsenide Schottky junction

device ( IIESFET ). FET performance now surpasses that of bipolar

devices at X band and above, with possible operation to 20GHz i.e.

approximately an octave above the frequency limit of bipolars. CW

results presently reported are shown in Fig. 3.1. Few results for

pulsed operation are available at this time, but a large increase

in peak power for pulsed mode would not be expected since voltage

breakdown rather than thermal considerations are likely to limit the
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device power. Increases in power to lOW or more CW at 1OGHZ are

(22)
confidently predicted, which, combined with high efficiency

( - 30% ) and simplicity of fabrication, makes this device

appear attractive for the future. Present costs, reflecting develop-

ment expenses, are naturally relatively high.

0ae other aspect giving further potential to the FET is its versat-

ility. FETs can be used for power amplification, low noise amplif-

ication, mixing ( dual gate FEMs ) and also as switches for phase

shifters as mentioned in Chapter 2. These are exactly the functions

required for an active array element and there would obviously be

advantage in using one device technology to achieve them all, ideally

in a monolithic form. Related developments in this area are beingI '(19)made by Philips but full integration of such an element is at

present some way off. Device yield alone will probably be a limit-

ing problem here.

2 Avalanche Devices

Impatts

Impatt devices presently provide the highest CW powers available

above -- 5GHz although it seems likely that FM7s will soon reduce

this lead. Impatts are made with a variety of doping structures in

both silicon and gallium arsenide, the latter providing the highest

efficiencies and by a small margin the highest powers. The efficiency

of silicon devices is typically 10 - 160, that of GaAs types 20 - 350.

Silicon devices are now tending to be restricted to the higher fre-

quency ( > 20 GHz ) applications, producing directly generated power

at frequencies up to 200GHz. Present power levels are shown in Fig.
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3.2. Powers of several watts are available from CW devices at IOGHz

with pulse powers reaching 30.7 at this frequency. Double drift

structures, i.e. structures with a drift region on either side of

the p-n or Schottky avalanche junction, are being adopted to increaz-

power and efficiency.

Resulting from their use as communications link amplifiers, consid-

erable attention has been given to the subject of Impatt reliability

and mean lifetimes of 107 hrs have been predicted for devices run

below their maximum output (21)

sTeaetts

Trapatts, like Imp*atts are essentially simple two terminal avalanche

S~diodes offering relatively high power and efficiency, particularly

in this case, for pulsed operation. Although Trapatts are not, as

yet, commercially available, very encouraging results have been obtain-

ed from laboratory devices and some are now being tested in military

systems. Trapatts, which at present are nearly all fabricated in

silicon, have been operated from 400o10z to 12GHz but their main area

of application is to pulsed sources in the approximate range 1 - 5GHz,

where they compete with pulsed bipolar transistors. Current power

levels are shown in Fig. 3.3. Pulse powers up to 200W have been

achieved from single devices using narrow pulse widths ( -- (.5 As )

"in the 3 - 4GHz range, with 80W for longer 10 A s pulse widths (21).

Pulse powers over IKW have I:een obtained at I.9GHz by combining the

outputs of several devices (21)

Efficiencies of the order of 3O a-re typically obtained, but higher

levels up to 60o have been theoretically predicted. Despite out-
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standing 1se performance, the C® powers of Trapatts are low, reflect-

ing diff' ulties of heat sinking the device, higher CW power usually

being ol dined from bipolar transistors.

A disai antage of the Trapatt, which previously led to serious doubts

about ie usefulness of the device as a practical source, is the

compl ity of the microwave circuit design required to achieve correct

opera ion. A matching circuit is required, often realised with an

iris )r slug tuned coaxial line, that acts as a band pass filter to

the ,esired fundamental output, but reflects harmonics in the output

back to the diode to initiate the next cycle in the oscillation.

Previously, the characteristics of individual devices had to be deter-

mined to produce the necessary circuit design. This problem, along

with that of leading edge jitter is now being overcome and present

oscillator circuits allow field replacemýnt of the diode given a 10%

match in capacitanceo1) 0 Device reliability is also being improved.

A characteristic of this device is that the conventional method of

electronic tuning microwave oscillators with varactor diodes is not

suitable for Trapatt circuits due to the need to maintain the necessary

matching conditions at the fundamental output and at the harmonics,

however, electronic tuning of 70rHz at 2GHz has been reported by apply-

ing a magnetic field to a ferrite substrate upon which the resonant

circuit is fomed( .

3•3 Transferred Electron Devices

GaA; Gunn devices ( i.e. domain mode transferred electron devices )

at present dominate the field of low to medium power generation in

the 4 - 40GHz band, due to their low voltage requirements, and low
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noise ( at least with respect to the main contender - Impatts ).

These advantageous characteristics usually outweigh the disadvantage

of low efficiency, which is typically below 7%. The power levels

achieved with higher power GaAs devices are shown in Fig. 3.4. CW

powers of - 1W are achieved at 10GHz, this being about the same as

that of GaAs FE7s and slightly less than that available from Impatts.

In pulsed mode Gunn devices offer peak power levels at - 10GHz which

are only surpassed by LSA mode devices. For 5 ys pulse length and

0.01 duty cycle, 30W peak at 10GHz is reliably achieved from GaAe

with 8% efficiency. Best current results at this frequency are at

the 60W level(19).

(24,25)

Recent developments in InP indicate that increased power and

efficiency may be obtainable from devices fabricated in this material.

Pulse powers of up to 21W peak with 15% efficiency have been achieved

at 15GHz with 0 . 5 ps pulse length and 0.001 duty cycle. Mean powers

of 1•5W at 1P s pulse length and 0.1 duty cycle have also been achieved

at this frequency. Since InP devices also exhibit a lower frequency

sensitivity with temperature, yielding lower chirp ( inter-pulse

frequency change ) of pulsed sources, it appears that this material

will see increased use in future devices. The reduced scattering

time of InP makes it particularly attractive for higher frequency

( > 10GHz ) applications.

LSA Mode Devices

Transferred electron diodes operated in LSA ( Limited Space-charge

Accumulation ) mode offer the highest pulse powers obtainable from

fiorowave solid state devices. Although these are still below the

maximum pulse powers of vacuum tubes by a factor of 10 to 104 , they
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represent the closest approach to a solid state vacuum tube replace-

ment. The power levels that have been achieved are shown in Fig. 305.

ror sub-yis pulse lengtehs and duty cycles typically 0.001 or less,

peak power up to 1KW at 8GHz has been achieved. Lower power operation

with longer pulse widths or increased duty cycle is also possible.

LSh devices are usually operated in pulsed mode at. low duty cycle

as a result of difficulties of heat-sinking the relatively large

device. The problem of heat dissipation limits the mean power to no

more than that obtainable from Gunn or Impatt devices and it is fo

this reason that CM LSA devices are uncommon. Efficiencies are

typically around 20%.

The development of LSA devices has been hampered by problems in the

design of the optimum bias pulse required to initiate LSA mode oper-

ation; initial operation in the Gunn ( domain ) mode can lead to

device failure at high power level due to voltage breakdown. Poor

aeliability due to this effect remains a problem at present, but in

other respects the device is attractive for pulse radar applications.

PFET Preamplifiers

Whilst considering solid state microwave power sources for active

arrays it is useful also to consider the subject of solid state

microwave receiving preamplifiers, since within limits, radar range

performance can be improved equally well by reducing the receiver

noise f Sure as by increasing the transmitted power. Low noise solid

state amplifiers can be used to provide distributed preamplification

on reception ( i.e. a preamplifier within each array element ) in

the same way that the power generation is distributed on transmission.

The advantage of this is that the loss of the array power combining
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network does not, in this case, significantly degrade the receiver

noise figure. The received signal may also be downconverted to an

intermediate frequency within the elements in which case the power

combing task is made considerably easier. Previously, low noise

bipolar transistors and tunnel diode amplifiers have been used to

provide preamplification within each element, ( parametric amplifiers

are considered too costly for this application ) however, microwave

low noise GaAs FET amplifiers have been developed in recent years

which offer significantly lower noise figures in the 1 - 20GHz range.

A comparison is given in Fig. 3.6 of the approximate variation of

noise figure with frequency, of FETs, bipolar transistor, tunnel diodes,

parametric amplifiers and Schottky diode mixers. It may be seen that

FMIs provide noise figures comparable to those of parametric amplifiers

at the lower frequencies of this range.

A recent addition to microwave semiconductor devices which may call

for a re-appraisal of the usual preamplifier-mixer configuration is

the dual-gate microwave FM. This device may be used to provide both

low noise mixing and amplification, and although still in quite an

early stage of development, a noise figure of 4dB with conversion

gain of 4dB has been obtained at 12GHt (19). This device therefore

has promise for future receiver front-ends.

. MLar and Conclusions

Graphs mimmarizing the peak and CW powers obtained from the various

solid state sources are shown in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8. For pulsed oper-

"ation, the results of LSA mode devices are outstanding in terms of

peak ( but not mean ) power; however, this device type is also the14 least well developed since reliable operation has been difficult to
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achieve.

Trapatt devices offer higher peak powers than bipolar transistors

but the Trapatt has suffered in the past from a lack of clear under-

standing of the required matching circuit design; however, this

situation is markedly Improving. Above 5GHZ both Impatt and Guam

devices existt Gunn diodes typically offering higher peak power and

lower voltages, whilst Impatts typically provide higher mean power

and efficiency. The efficiency and mean power of Oun devices is

improving however, with the use of InP material.

Results for CW operation, shown in Fig. 3.8 show much closer grouping

than the pulsed mode results, reflecting similarities between the

various devices in the problems of heat dissipation. Bipolar tran-

sistors offer the highest powers in the lower end of the microwave

frequency range, giving way to Thpatts at frequencies about - 50Hz.

FETs at present produce CW powers at approximately the same level

as Gunn devices, although it is likely that MET CW powers will increase

to surpass those of Gunns and ITmpatts within the next few years.

Above 20GHz Impatts are the main source of power; however XUP Gunn

devices may compete for this position in the future as InP material

technology becomes established.

Fig. 3.9 shows a comparison of device efficiencies, the levels shown

representing ' good ' results. Both bipolar and field effect tran-

sistors exhibit fairly high efficiencies below 10GHz. It is likely

Sthat FET efficiency will increase to the 40 - 50% range as the device

design is further refined. Trpatt efficiency can extend to the

50 60% range but results at around the 30% level are much more com-

monly obtained. Around 10GHz Impatts can provide efficiencies between
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10-M. 30% depeding oan the structuve and material, but over most of

tU* ma this in normally greater than that of Gunn devicesp which
poide the lowest efficiency.

It mnut be borne in mind when considering the choice of the solid

stte geertors for use in an active array, that the probability of
detecting a target in radar systems is related to the mean rather

t•m ,he-.peak radiated power, the modulation imposed upon the trans-

mission such as those of pulsed or FM modes being unimportant in

this respect. Mhe limited peak powers obtainable from solid state

devices result in highest mean powers being obtained when operated

CW or at high duty cycle. If mean radiated power were the only con-

sideration, a CW transmission using bipolar transistors for frequen-

cies below 5GHz and IMpatts for frequencies above 5GHz would probably

be chosen. For future systems the C! FET would appear attractive in

the 5 - 150Hz range. All of these devices exhibit relatively high

power, efficiency and reliability.

In practice, however, CV modulations are not favoured. Except in the 3a

case of bistatic or multistatic radar configurations (3) the use of

modulated CV transmissions is restricted by direct leakage that will

inevitably exist betweev the transmitter and the receiver. Techniques

such as adaptive cancellation can be used to reduce the leakage level

but the range performance obtained with CW radars is generally infer-

ior to that obtained when conventional pulsed transmissions are used.

Nevertheless, in simple radar applications where long range perform-

ance is not required, e.g. trawler or small boat radars, a CV trans-

mission can be considered. This approach is at present receiving

attention at the Philips Research Laboratories : a solid state FMCW

small boat radar is being developed in which a Fast-Fourier Transform
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processor is used to decode the received signals to provide range

information(2
6 )

The conventional low duty cycle, high peak power mode of operation,

which is usually the cost-effective solution for use with vacuum tube

transmitters is not well suited, however, to solid state device.

With the exception of LSA and Trapatt devices ( these unfortunately

also being the least well understood ), the mean power obtainable

from solid state devices is significantly lower when operated with

short plses ( d ) low duty cycle ( tn ), for

operation CU or at high duty cycle. The compromise that is usually

adopted for active arrays is to retain the pulsed mode of operation

for which no leakage problem exista and for which receiver signal

processing is relatively simple, but with the use of long pulses

ranging from a few x to many ms so that the improved solid state

mean power capabilities at higher duty cycle can be used. The pulse

length used is obviously restricted in practice by the minimum range

requirement. The maximum pulse length t - for a desired minimum

range R is given by

•max " min

c

where c is the velocity of EF propagation.

Radar range resolution can be maintained at a desired level, despite

the use of long pulses by the adoption of pulse compression techni-

ques. Pulse compression involves the superposition of a coding on

the long transmitted pulse and subsequent processing of the received

echo to obtain the range resolution of a narrow pulse.

The technique can be explained in simple terms considering initially
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the generation of a long pulse from a narrow one. A narrow pulse

contains a large number of frequency components with a precise phase

relationship between them. If these relationships are altered in a

phase distorting ( coding ) filter a longer expanded pulse will be

produced. An example of this is found in the response of a disper-

sive SAW delay line to a narrow input pulse; a longer pulse with

inter-pulse frequency variation is produced at the output. The ex-

pmanded pulse is then transmitted, and the received target echoes are

applied to a filter with a complimentary response to the coding filter.

The original phase relationships are here re-established and a narrow

pulse is produced; it is this which th6n determines the range resolu-

tion, despite the length of the transmitted pulse.

Both linear FM and digital phase codes are used in practical pulse

compression systems, the linear FM coding being the more common.

Sig•al bandwidths between I and 1OMz are typical.

The optimum device choice for use with a pulse compression trans-

mission is less clear than that for a CR transmission and will depend

to a large extent on the range coverage required and thus on the pulse

length used. For short pulse lengths ( 1 - 10 go ) the Trapatt and

Pulsed Gunn devices offer the highest peak powers below and above 5GHz

respectively. Although the reliability and understanding of the LSA

device may improve in the future, it is not at present at an adequate

stage of development for practical use. For longer pulse lengths

than - 10ga, where long range performance is of more importance than

short range, bipolar transistors below 5GHz, and Impatts and METs

above this frequency would probably be chosen.

It is interesting that high peak power ( > 1. ," vacuum tube driven
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radars also adopt the pulse compression technique, showing that cost

considerations favour an increase in duty cycle rather than an increase

in peak pc.sr at this level.

IU. 3.10, from a similar plot by Nergaard(27) shows the peak and

C1 powers obtained from individual vacuum tubes and solid state

devices. The results for pulse LSA devices are shown separately.

The CW powers, approximating the best mean powers that may be achieved,

show vacuum tubes to have a factor of 105 or more advantage in the

common 1 - IOHz radar bands. Ideally, equivalent performance could

thereafore be achieved from an active array of 105 elements each con-

tainig a single device, or from a lower number of elements if several

devices are operated in parallel in each element. Although very large

solid state active arrays have been built, the cost of these is pro-

hibitively high except for a small number of specialized military

applications. A more reasonable range of application for active

arrays will probably be In smaller systems of up to a few hundred

elements, where reliability, small size and weight, and reduced

power supply requirements will be particularly important features,

such as in mobile and airborne equipments. Ebaample applications in

the military field include battlefield, fire control and ship missile-

defence radar. In the non-military field,aircraft weather radar,

requiring typically a few W~s pulse power, could be a suitable applio-

ation.
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4.0 Introduction

Mie purpose of this chapter is to examine the injection locking andI

phase-locked loop for=s of oscillator synchronisation in order to

predict the behaviour of sources thus synchronised in the active
arrays

Previous active array element designs have in the main employed the

amplifier configuration for the element solid state source, the reason

for this being the predictability of amplifier behaviour and familiar-

ity with the amplifier concept. The phase error introduced by the

amplifier, an important feature for the control of sidelobes, is com-

posed of two components: that due to the basic group delay and that

introduced for signals of different frequency across the quoted band-

width, eeg. t 450 at the 3dB points of a simple resonant cavity. The

main disadvantage of the amplifier for active elements is the limited

gain available from solid state microwave sources; typically this

only 6 - 10,0. To avoid the need for a relatively high level input

to each element, which for a large array could only be generated by

a vacuum tube source, several stages of amplification will be required

within each element, leading to high cost and complexity. The work

described in this thesis has focussed on the use of synchronised

oscillator element sources which have the potential of higher gain

per stage and thus simpler element design.

The features of synchronised oscillators that must be considered

ares

1) the magnitude of the steady state phase error between the

input and output signals introduced by the locking process

2) the transient response and time required for the phase
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error to settle within an acceptable margin of the steady state

value

3) where long pulses are used, the response to modulations

Imposed on the input signal to increase the transmitted bandwidth

4) the effect of locking on the noise output of the oscill-

&tore This is considered only briefly.

It should be noted that it is the phase error between azTay elements

that is important for sidelobe control and phase errors introduced

by the locking process that are identical between elements are not

a problem. In practice the phase errors introduced will not be the

same, but possible phase differences between elements can be minim-

Ised by ensuring that the maximum phase error on the output of any

element is within acceptable margins. For example, if the maximum

output phase error Introduced under the most adverse circumstances

i8 - 10°, the worst case spurious phase difference between elements

will be 200. Since the phase error introduced ( for instance by

temperature drift of the free running frequency) is often similar

for all elements, the probable phase Uifference between elements

may be < 50. Typical requirements for a locked source could be a

maximum phase error of t 100 and a minimum time to acquire lock of

lOOns for a I ps pulse length.

For both injection locking and the phase-locked loop method of lock-

Ing both steady state and transient behaviour of locked sources are

examined. The important aspect of phase-locked loop stability and

its effect on performance is examined and the heterodyne loop, used

heavily in subsequent element designs, is presented. Since the char-

acteristies of injection locked microwave sources are fairly well

established a relatively siaple model is adopted for this. More
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4

attention is given to the description of the phase-locked loop.

4.1 Injection Loca

The injection locking technique for synchronising non-linear oscill-

&tore has previously received much attention and detailed models

have been developed for predicting perf.ozmance(28) . In previous

work at University College London, AlIAni(29) and Darbandi(30) in

particular have considered the application of injection locking to

active arrays, via the harmonic locking and the interpolation lock-

ing techniques. In light of the previous detailed work, only a rel-

atively simple model for injection locking is adopted here, but this

nevertheless serves well to indicate the nature of the performance

that may be obtained with injection locked sourceb.

Neglecting voltage dependent susceptance and frequency dependent

effects, the behaviour of a circulator coupled injection locked

oscillator is described by(28)'

d p - AW 0 W /-1 sin ..... 4.1d e

2

where te' the phase error, is the phase of the oscillator output

measured with respect to the locking signal

WO is the oscillator free running angular frequency

AW - WI -" is the difference between the locking signal

angular frequency w19 and the free running angular freq-

uency w

q is the oscillator locking Q factor ( • loaded Q )
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P is the injected signal power1
P2 is the measured output power

This expression is valid when the assumption can be made that the

oscillator output voltage is not significantly changed by the presence

of the looking signal i.e. P2 >> PI. In practice this condition is

satisfied for locking gains of 1 OdB or more, and since this is the

range for which injection locking can offer higher gain than that of

a typical single stage amplifier ( typically - 6dB gain ) its use

here is justified.

The steady state response when lock has been achieved is given by

Eqn. 4.1 with

d4°--e = 0

dt

thus

AW - sin ý ......... 4 .20 _e

A restriction on the detuning Aw is apparent since

-1 < sin• +

and hence a locking range Aw L can be defined such that

AWL
. AW~~L = A•max

0' 1 ......... 4.3Wa PI4
•i Q • P2
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It may be noted that this quantity can taice oruy +ve values and rep-

resents half the frequency range over which lock can occur.

The synchronisation range 6•ws, being the range of frequency for

which the oscillator can be synchronised to the locking signal is

given by

Aw 2Aw = ........
Q P2

It may be noted immediately that this is inversely related to Q and

locking gain.

The variation in phase error with detuning is obtained from Eqn. 4.2.

sin"1 ......... 456

and the form of this relationship is shown in Fig. 4.2. To obtain

low values of steady state phase error in the presence of drift of

the free running frequency due to temperature, aging etc., it is

clear that high values of locking range should be used.

Transient Performance

The transient response of an injection locked oscillator is obtain-

ed from integration of Eqn. 4.1. This has previously been carried

out by White and Jones (31) and their result is simply quoted below.

( Solution of a similar equation derived from the phase locked loop

is given in more detail in section 4.2.3. )
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White and Jonesib solution is

A2 -_ tan-1 A _+ A- ( 1 -t01) -1o4

A[exp(B [t-t) /

where A, - tan()

B - J(AWL.)2 (A )2'

to - a constant related to the initial conditions at the start

of the transient.

To find, in addition, the frequency transient of the oscillator out-

put let the oscillator output voltage V2 be expressed in terms of

the free running frequencyW0

"v2 - V2 sin ( Wt + ' 2 (t) ).... 4&8

It is convenient to also express the locking signal voltage vI in

terms of the oscillator free running frequency s

v, - V, sin (w 0 t + 91 (t) )

The instantaneous phase error between the input and output is

therefore

ee(t) = P(t) - 2(t)

Hence

d'•pe d= P d'2 o. ...... 4.11

dt dt dt
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Substituting in Eqn. 4.1

L"dk2 + AW - f, + AwU sing ... .... 4.12

dt L a

Let the instantaneous oscillator output frequency be W 2 thus

4 d&P

+ ' .• ......... 4.13

dt

Similarly let the instantaneous input frequency be WI

1 WO +
dit

Substituting in Eqn. 4.12 gives

W 2  Wi + Aw sin P .......... 4.15

and since

W W1 -W0

we obtain

?(t) - s i

AWL

To evaluate Eqn. 4.6 and 4.17 a value of to would normally be chosen

to give 'e equal to the initial value for any particular transient.

The form of these expressions can best be illustrated however, by
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taking a value of to giving symmetrical plots against time as shown

in Fig. 4.3. This choice of t0 does not affect the shape of the

curves but only the relative position on the time axis. Fig. 4.3

shows the phase and frequency transients for the case AW / = 0.5.SA•L

The transient for a given initial value of phase error may be obtain-

ad by entering the curve at this value of oe and following the

42transient for increasing time. It may be seen that apart from initial

values of phase error very close to the unstable equilibrium position,

most transients are essentially over in a time t - 1O/AW secs
L

( This approximation is examined in more detail for the similar

transient of the first order phase-locked loop in section 4.2.3 ).

A more exact transient analysis of injection locking including volt-

age dependent susceptance is given by Takayama(32) but the form of

response is not significantly different.

Acquisition Behaviour of Pulsed Injection Locked Sources

It might be expectea that the behaviour of pulsed sources during

acquisition would be described by Eqn. 4.6 with essentially random

initial values of phase error. In this case, the acquisition time,

being the time required to ensure the phase error is within a few

degrees of the final value for most initial conditions would be given

A by 10/&W . This is indeed found to be correct for cases in which

L
the locking signal is also pulsed and applied to the oscillator slightly

after the oscillator is switched on. However, for the more usual

case in which the locking signal is either continuous or applied

before energisation of the oscillator, it is found that the acquis-

ition time is much less than this value. This is explained by consid-

ering the build up of oscillation when the oscillator is switched on.
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When the energising bias pulse is applied, oscillation within the

resonant cavity is normally initiated by noise, leading to random

pulse-to-pulse initial phase. When a locking signal is present,

however, this will itself initiate oscillation and furthermore, during

the initial part of the exponential build up of oscillation the lock-

ing gain P2 /p will be very low, leading to large locking range and
I

thus rapid synchronisation. The acquisition time for this case has

not been measured but is estimated to be less than one tenth of that

for random initial conditions.

Practical pulse microwave sources exhibit a change of free running

frequency during the pulse ( chirp ) due to heating effects. It

would not be expected that this woald have any significant effect

upon the acquisition transient since the change in frequency is typ-

ically snall during the period of acquisition. The effect on the

phase error after acquisition may be obtained by considering the

equivalent frequency variation applied to the input signal. For small

phase error ( which would in practice be required from a locked active

array source )

sin to ý -Pe
e e

and Eqn. 4.1 simplifies to

e- Aw - A .. L .........9418
"dt e

Interpreting the detuning AW as a frequency shift from w0 on the

locking signal we have

dt
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Thus

dtP 0'P
eL 1

dt dt

?-ansforming into the frequency domain, using operational notation

s e(s) 8 s1(s) - AOwL.e(S)

where %e(s) and (s) are the Laplace transforms of tOe(t) and

0l (t) respectively.

Hence

a>

§a(s) S+ W

Representing linear pulsed oscillator chirp by a linear variation

of the input frequency of P rad/s we can write

P
•1(s) = 834

- 3 o..o..... .422

assuming zero phase error initially.

2bus

fe(e)- f~s) - _____•__. .... .... 4.23
e2

s2(s +AwL)

giving

Pt P
Pe(t) -L (AWL• (1 - exp(-AwL~t)) ......... 4.24
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After the initial transient the response to a linear frequency change

therefore contains a constant tracking error P/(AL)2 and a term

linearly increasing with time corresponding to the detuning existing

at time t. With increasing time this term can cause operation out-

side the linear region, for which a phase error of the fore sin (Pt/AwL)

would be expected, and eventually cause loss of look. Taking for

illustration typical values used experimentally,

AW - 1.98 x 10 rad/s for a 10GHz oscillatorL

with 100

10

PI

P = 3.14 x 1013 raW 2 (5Wz/gs)

The constant term is seen to be small t

P
= 0.8 x 10" rad

The linearly increasing term produces a phase error

Pt
- o0.16 rad/pis
AWL

It may be seen that this is the more serious source of error for the

rates of change of frequency typically encountered.

Response to Pulse Compression Modulations

Since many solid state sources are limited in peak power, it is corn-
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mon to use relatively long transmitted pulses to increase the average

radiated power, in combination with modulated transmissions and

pulse compression to maintain adequate range resolution. Pulse com-

pression modulations applied to the transmitted signal usually take

the fora of coded phase-shift keying ( PSK ) or linear frequency

modulation(9) ; transmitted bandwidths between 1 and 10Mz are

typical.

The response of injection locked osrillators to phase shift keyed

locking signals has been examined by Mackey(33) . He concluded,

that when the period of the modulation is long compared with the

locked oscillator response time, the output would essentially follow

the input modulation; when the period of modulation is of the order

of the locked oscillator response time the oscillator would be unable

to reproduce the modulation. This result is fairly obvious in consid-

eration of the previous transient analysis since the locked oscillator

will require a finite time to re-establish lock after each input phase

discontinuity. An approximate maximum PBX period of 10/AwL is there-

fore predicted although in practice lower rates would have to be used

in order to avoid distortion of the modulation spectrum.

The response to linear variation of the locking signal was establish-

ed in Eqn. 4.24. Since the rate of frequency change P will usually

be small ( e.g. 2MHz/ 4s ) in comparison with (AWL) 2, the constant

tracking phase error may be ignored. A limitation on transmitted

bandwidth will be imposed by the maximum acceptable variation in phase

error during the pulseq 9e " Within the linear range this will be A

•el " red .. ..... 4.25

el AWL
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where T is the pulse length. If a maximum phase error variation

0
of 10 is specified the maximum angular frequency chang PT -for the

example previously considered with AWL - 1.98 x 108r/s isL~ S'

3.45 x 107'rad/s.

Noise Response

Solid state microwave oscillators such as Impatt and COnnu sources

are generally noisy, and the usual situation encountered is that of

a ' quiet I locking signal synchronising a ' noisy I source. The

effect of injection locking on the oscillator noise output has been

considered by several authors(34935). It is found that AM

noise accompanying the desired oscillator output is unaffected by

locking, but FM noise ( which is usually greater ) is significantly

suppressed close to the carrier. The FM noise suppression is describ-

ed by the equation(3 6 -

+ Of 2fmI-

AwL

Afx 5  9..4.26
2

1+ (2tf' 

IAWl
L

where Af is the noise deviation of the injection locked

rms

oscillator

fo 0 is the noise deviation of the unlocked ( free-running )

oscillator

Lfr is the noise deviation of a low noise locking signal

fm is the modulation frequency.
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Basically this states that close to the carrier the FM noise deviation

of the locked oscillator is that of the reference signal, whilst fur-

ther from the carrier it reverts to that of the free running oscill-

ator. The FM noise deviation has increased to i times Af at ar

modulation frequency f" given bym

f Afr Awl,-- r X -- 0..**...... 4.27
Afo0 2Tr

and thus to provide suppression of the FM noise over a wide band-

width a large value of A.•L should again be used.

he phase error introduced by injection locking due to detuning caused

by temperature induced frequency drift, aging, rnhirp or linear FM is

given by Eqn. 4.6 1

e,, sin- (LW

and to minilise possible phase srror a large- value of locking range

is therefore desirable. This is also required to minimise the loop

transient response time, approximated to 10/AW , although it was

noted that the acquisition time for pulsed sources in which the lock-

ing signal is initially present is much less than this.

The locking range is given by

W pAw0
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and for a given free running frequency can be increased only by re-

ducing either the Q or the locking gain. A reduction in Q will not,

however, necessarily improve phase error due to temperature drift,

chirp etc. since the detuning produced by these effects is inversely

related to Q. This then leaves the locking gain as the principal

source of control over the locking range and thus in general high

values of locking gain cannot be used for straightforward injection

locking. Typical gains are limited to - 1OdB.

Recognising this limitation, two techniques have been put forward,

which, with the penalty of some added complexity, allow higher gain

to be achieved whilst maintaining low phase error. Both involve the

addition of voltage controlled tuning to the.locked oscillator with

wbich the detuning between the input frequency and the oscillator

free running frequency is minimised.

Dlbricht and Marx (37) have suggested an essentially open loop tech-

nique for reducing detuning, using no additional microwave components,

as shown in Fig. 4.4. At regular intervals the logic control circuit-

ry varies the free running frequency of Z*e injection locked voltage

controlled oscillator ( VCO ) until the extremities of the locking

range are found. These are sensed by the presence on the oscillator

bias supply line of the downconverted beat frequency when the oscill-

ator is unlocked. The varactor voltage is subsequently reset to the

mid value between the unlock pos; 'ions, therefore er•suring small long

term detuntng. The technique sutgfers mainly from the fact that it is

essentially restricted to CW operation.

A closed loop technique has been suggested by Mackey (33) as shown

in Fig. 4.5. A comparison is here made of the input and output phase
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of the locked oscillator. In the event of a phase error being pres-

ent, a feedback signal is generated which changes the free running

frequency such that the detuning and phase error are reduced to low

level. When a wideband feedback path is employed this system can

reduce phase error due to pulsed oscillator chirp in addition to

that due to ambient temperature frequency drift.

4.2 The Phase-Locked Loop

The phase-locked loop represents the alternative to injection locking

for oscillator synchronisation, assuming an electronically tunable

source. Since many aspects govern the choice of the optimum loop

design the description given in this section has been broken down

under separate headings to consider some of these independently.

Initially the established general description of the phase-locked

loop is given ; subsequently the relevant behaviour of both first

and second order loops is examined. In section 4.2.6 the constraints

imposed by loop instability are examined and the restriction on

first and second order loop behaviour is summarized in 4.2.8. In

4.2.9 the heterodyne form of phase-locked loop, much used in Chapter

7, is described. Experimental results with phase-locked loops con-

taining pulsee. sources are presented in 4.2.11 and conclusions

regarding the relative merits of injection locking, the first and

second order phase-locked loops are drawn in section 4.3.

SOnly sinusoidal phase-sensitive detectors, represented in practice

by passive mixers, have been considered in the analysis.

4.2.1 Phase Locked Loop Fundamentals
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A representation of a microwave phase-locked loop ( PLL ) is shown

in Fig. 4.6. A sample of the voltage controlled oscillator ( VO0 )

output is compared with a reference locking signal in a phase sensit-

ive detector ( PSD ) ; the resulting error signal is fed back via

an amplifier and filter to the control terminal of the VCO to cop•lete

the loop. The phase sensitive detector, which produces a voltage

which is a function of the difference in phase between the inputs is

simply realised in practice using the difference frequency output of

a balanced mixer. Practical mixers also produce a sum frequency tenr

however and a low pass filter will, in general, be required at the

mixe:: output to suppress this component. However, since the sum freq-

uency is usually very much higher than the difference frequency, it

is normally assmued that any filtering required to remove this com-

ponent may be neglected in the analui-s.

Ideal synchrtiism with no phase error is achieved when the steady

state error voltage is zero, which for the case of a mixer PSD

requires a static phase difference between the inputs of 90°0 This

factor may conveniently be included in the analysis by defining the

input waveform to the PSD in terms of sine and cosine waves, as shown

in Fig. 4.6.

The following definitions are used a

K1 is the PSD gain ( volts/radian ) in the linear ( small

phase error ) region for input signals

v.(t) V 1 sin (wot + % 1(t))

2and v(t) V 20 cos w,' t + .,o2(t))

K2  is the VCO tuning sensitivity ( rade/v.s ) which is

assumed to be linear.
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WO 0 is the free running frequency of the VCO.

A is the voltage gain of an ideal amplifier.

7(s) is the transfer function of the filter ( this may

include the frequency response of a practical amplifier ).

u1 (t) is the PSI output voltage ( volts ).

u2(t) is the voli.%ge applied to the VCO control terminal

( volts ).

With reference to 7ig. 4.6, the VCO output voltage applied to the

PSD may be expressed

v2 (t) . Cos( Wot + 2 (t)).... .4.28

where w is the free running frequency of the oscillator, and

402(t) represents the ¶ "0 output phase variation with time.

Assuming a Linear VCO tuning characteristic of sensitivity K red/v.s,

the deviation of the VCO frequency from the free running value is

d P2 (t)
dt - K2 u 2 (t) ......... 4.29

where u2 (t) is the voltage applied to the frequency control terminal.

It is convenient to also express the input locking signal voltage

in terms of the VCO free running frequency, thus

v(t) V sin (W0 t + q' 1 (t)) M. 4.30

where 01 (t) represents the possible input phase variation ,vith time.
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The cutp of the sinusoidal phase sensitive detector is then

T •~~~~106) " IC1si (k~l(t) - °2t)) ..... 43

where KI is the PSD gain in v/tad for the given input voltages V0

and TI" The sign of K1 for any particular mixer PSD with a given

phase relationshi. between the inputs is dependent on the sense of

diode connection. The characteristics of mixer PSDs are considered

in section 4.2.11 bu1t it may be noted here that when operated in the

saturated region, K1 is essentially independent of the input signal

voltages.

- After the ideal amplifier and the filter ( in which can be included

the frequency response of practical amplifiers ) we have

t)- A u,(t) * (t)

where f(t) is the impulse response of the filter and * denotes con-

volution. Substituting for u 1 (t) from 4.31 we obtain

u~)-AYsin(ýP.(t) - u 2 (t)) *f(t)} t. ... .. 4.32

and frM Eqn. 4.29

2 2(t)
dt1i •1~ 2' (t)} *e* 43

which is the generalisad time domain equation of the loop.

Relcn Xý by X and the phase error@ 1(P, 2) by 9e
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Eqn, 4.33 becomes

d1P2 (t)-- - K six(WO (t)) * f(t) •.....43

dt

It may be noted that K has the dimensions of frequency. The magait-

ude of K represents the DC gain around the loop when a passive filter

-with unity DC gain is used.

Analysis of VLL behaviour is considerably simplified when the phase

error is such that

gin Te 9e

in which case Eqn. 4.34 becomes

d'P2(t) - K(Pe9t) * f(t)) ........ 4.35

which is the linearised equation of the PI!.

Transformation of Eqn. 4.35 into the frequency domain, using operation-

al notation gives

502(s)- K (S).M( s)) ......... 4e36

where 0 (a) and a) are the transforms of 9P2(t) and Pe(t)

respectively and F(s) is the filter transfer function.

Eqn. 4.36 may be rewritten :

s02(s) " K(0l(s) -0 2 (s)).F(s) • .
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from which the loop transfer function H(s) may be obtained

_2(s) KF(s)
H(S) " e__ l...... .4.38

ýl(S) a + KF(S)

Similarly the error function 1 - H(s) is given by

Ves) s
I= H)- ..... 4391 ) (S) S + KF(s)

It should be noted that Eqns. 4.38 and 4.39 are valid only for the

limited range of k% for which the linearising approximation

sin •P - 'P may be made. Also due to the definition of the PSD
e e

inputs in terms of sine and cosine, a zero value of ' in fact rep-
e

resents a phase difference of r fads between the VCO outp•ta and the2

locking signal.

4.2.2 Phase-Locked Loop Classification

Following the usual convention for servo control loops and diepending

upon the form of the filter transfer function F(s), phase locked

loops are classified according to their I order ' and ' type I

since these terms conveniently indicate the form of the transient
S~(38)

and steady state response of the loop respectively( .

The order of a loop is given by the highest power of s in the denom-

inator of the loop transfer function H(s) given in Eqn. 4.38. A

first order loop, for example, will be obtained if F(s) = 1, and from

a knowledge of servo control loops of this order a transient response

consisting of simple exponential terms may be expected. A second

order loop will be obtained from filter types
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S1 1+ sc; I + sr2
2 2

+ ST)+ - - and S1 + s 1  1 + st1  stI -

for which a transient described additionally in terms of a natural

resonant frequency and damping factor may be expected.

The type of a loop is given by the number of poles in the open loop

transfer function G(s) where

AX K 2F(s)G(s) - LL..~s,

and indicates for which input conditions a zero steady state phase

error would be expected. A type one loop gives a zero steady state

phase error for a phase step input s a type two loop gives addition-

ally a zero steady state error for a frequency step input ; a type

thraý. loop gives additionally a zero steady state error for a frequency

ramp input. It may be noted that all PLLs are of at least type one

since the VCO itself acts as an integrator, relating the output phase

to t*2 integral of the control voltage.

4.2.3 The First Order Loop

Although the first order loop will subsequently be shown to be less

attractive than the second order for the synchronisation of practical

sources a detailed descriptioni of its behaviour is given here since

it is indicative of second order loop behaviour for which analysis

is less straight-forward. Furthermore a direct comparison can be

made between the behaviour of a first order loop and that of inject-

ion locking, since the two cases are described by similar equations.
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A first order loop ( which is necessarily of type one ) is fo.,med

when there is no filter in the loop, i.e. when F(s) = 1, and the

PSD output after amplification is applied directly to the voltage

control terminal of the VCO.

For this case

n n Au1 .AK....... 4.40

Sand En. 4.34 becomes

!• -- - ~K sit ..(....)44
dt

Since 9 - % Eqn. 4.41 may be written

d doe •l(t)
-- - ____ - K sinP (t)

dt dt e

A C.W. locking signal of frequency W! = W0 +AW is obtained when

'P (t) - Aw.t + 01 .......... 4.43

where 01 is the locking signal phase.

Differentiating Eqn. 4,43 gives

dIP,(t)
--- U( W AW .. ... .. ... 4.44

dt

and. substituting this in Eqn. 4.42 we obtain

V P(t)
= AW - K sintP(t) ....... 4.45

dt

In the steady strate, assuming the VCO is looked to the synchronising
d•p

sgnal, e -0 and Eqn. 4,45 becomes
dt

N4.



A - K si• ...... .4.46 12
e

A locking range AWL may be defined as the magaitude of the maximum

detuning of the VCO for which the loop will remain locked, and is

obtained by noting that

sin 40

Thus

AWL K All, K2

A synchronization range A( being the range or" frequency over which

the YCO can be syichronized to the locking sienal, is also defined

such that

S -2AWL 2K ........4.47

It may be noted that Ekn. 4.45 is of similar form to Eqn. 4.1 for

injection locking. The behaviour of a first order loop and an inject-

ion locked oscillator are in fact very similar, but an important

advantage of the PLL is that the locking range is not directly rel-

ated to the input or output power ( assuming a PSD operating under

saturated conditions ) and may be independently controlled via the

amplifier gain A ; by implication the locking range and locking gain

( output power/locking power ) of the PLL may be independently spec-

ified.

lFrc Zn. 4.46 the steady state phase error introduced by the loop

neglecting the - radian due to the use of a mier PSD ) is given
2
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•; o .san • ........ 4,48"

1 2

the form of which is the same as that of Fig. 4.2 for injection

locking.

Transient Behaviour

7he transient response of a first order loop, indicating the behav-

iour during capture of the °VCO by the locking signal or after a

sudden phase shift applied to the locking signal, can be obtained

frm Eq9. 4.45

dt

Mhus

I AW- K sin'O de 0*.49
e

which yields upon integration

t-to 2 tan- A.. .. . ...... 4.50

when ( > K2> where to0 is an integration constant.

SThis casep representing an injected signal outside the locking range

• givesori ,- F(" -2 ' °• tan (tt) •]-7
St•(t - +tn7 K 945



As t varies, Pe(t) will vary periodically with period

T M I "l.....4*52

vr(Lw)- .2

and thus there will be no steady state solution. Eqn. 4.36 then

describes the beat phenomenon associated with first order loops ( or

injection locked oscillators ) when driven by a signal outside the

looking range.

Integration of Eqn. 4.49 also gives

tanh 1 AW.tan( K)
t-t 0= 2 tanh- 4j2 ---) • ....... 4.53

M - 1w"- (Aw) 2 "

when a -)K2 > ( Awta -- - )- 2

and -2 ctl 1  W.tan(e) _2 .444.445
t-tO ctnh,-1 *so****.... 4*54

S , !K2-(Aw) 2  ,K . (AW) .

when K'>(AW) 2 and IAWtan(Pe)~ KI > VK2_ (AW) 2

The conditions IAwtan(±e) - xl < /P(W2and k~wtan( iexj >,P7-ZiAW'
correspond to initial values of phase error above and below the steady

state value and give rise to transients with phase error either in-

creaaing or decreasing with time. The different phase paths are

demorstrated subsequently in Fig. 4.8.

Taking first the case for [~wtan(!e - > (AW

Sqr.- 4.54 gives
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cthh .2- ..... 4.55

Makin use of the relation

exp(2x) + 1
ctnhx- .

exp(2x)- 1

yields

%e(t)- 2tan- ] e (( '0) --(• 2 -1 -J -_. .2"e_ __ ( ._0 .A )")+ ]

Aw[exp((t-t) Ji2- (AW) 2  "

S.......... 4.56

Although the integration constant to would nor=ally be chosen to give

4e equal to the initial value at the start of the transient for ar.y

particular case, the fo= of the first order loop transient is most

conveniently illustrated by taking to such as to give Ve - /2 rads

at t - 0 , since then the expression given by Eqn. 4.56 is skew-

symmetric about t = 0. Similarly for the case

Iwtanf~ KI< --AW

will equal rads with this value of to.

Thus taking

K -Aw- .

say'
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9[e(t) ,.Cexp( AW -1] [(Ai)2" ( J (Aw) 2 t)[ AW [Cep( (Aw) 2"t) 5

o....4*58

which reduces to
,I• ) x ( • . I.. *i

&2-(Aw )W't'p,('t) ()t) + I

Secondly, when lAw.tan - 4 < -(A() 2 "

we have from Eqn. 4.53

[.. (t-t0  (aw - Aw.tan "-an .. ..... 4*60

from which is obtained, similarly

K-_(___) exp( 4?-(Aw)t) -t)

Oe(t) t) -- w AJ

Aw i
,___-______-__- _ I) . ...4.61 i

The frequency transient of the VCC may be simply obtained from the

212
above expressions, since oW2 , the VCO0 output frequency is given by

w2 (t) -O 0 + I 2u2 (t)

therefore t w + AI sin' (t) ...... 463 114

Thus w (t)-wo:
2 0 sinte (t) ......... 4.64
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W (t)W
The variation of ýP (t) and with time ( normalised to uniis

of I/K secs ) is shown in Fig. 4.7 for two values of detuning,

AW/K - 0.5 and -0.7. Note that the time scale is nonnalised to give

a symuetric plot around t - 0 as previously described. The transient

is of the same foam as that given for injection locking in Fig. 4.5

as may be expected since similar differential equations describe the j

injection locking and the fixst order loop.

As before, the transient response, which could be due either to a

sudden phase shift applied to the locking signal, or to the sudden

energization of a pulsed VCO, is determined by taking the point on

the phase transient corresponding to t'e initial value of phase error

and hence following the transient for increasing time. Similarly

the frequency transient is entered at the point on the time scale

corresponding to the initial value of phase error.

The asymptotic values of phase and frequency appearing at large neg-

ative values of t correspond to an initial phase close to the unstable

equilibrium position and it may be seen that the time required for

the loop to reach the stable locking condition may be relatively

long for this case. The stable and unstable equilibrium positions

related to the PSD output are shown in Fig. 4.8, from which the sig-

nificance of the two solutions of Eqns. 4.59 and 4.61, corresponding

to movement in different directions from the unstable equilibrium

position, may be seen. The stable locking position will be located

on the PSD slope yielding negative feedback around the loop.

The steady state phase error, obtained from iither Eqn. 4.59 or

4.61s when t..ois given by

95 '
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-0e(OO) 2tan"1  
-f060A ..... 65

% K - W2"
therefore tan - K-........4.6.

2 iW
for whih, •i () Cos x

sin x

K

as previously established in Eqn. 4.48.

Considering first the effect of the transient behaviour on the response

of ideal pulsed VCOs, the phase transient for a rerresentative case

of A/K - 0.5 is shown in more detail in Fig. 4.9. Bearing in mind

that the initial phase state of a pulsed VCO will be random, all phases I
being equally likely, it is of interest to examine the statistical

distribution of the time required for the PLL to achieve lock. I+

nay be seen from Fig. 4.9 that the phase error has been reduced to

less than of the final value by a time + A secs, and taking

this value as the point at which the capture transient may be consid-

ered to be complete ( since phase errors of t 30 will produce a rad-

iation pattern with a reasonably low sidelobe level ) the statistic-

al distribution of capture times for random initial phases may be

obtained. Fig. 4.10(a) shows the percentage of initial starting

phases which result in capture times within each time interval i.e.

O<Kt<l , 1<Kt<2 etc. J
on the horizontal axis. It may be seen that approximately half

I- of capture times will be of duration 3 Kt<5-

-$ -97
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The ctumlative percentage of initial starting phases having achieved

lock after time t is shown in Fig. 4.10(b). Ninety percent qf trans-

6A
ients may be seen to be over after t se (s 1/locking iange

13in RZ ) and 99.7% over after t = - secs., the remaining 0.3% being

due to iil- ial phases very close to the unstable equf4ibrium value.

"Me for ilustrtio ss/ - 0.5 in all cases and random

initiAl starting phases, 3 of an army of 1000 pulsed VC0s so locked

would have•hi >30 after t =-- sees.

The figures given in Fig. 4.10(a) and (b) are for the case - 0.5

but in light of the time constant of .qxponential terms in Eqns. 4.59

Suld 4.61, ft would be expected that capture time will be related to

leaing &u. Ths variation with normalised detuning of time required

for 95% Of Possible initial phases to achieve jlPe < 30 is given in

Fig. 4.11 from which it may be seen that forAW/K up to 0.9, most

inital phase conditions will have achieved the steady state value

in

t 1ges • ...05..

Transient Resgonse Includin Linear Frequency Chirp

The locking transient of practical pulsed sources may be comp]icated

by a temperature induced change in free running frequency ( chirp )

during the pulse. If a linear frequency change is assumed ( as may

be seen to be approximately the case for the pulsed varactor tuned

Gunn oscillators used in subsequent experiments ) of slope P raqs'

ýhe VCO output phase 92 (t) becomes

P•2(t). (u + •.t) dt.....
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Eqn. 4.45 then becomes

atp(t) S. t - - t - K sing%(t) ........ 4.6

at

which is not of easily integrable fom.

It would be expected that the effect on the loop transient would be

small however if the change in free running angular f-equency during

the transient is small in relation to the locking range. Fig. 4.12

shows a chirp slope of 5MHz/ps ( a typical value obtained experiment-

ally from a 150m-, pulsed Gunn oscillatir at 10.5GHz ) plotted against

an ideal frequency transient for a typical loop with

K -Awl 2M 107 rad/s

Little change in the form of the frequency transient would be expect-

ed in this case although one minor effect will be to reduce the small

number of relatively long transients, since the change in free running

frequency will ensure disturbance of initial locking conditions close

to the unstable equilibrium position.

The form of the subsequent response of the loop to the frequency

chirp may be illustrated by linear theory, for cases in which the

linearising approximation sinP z "P can be made. A frequency rampe 'e

applied to the VCO free running frequency may be seen to be equival-

ent to a frequency ramp applied to the input locking signal. If the

equivalent slope of the input frequency is P ra/s 2 from t - 0 and

assuming zero initial detuning the looking signal phase 90 (t) may

be expressed as 0(s) =P3 in operational notation.

S
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From Eqn. 4.39

- 70 o(a) 08
a +)

8

from which
Pt ...... 4.70

- - (I -exP(-K~t))....47

Igoring the transient component, which may for this case be assumed

to be included in the loop capture transient, the steady state phase

error may be seen to consist of a constant tracking error - P/K and

a term increasing linearly with time Pt/K corresponding to the ' steady

state ' error for the detuning existing at time t. Using the velues

Siven previously for Pig. 4.12 the tracking error may be seen to be

relatively small in practice i

p
""7 -- 796 x 1O3radi

when

P 3-14 x 10 13rad/s 2 (5MV118)

and K 2.1% 's -4/

As t increasee, the linearly varying component of the phase error

may drive the loop Into the nonlinear region, for which a phase error

of the form .sin-1P may be expected, and eventually if a phase

e~or of + 900 is reached the loop will fall out of lock. Prom the

example an error of 300 would be expected after lps, which would,

104
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In practice, be unacceptably high. Ideally a value of loop gain K

much greater than P.t wo'ild clearly be chosen to reduce the arror,

but it is subsequently shown that practical values of K for the

first order loop are restricted due to loop instability.

A more exact description of the behaviour of the loop under chirp

conditions may be ubtained from solution of Eqn. 4.69 using the phase

plane technique described in section 4.2.4.

Response to Pulse Compression Modulations I
Modulations applied via the locking signal for the larpose of increas- I
ing the transmitted signal bandwidch, as described previously for

injection locking, co-mmonly take the form of phase shift keying or A

linear frequency modulation. Typically transmitter bandwidths between

lIMs and 10MHz are required.

In light of previous analysis of the loop transient behaviour, it

may be seen that a phase shift keyed locking signal would give rise

to a transient described by Eqn. 4.49 at each discontinuity of the

input phase. The time for the loop to re-establish the equilibrium

condition may be approximated by - secs, and this time then repres-
K

ents the minizmm period of the modulation. The maximum PSK frequency
K

will therefore be -. Hz, although it should be noted that at such rates
10

the loop transient will result in significant spectral degradation.

In particular for the case of zero frequency detuning, as may be

seen from Fig. 4.8, sudden 1800 phase shifts applied to the looking I

signal will transfer the loop exactly to the unstable equilibrium

position, resulting in -imum distortion. In addition to the wave- 4

foiu distortion: inevitable differences in the transient between

105
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elements will degrade the array radiation pattern during this time.

PSK modulation will therefore only be suitable when the period

is short relative to the modulation period and pulse length.

The loop response to a linear FM applied to the locking signal,

previously established for a linear PSD in Eqn. 4.70 shows that the

phase error contains a constant tracking error which is typically

small, and a term linearly increasing with tine due to the progress-

ive detuning of the VCO. The maximum frequency deviation that may

-be applied will therefore be limited by the maximum acceptable phase

error, where the phase error e is given for the sinusoidal PSD by

' K

Thus to ensure low phase error between elements the maximum value

of the detuning Aw must be small compared with K.

Summar, of the First Order Loop Behaviour

M

It may be seen that the behaviour of the first order phase locked

loop is very similar to that of injection locking in both steady

state and transient phase error. The phase error due to detuning

between the locking signal and the VCO free running frequency C which

may be caused either through temperature drift, aging , pulsed VCO

chirp or intentional linear FM applied to the locking signal ) is
gA
given by Eqn. 4.48

'I e
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The acquisition time, being the time required to ensure the steady

state value of phase error has been reached for the majority of

initial phase conditions, is given by Eqn. 4.67

10
t -- secsK

It is desirable to minimise both of these quantities in practice

and since they are both inversely related to the loop gain K - AKK 2 ,

theoretically this may simply be achieved by increasing the amplifier

gain A to a sufficiently high level. ( In comparison, the equivalent

quantities in injection locking may only be minimised at the expense

of locking gain. ) However, as will b'e shown in section 4.2.6 loop

instability due to signal delay around the loop limits the magnitude

of the loop gain in rzalisable loops, such that typically the locking

range of the first order loop is limited to some tens of MHz and this

will, in general, be insufficient to ensure adequately low phase error

when microwave VCOs are used. It is shown in the following section

however, that the inclusion of suitable loop filtering permits the

inclusion of further amplification in the PLL and a subsequent reduct-

ion of phase error to adequately low level.

A further description of the practical performance that may be achieved

with the first order loop is given in section 4.2.8.

4.2.4 Second Order Loops

The second order loop overcomes the first order loop limitation on

locking range, by providing high loop gain at low frequency, to yield

low steady state phase error, whilst reducing the gain at high fre-

quency to maintain stability.
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The three filter types giving rise to second order loops are described

by

11+ ST 2 1 + sT 2 X

Fs) - - , F(s)- and F(s)-
I s1 1++st 1 sI -S

N

the frequency responses and possible circuit realisations of which

are shown in Fig. 4.13.

In practice the simple 'lagt' filter with transfer function

F(s)---14 atl1

shown in Fig. 4.13(a) would not be suitable since its use often leads

to instability. As described in more detail in section 4.2.6 the

high frequency phase shift introduced by this filter, when added to

the - 900 due to the integrazing action of the VCO, will approach

-180°. Although the phase shift in an ideal loop would not reach M

-1800, the inevitable spurious phase shifts present in practical

loops commonly result in oscillation. Z

The addition of a lead ' term resulting in a filter transfer

function

1 + sT 2
F(s) =

I1+ ST 1

reduces the tendency to instability by reducing the filter insertion

phase to zero degrees at high frequency. This response is obtained

from the passive filter of Pig. 4.13(b). These filter transfer
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functions result in second order, type one loops.

The transfer function

1 + sT2

F(s) - 1 2

a"1

yielding a type two second order loop, is produced by an ideal int-

egrator plus a phase I lead ' network. Although the integration

function can be approached with a high gain operational amplifier,

the gain of practical amplifiers will inevitably saturate at some

value ( as indicat3d by the dotted curve in Fig. 4.13(c) and the

response in practice will be equivalent to that obtained from an
ideal amplifier of frequency independent gain Asst followed by the

passive filter of Fig. 4.31(b), i.e.

11 + ST

P(s) - s88 t(+t}

where t1 is now the period correspondirg to the angular frequency

at which saturation occurs. Since the gain A.t may for convenieuce

be considered to be included in the gain of the ideal loop amplifier,

second order loop analysis may therefore be simply confined in prac-

tice to second order type one loops with filter transfer functions

of the fora

1 + s:2;

F(s) .. 2
1+ S
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Derivation of the General Time Domain Equation

With reference to Fig- 4.6, the combined transfer function of the

ideal amplifier and filter using Eqn. 4.71 may be written

U2 (s) A(I + at)
-- - ...... 442/

U(s) 01 + at,1)

The time domain equation relating u1 and u2 is then

-2211: -- u2 - f+;2....47
A[u 1 4.C2 jLl **947

dt dt

We have from Eqn. 4.31

uI(t) - Kjsin(Oj(t) - to2(t)) .......... 4.74

and thus

S K= oE '(t - (dP2() . .
dt loa ' 'Jdt dt

From Eqno 4.29

dN

.'2 t) 2u2(t)
dtA

Differentiating again gives

2

dtdu 2  i

*1:16
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Substituting Eqns. 4.74, 4.75 and 4.76 into Eqn. 4.73 yields

-+2t- - A- Yin4A1 t2 dt 2 I

d+ All, C03 (Lf, dP2

r +A1 ~Ki 2t o~ (t) _9P2 (t(1 t2I ..... .4.77

which is the generalised time domain quotation for a second order

loop with lag/lead filter.

We have previously defined the phase error 9 as - "l T2

hence

dP d'P d'
e..2.4.78

dt dt -dt

When the locking signal frequency is constant -a is a constant
dt;

and thus from 1kn. 4.78

2°e = - 2•
2O 2

dt2 dt2

Substituting, Eqn. 4.77 then becomes

419

T ___e + A
dt 1 dt2 dt .... -4 .79

where K = AKlIY2 as before.

A check on Eqn. 4.79 can be made by equating T1 and T2 to zero
J2
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since then F(s) -I and a first order loop should be obtained.

Ecjn. 4.79 with T 2 0 gives

dIP, dP• +1 d-Oe (t)

dt dt

dP
and since - Aw

dt

dO -AW- Ksin (t)

dt

which is the same as Eqn. 4.45.

thle steady state response of the second order loop for a constant

locking signal frequency is obtained directly from Eqn. 4.79 wfth

-P e

at dt 2

for which the assumption is made that lock is achieved.

Hence

-KsintP
at e

therefore e = sin 1  ....... 4.80

The locking range Aw is obtained by noting the restriction -1

•iN's sLn %0
e

giving AWI
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Similarly the synchronisation range AWs is

AwO 2K *s. ... ... 4.S2

The expressions of Eqn. 4.60 and 4.82 may be seen to be the same as

those obtained for the first order loop in Eqn. 4.48 and 4.47.

As before, the transient response of the loop is of interest for

predicting the loop behaviour when a pulsed VCO is used, ur when

modulation is applied to the locking sigal•. An exact solution to

Eqn. 4.79 is not available however, since this is a second order

nonlinear differential equation, analytically insoluble; nevertheless

the form of the transient may be obtained indirectly. The more

precise indirect method of analysis, described subsequently, uses

the phase plane approach, but a good deal of insight into second

order transient behaviour may also be obtained from physical reason-

ing and the results previously established for first order loop.

With reference to Fig. 4.14 in which the amplitude response of the

type one second order loop filter is again shown, it may be seen

that at high frequency, the filter is simply an attenuator of volt-

age t gain ' TT". This is established as follows s

we have

I + jW•

S+ j•W•t

Hence

+=2
jp(jw)I 2

S 2 2• ~1 +c W ;1
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When W is large

C2 2

When a large detung exists between the VCO free running frequency

and the locking signal a high difference frequency will be present

in the loop and the gain of the loop will thus be reduc~ed by the

factor ' 1 from the low frequency value, Under these conditions,

assuming that the detuning is such that irmediate lock of the VC0

is not possible, the loop will appear ,to be a fj.rst order loop of

reduced gain, driven with a synohronising nignal outside the looking

renge. The behaviour for this situation was- established in Eqn. 4.51

and an illustration of the PSD output for this case is shown in Fig.
4.15. It may be noted that this waveform is asymmaetric, due to mod-

ulation of the VCO by the difference frequency, and contains a DC

component. Fig. 4.14 however, shows the loop filter to have higher

'gain' (unity ) at DC and thus the DC component of the PSF output

will cause the VCO frequency to move, relatively slowly, towards that

of the locking signal. The asymmetry of the PSD output is always

such as to ptoduce a DC component tending to reduce the difference

frequency. This phenomenon of second order loops, in which the

difference frequency of an unlocked loop gradually diminishes, is

known as ' pull-in' t the VC0 during this period is said to be

skipping cycles '. If the lifference frequency is reduced to a

point approaching that at which lock can occur as predicted by first

order theory, from Eqn. 4.-52 the beat frequency present in the loop

will be reduced. The loss introduced by the filter will, however,

then also reduce, leading to greater VCO modulation. This in turn

will lead to a further reduction of beat frequency and so on, and
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the loop will rapidly become locked. A second order, type two loop

with an ideal integrator will ' pull-in ' for any initial detuning ;

the more realistic case represented by the second order, type one

loop has a finite t pull-in ' range. Approximate values for the

pull-in ' range and time to acquire lock via ' pull-in ' are given 14by Blanchar(39) . ,,

Since rapid synctronisation is required for a pulsed active array

source, the pull-in form of locking transient will in general be un-

acceptably slow and a locking transient without cycle skipping will

be required."'

The range of initial difference frequencies over which capture wýth-

out cycle skipping is obtained, defined here as the capture range

Awc , cannot be exactly specified unless the initial phase difference

is also known. However, an approximate value for any Initial phase

is simply given by the synchronisation ran& for a first order loop

with loop gain equal to that existing at high frequency. Thus using

the result established in Eqn. 4.47

Awe 2 .- 2 ....... 4.84

This approximation will be valid when

I4
-1 ......>4°85

i.e. when Aw for the equivalent first order loop is within the

flat ' high frequency region of the filter response. This condition

will usually be necessary to ensure stability.
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To summarize the points made thus far, the synchronisation range of

the second order loop can be represented as shown in Fig. 4.16. The

synchronisation range within which the VCO, once locked, can track

the locking signal, is

Awe 2K

Within the synchronisation range, the capture range, approximated

by

Awe 2. - 2 I
"TI

gives the range of initial difference frequency for which the acquis-

ition transient is relatively short and does not include ' cycle

skipping '. Outside this range the VCO skips cycles during a relat-

Ively long pull-in phase before lock occurs. The range of frequency
over which the loop can pull in to look is given by Blanchard(39).

Since acquisition involving pull-in is not of practical interest,

the discussion of the acquisition behaviour can now be limited to

initial frequency differences within the capture range.

kdfrase Plane talqesis

Phase plane analysis is essentially a graphical method of solving

differential equations and has been developed principally for the

analysis of control systems. The application of the technique to

PLLs is well described by Klapper and Frankle(40) and Viterbi(41)

and the essential features are given below.
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A plot is made of---e against ( hence the description phase plane
dt e das

analysis as shown in Fig. 4.17. For convenience the notation 'P - __e
dt

is used here.

Mhe plot is started by evaluating ýe(t) at t 0 from a known Initial

condition %0 (0) . Thus we have the first point[qe(O), %(0)].

Subsequent points on the plot are found by noting that the slope at

"o' e(0)]:* 4.86

dqe t-0 A•e 't'., 0

and therefore the next point is approximately

1(t) % (o) + A% ..... .
: x Ape) .eOo

SimAiarly at this point the slope is again calculated and the plot

is thus continued. A small value of AtP between points is used to

ensure accuracy.

The time interval between evaluations is calculated by noting that

L A±'P *

e1At

At-m e .. .. .. .. .4.90
Lel
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t - At 0.0.. 4.91

By noting the time interval at each evaluation, the variation of 'Pe

with t can therefore be established.

In obviLous difficulty arises in the compu~tation of the plot from

the acttha d% 0 'hen 0 asshon i Fi. 4.17o

However the problem can be avoided by reducing AVP as the 0 axis
ft 6

is approached ( A40 was reduced from 0.50 to 0.010 in practice )
e31

and by arranging for the plot to 'jump over' the axis when ed

is sufficiently large.

To evaluate the slope of the phase plane plot at each point we need

an expression for e

From Eqno 4.79 we have

d2P 0idP- A
•1 t2 + (1 + Krgcos•Oe)---e + F.snin•O AW

dt dt

Dividing each term by t 1P we obtain

1 + =2cosP, Ksin(P

e + + e = --.... 4.92

'Pe 1;e

where •e dtedt2

Noting that
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d dA

dt
e

we have

SV .... .
L e

and thus from EBn. 4.92

dýe /w-Ksin•Oe 1 + KC2cos•° S......0.4.94

which is of the required form.

The initial value for P at the start of the plot, given any initiale

Ve' is taken from that pertaining to a first order loop with gain

equal to the high frequency gain of the second order loop, i.e.

AW--K-1 sinoe

Several series of computations were made using phase plane analysis

to establish the nature of the capture transient of the second order

type one loop. The FORTRAN program used for this is given in Appendix 1.

Results for a representative case of practical interest are shown in

Fig. 4.18 in which we have

Aw = 6T.10O6rad/s I
K W 2•r--1Qrads

i/lOTE.1O5 see

M 1/1Ort.10 6 sec

i.e. the filter roll-off frequencies are 500KHz and 5MHz.
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It may be seen from the figure that after ,' 20ns the transients are

all decreasing towards the final value. The subsequent overshoot,

characteristic of a slightly underdamped second order system may be

meen to decay iin exponential fashion to the steady state value. The

meaning of the scale marked in units of 14 sees is explained shortly.

The theoretical value of steady state phase error is, from Eqn. 4.80

tPe(OO) -1.70

"and the locking range for this case is

A = K 21M.IO 8rad/s

Since phase plane analysis does not yield a general solution to

Eqn. 4.79 it will be necessary to examine aLl the possible capture

transients for each individual second order loop in order to predict

the ti•ne required for the majority of possible initial conditions

to achieve the steady state phase error.

A general approximation can be obtained however, from the linearised A

theory of the loop which can also be applied to the nonlinear analysis.

Linear Theory of the Second Order Loop

When the linearising approximation sin'e z te can be made, the errore e

function of a PLL in operational notation is

N~

; " - . ... . -
AI
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using

I+ aT1

gives

fe(a) 4(0 + 8aT)

~(-) S('1 + ST + K(1 + st 2)

- + 1 
.0.4.95

*2~ 81+ K 2)/z1l + KAI. 1
It isa common to form an analogy between )lqn* 4.95 and the equivalent

expression for generalised, second order servo loops. The denomlnatove

of the generalised transfer and error fanctin isa usually formulated

In terma of the natural resonant frequency w~ and damping coefficientI

s2 + 29Wn a+ 2  so-e *4996Wnn

:By analogy

-R and 2k (I+-c)T

Therefore w and 2) (... 4-97

Omu Eqn. 4.95 becomes
w2

~ ~ 2Wn5 Wn2
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The acquisition transient for the case of zero initial phase error

can be represented by a frequency step input with •1(s) -2 2

Thus

"e-) -r (2 2 8+W 2) ...s + 2 cAhnS + e(s s + K... 4.99

From which, taking the inverse transform

Aw Aw

K W

n

x sin W i t- w osn .. 4.102

when g < I

It may be noted immediately that these equations contain an exponen- -

tiall.y decaying factor withn time constant /n , in terms of which

the capture transient may be described. Also since
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it may be seen that two time constants are involved in the transient.

Since we will nor•ally ensure that - 2

the longer time constant will be t1 and this then indicates the approx-

imate time at which the phase error will be reaching the final value.

Taking the same values of K, Aw, T1 and '2 used previously we have

K

W4.44 x 107

and - 0.743

The transient of Farn. 4.102 is shown in Fig. 4.19 which also shows

for comparison the equivalent transient for a first order loop with

loop gain equal to the high frequency gain of the second order loop

ioe. 22T.107rad/i. It may be seen that the transient
ilot order 1of the second order loop initially follows that of the first order,

however after t - 1/wn the error starts to decrease towards the

steady state value.

It may be shown, as demonstrated in the example of Fig. 4.19 that

for initial phases within t 300, the phase error is within a small

fraction ( i.e. less than a few degrees ) of the final value in a

time t = 6/ secs when • Since t 300 represents the approximateW n

linear range of a sinusoidal PSDI this time may therefore also be

applied to the nonlinear acquisition transient once the phase error
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is reduced to the linear region. Allowing, pith reference to Fig.

4.18, an additional 4/, secs for the reduction of worst case initial
rI

co'riitions to the linear region gives an approximate time to ensure

acquisition of

10
t - sees ........ 4.103

Wn

This time, although less well specifieO than that for a first order

loop, may bes used as a general approximation of the acquisition time

and from the time scale given in terms of I/0 it may be seen to be

valid for the case represented in Fig; 4.18.

Transient Response Including Linear Frequency Chirp

When chirp of practical pulse oscillators is taken into account,

presuming a linear change of frequency through the pulse of slope

2

P rad/s2 from t = 0, Eqn. 4.29 becomes

2(*t)K + P.t

dt

and Eqn. 4.79 thus becomes

+•+--1 - P(t + ) " __.P +--,dt + KT2cosIj + MinIe

.4.104

d 2 'P*

When the locking signal is constant, _e 0 and hence
dt2

1 -P(t + - d + + KT2 cos%]+ K-sin'P .... 4.105

dt dt- dt
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As before, this equation is analytically intractable, but following

the approach previously adoptea for the first order loop, the linear-

ised equation may be used to indicate the form of the loop response

to linear oscillator chirp after the acquisition transient. The

linearised error function of the loop is
2

2 Wns2 -+; s +S,+l~~ip(S) ALM-;s t,'.,

sod rep x •senting the VOO chirp by an equivalent linear vaie~iot of

the locking signal frequency, the case of a linear chirp slope P rad/s2

applied at t - 0 with zero initial detuning is given by

P

*2 P 2 •40n 2  P• •nj1  + 2)

P 2 )-.-0•,€,, ,+ &ý,s + ,,n J 9W, + Wn

Ignoring the transient terms in the solution, which, including an

exponential factor exp(-ýWnt) may be assumed to be small after the

capture transient, the subsequent response is given by

lpe(t) -21 +4.108W\ K

¶iThis may be seen to contain a constant o tracking ' error and term

linearly increasing with time. Taking, for example, the values prev-

-lonsly used to obtain Fig. 4.18
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i~e. W 4.44 x 107rad/sn

= 0.743 ]
K X 2iTE10 8rad/s

with P = 2rc.5.0 1 2rad/s ( i.e. chirp of 5MHz/ps) a tracking error

of 1.426 x 10" 2rad is obtained. The term linearly increasing with

time is of the same form as that previously obtained for the first

order loop and represents the ' steady state ' phase error for the

detuning existing at time t. In the example a phase error of

5 x r10-2ads is obtained after 1ps.

Response to Pulse Compression Modulations

Consider, as before, phase shift keyed and linear FM modulations

applied to the looking signal to increase the transmitted bandwidth.
)$

The form of response of the second order loop to PSK modulation will

be similar to that of the first order in thaý at each phase discon-

tinuity of the input signal, the loop will take a finite time, approx-

imated now by 10/nsecs, in which to re-establish the steady state

output phase. The finite loop response time will therefore degrade

the modulating waveform and also the radiation pattern during the

transient. The period 10/W must be therefore short in comparison

with the period of the modulation.

The response to linear FM modulation is the same as that given above

for a linear frequency chirp. As for the first order loop the limit-

ation on the input frequency variation is determined principally by

the phase error introduced by the detuning Aw, when the tracking
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error may be igored, where

However, since K for the second order loop will normally be signif-

icantly greater than that which may be used in a first order loop,

the restriction on the maximum value of AW is reduced.

The maximum transmitted bandwidth nonrally required is 10MHz. It

may be seen that taking the value ofK previously used (2T61tOrad/s)

the phase error introduced during the. Ulse by a linear frequency

change of this value is acceptably low, 5.7 , within the linear

range of the PSD.

Summary of the Second Order Loon Behaviour

The second order loop analysis is simplified by taking only the lag-

lead filter transfer function to be of practical interest. The use

of this filter, shown in Fig. 4.14 overcomes the restriction on loop

gain encountered for the first order loop by providing high gain at

low frequency, whilst reducing the gain at high frequency to maintain

stability.

The phase error due to detuning .between the locking signal and the

VOO free running frequency ( which may be caused by temperature drift,

aging, pulsed VCO chirp or intentional linear FM ) is given by

s= in-i( )
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which is the same expression as obtained for the first order loop.

It should be noted, however, that higher values of loop gain K will

in general be used in the second order loop, leading to lower phase

erzrore

In addition to the noial capture transient, the second order loop

also exhibits a pu3-l-in response in which bx. oscillator with initial

detuning outside the capture range becomes looked via a cycle skipping

transient. Acquisition within the capture range, of more interest

for rapid synchronisation of pulsed active array sources, may be

analysed in specific cases using the phase plane apprcach to solve

the non-linear differential equation. A more general approach using

the linearised equation however gives an approximate time to ensure

aoquisition of

10

t - -sees

4.2.5 Higher Order Loops AR

Phase-locked loops of order greater than two are of little interest

for the active array application, since even in the ideal case, when

no spurious phase shift is introduced into the loop, extreme care

must be taken in their design and operation to avoid instability.

In practice, when the effects of loop delay are included stable oper-

ation is usually only achieved at the expense of the loop capture

range and transient performance.
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4.2.6 Phase-Locked Loop Stability and the Effect of Loop Delay

Stability of Ideal Loops

The stability of PLLs can be established by means of root locus

analysis in which the location in the complex s plane of the

poles of H(s) are determined as the loop gain varies. If, for certain

values of K, the root locus cuts the imaginary axis and passes into

the right hand half-plane, the loop will be unstable for these values.

An alternative method of assessing loop stability utilises the Bode A

diagram to examine the gain of the open loop transfer function when

its phase reaches 1800 and since this is more illuminating as to the

cause of and possible solution to loop instability, it is to be

preferred here. Thus plots are mýeý f the magnitude and phase of•

the openloop transfer function G(s) against frequency. The linear-

ised open loop transfer function of an ideal loop ( no amplifier

delay, (lat amplifier gain ) containing a filter with transfer func-

tion F(s) is given by

AK K F(s)
G(s) 1....... 4.109

where the denominator represents the integrating action of the VCO.

The linearised transfer function is used in stability analysis since

the o gain ' of the PSD in v/red is greatest in the linear region

and hence loop instability will appear in this region first.

The Ideal First Order Loop

A first order loop has no filter and thus F(s) 1 1. With a j j,-
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Eqn. 4.109 for this case becomes

AKl K20(jwo) = - 4,... .1

JW3

for which

G~wJ AK1K2  K

IT w
and

Arg(G(jw)) tan(-) - rad
S 2

The plots of IG(jw)I and Arg(Gw(j )) against log(w) are shown in

Fig. 4.20 and it may be seen that this loop is unconditionally stable

with phase margin ( i.e. the difference in phase from 1800 at the

unity gain frequency ) of 90°" It may be noted that the unity gain

frequency, given by Eqn. 4.111 as W= K, aLso definus the locking range

since from Eqn. 4.47 AKL = K. For the ideal first order loop K is

unrestricted by loop instability. In practice, of course, this loop

cannot exist since any practical loop amplifier will introduce delay

and eventually a high frequency gain roll-off at some point.

The Ideal Second Order Loop

The ideal second order type two loop results from the use of a flat-

gain amplifier with no delay, followed by a passive second order

loop filter . The filter transfer function containing only a lag

term is given by

11

A F(s) A.
+ 1
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Log
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Fg. 42 Bode Plot for the First Order LooP
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Arg(G(jw)) 0 

A
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4 ! Logw

Fig. 4.21 Bode Plot for the Second Order,, Type One Loop
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"azd in this case G(Jw) becomes

G((W) - jw(1+ 3wn I

from which it may be seen that at high frequency the phase shift

0around the loop tends to - 180 , In practice any delay or additional

spurious phase shift in the loop can result in instability, and hence

loops with this simple lag filter attract little attention.

The ' lg-lead ' filter transfer func.tion

1+ aT2l s2ifCs) =-
1+ aS1

as previously noted is of much more interest. An ideal loop contain-

ing this filter response gives

GOw) = **- .... 4.114
jUKi+ jWT,)

therefore 2!

,j I _ _Y_______2

Ic(\J l w-22 ... ..... 4.115 =W + 2

and 2,1 +wt12
Arg(G(jW)) -tan-'2)*.... 4.116

The Bode diagram for this case is shown in Fig. 4.21 and it may be

seen that the phase characteristic approaches -1800 during the region

of rapid amplitude fall, but recovers at high frequency te give a
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phase margin of 900.

The Effect of Delay on Loop Stability

All realisable PLLs vwill exhibit a finite delay time around the loop,

introduced either by the loop components or simply by the physical

length of the loop* That due to the loop length may obviously be

reduced by giving careful consideration to layout and in practice

it is often the amplifier that is the main contributor to the delay.

The type SL541C amplifier used in the experimental work for example

has typical delay of "'6 ns. When a delay td is included in the loop,

the open loop transfer function G(s) becomes

AK1KF )exp(-s td
G(s) - •......41

8 A

Foz a first order loop including delay this becomes when s - JW

K exp(-Jtd)

G(jW) =--W-d

from which we obtain

K

(JW)I = -..

Arg(G(jW)= tan (cotw1) .... . .4.12

It may be noted that

Arg(G(JW))3
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when

d 2- rad
2

i.e. W -- rad/s ....... 4.121
2-d

Thus taking for example the approximate value of cd for the SL541C

amplifier i.e. rd = 6 ns, the 1800 phase shift frequency is
2.6 x 108rad/s ( 41.67 1,1z ) and this then is also the maximum value

of open loop unity gain frequency and locking range that can be obtain-

ed from a first order loop containing this amplifier. In practice

other spurious phase shifts and additional delay due to the loop

length will combine to further reduce the locking range that may be

obtained. It should be noted that amplifiers with lower values of

insertion delay can be used to provide larger bandwidths.

The second order open loop transfer function including delay is

SK(1+ jw)

G(JW) = 1+ jWrC) 2 -J('•) ..... 4.122

where

(jW) - WtjI + j'ur.:•

In this case

G(jw)j 2 ... 2
+--

and
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Axg(G(jW)) tan' "" w 2 ) cOSWTd -- (ulT2 )sinWtd

60 o.+.124

The Bode diagram describing Eqn. 4.123 and 4.124 Is shown in Fig.

4.22. The dashed curve shows the phase ahift due to the delay alone

i.e. the first order loop response. It 'aaY be seen from the diagram

that care must now be taken in the choice of 1I and 12 to ensure

that the phase characteristic does not reaCh - 180° at the dip in

phase corresponding to the region of rapid ps,'i fail-off in the

amplitude response. The maximum frequency, at Which the phase charact-

eristic can reach - 180°can be seen to be that due to the delay alone

and thus the maximum bandwidth ( capture ravge ) of the second order

loop is restricted to the same value as that for a first order loop.

The advantage of the second order loop becOres apparent, however,

when considering the loop gain at lower frequencies, since it is this

which determines steady state phase error.

The Effect of Delay on Loop Performance

In addition to its effect on loop stability, delay will also influence

the transfer function and transient performazioo of the loop. Since

the effect of delay can be neglected at low frequency it is clear

that the steady state response of the loop will be unaffected. The

behaviour involving the wideband response of the loop will be modified,

but since loops will not in general be designed to operate close to

instability ( i.e. the open loop unit gain frequency will be designed

to be significantly less than the maximum v'alue determined above )

it would not be expected that the behaviour voUld be radically diff-

erent from that given in sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4. It should be
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noted, however, that if an exact description of the loop transient

performance is required, the modified equation, including delay should

be used in the loop analysis. These are developed below simply for

reference.

Consider then a delay td introduced by the loop amplifier. Following

the derivation of the loop equations previously given in section

4.2.1 the output of the PSD is

u 1 (t)= 112(

For a first order loop the filter is omitted and the output of the

amplifier is

W A]i oe* 4 9 2
u2(t) - AKsin 1(t -d) "1'2(t ".d)]

S 0e 42 (t) 1~.
2 t

dt

which is the loop differential equation including delay. In the linear

region of the PSID, this simplifies to

dt

Transforming into the frequency domain this becomes

•2(s)~~ ( = •_sep(sd) - 2(ste ('sd)
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and the loop transfer function is then

H(S) -, 2 (s) Kexp(-sd .. .... 4.128
•1(s) s + Kexp(-sltd)

The equivalent time domain equation for other loops is

r p2 Ysintr (t - f(t) 96*.. 4 .1 29
dt I'll d) 2 dj

where, as previously, f(t) is the impulse response of the filter and

denotes convolution. The transfer function, similarly, is

1ý) 2(s) K~~x(scd
H =s - ...... 4.130

1(S/ s + E•'(s)exp(-s•:d

7 Noise Performance

A detailed analysis of the noise performance of the P•L is
given elsewhene ()but several points indicative of the form of i

the noise performance are considered in the following.

It was previously noted in the discussion of the noise performancee

of injection locked oscillators that soli.2 state microwave oscillators A

usually exhibit a high level of output noise power relative to an A

upconverted signal from a stable low frequency source. Thus the

expected situati n will again be that of a ' ouiet ' lockinn sig;nal -V

synchronisin- a noisy VCO.
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Amplitude Modulated Noise

A PLL with ideal PSD in which the output voltage is only related to

the phase of the inputs will be unaffected by AM noise; the AMI'

noise output of the VCO will be the same as that of the unlocked

oscillator; AM noise present on the locking signal will have no

effect on the VCO output. Practical mixer PSDs are, however, based

on a multiplication of the input signal for their operation, and

the mixer output po'•er at the desired difference frequency will be

a function of the input signal powers. AM noise present at theI mixer inputs will therefore produce variations in the PSD character-

istio KI ( volts/rad ) and thus lead via Eqn. 4.48 to a varying

phase error. In general therefore, although the inherent AM noise

of the VCO will be essentially unaffected by the PLL, for frequency

components within the loop bandwidth, given approximately by theI locking irage for a first order loop and by the capture range for a

second order loop, there will be some degree of AM to F74 conversion

resulting from AM nQise components appearing at the PSD. AM noise

sidebands present on the looking signal will produce FI noise side-

bands at equivalent frequencies on the VCO output; AM noise sidebands

existing on the VCO output will produce correlated FX sidebands at

the same I modulation ' frequencies. The AM- FU conversion may be

"minimized, and in practice brought down to low levels, by operating

diode mixer PSDs in the saturated region, i.e. with input power levels

greater than a few mWs, for which the variation in output voltage

with input power is small. The variation of PSD output power with

the Input signal level is describe&i further in section 4.2.11.
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Frequency Modulated Noise

The effect of the PLL on the MY! noise charact.eristics of the VCO can
A

be obtained from the following simple arguento

If initially the case of a ' quiet ' VCO and a locking signal accom-

panied by FM noise is considered, it would be expected that each com-

ponent of the input noise spectrum, at frequency fm from the centre

ftequency, will modulate the VCO such thai6 the input and output corn-

p•.ents of the noise at modulating frequency fo' will be related by

the loop transfer function, i.e. slowly varying components of the

noise will be reproduced on the VCO output, whilst high frequency

components of the noise will be outside the loop bandwidth and will

only appear in attenuated form.

If the same noise spectrum is now considered to be present on the

VCO output, with the lacking signal now ' quiet ', it Pay be seen

that without feedback around the loop the same magnitue.e of output

voltage as before will be obtained from the PSD. However, when the

loop is closed it may be considered in a simple approximation that

this voltage will produce VCO modulation that will cancel ( s8.nce

the loop has negative feedback ) the original components of the

noise sigma. The degree of cancellation is then given by the error

function of the loop, which for e linear phase detector is

SKF(s)

ignoring loop delay. The form of this is shown in Fig. 4.23, from

which it would be expected that nearly complete cancellation of the
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Ed noise will occur for the slowly varying components, whilst those

at modulation frequencies>wjn will be unafficted by the loop. 2
The form of the relationship between FM noise sideband power level

and the ' modulation ' frequency will thus be similar to that shovm

in Fig. 4.24. At frequencies close to the carrier the FI noise

levcl will closely follow that of the reference source, whilst for

frequencies greater than Wn the noise level will be essentially that

of the unlocked oscillator. This result is similar to that obtained

for injection locking, as described by Eqn. 4.26.

Additional Sources of Noise within the Loop

As described above, in the absence of additional sources of noise,

the VCO will take on the FM noise characteristics of the locking

source close to the carrier. Noise voltages introduced within the

loop by practical PSDs and loop amplifiers will however produce an

additional frequency modulation on the VCO output. Resulting from

the loop negative feedback, any noise voltage introduced by the PSD3

or loop amplifier appearing at the VCO frequency control terminal

will produce a phase error on the output, with sign and amplitude

that will restore the voltage applied to the VCO to the original

level required to maintain lock. If the noise voltage referred to

the PSD) output is + 6u,, from Eqn. 4.31 the additional phase error

produced on the VCO output, within the PSD linear range ;-ill be

6u1
= - __• ....... 4.131 ;

The FM noise output of the VCO may thus be greater than that predicted
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from the above argument, however, it may be noted that the addition-

M FM noise zo produced on the individual outputs of an array of

locked oscillators will not be correlated, and as discussed in Chapter

5, will not therefore be transmitted with the full gain of the array.

A more detailed analysis of the effect of noise voltages appearing

within the loop is given by Blanchard(39)

A.2. Comparison of the First and Second Order Loops

It was noted in sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 that a phase error introduced

by the PLL by detuning AW between the locking signal and the free

running frequency of the VCO, caused by temperature drift, aging,

pulsed VCO chirp or intentional linear RT is given by

To ensure low phase error it is therefore desirable to use a high

value of loop gain K = K KA. However, as shown in section 4.2.6,

the maximum value of open loop unity gain frequency iz limited in

practical loops in which delay is present. If Wl. is the angular

frequency giving 180° phase shift around the loop, the maximum value

of K for stable operation with the first order loop is given by

K =W ... .... 4.132 -
19

It may be noted, refering to its introduction at Eqn. 4.34, that

the dimensions of KU are sec. Similarly for the second order loop
1

we have, when- <
T iT
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X 12
4

giving

K W - - ..... .4.134
Tit

2

and since we may choose -- 2 1
2

it may be seen that higher valucs of K, and thus lower phase errors

may be obtained with the second order loop.

Using the above restriction on high frequency loop gain it may be

seen that the capture range for both first and second order loops

is limited to a maximum of W

The acquisition time, being the time required to ensure that the VCO

is within a few degrees of the steady state value for the great

majority of initial phases is given, for the first order loop by

10 A

and for the second order loop by

10

W

where Wn, the loop ntural resonant frequency, was defined in X

Eqn. 4.97.-'I

Acquisition times short compared with the pulse lengths typically
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used in active array radar ( 1- 20ps ) may be achieved for both

first and second order loops in p='tce, and since phndc erron,;

are significantly less for the latter, the second order loop is to

be preferred.

Where it is desirea to modulate the transmitted pulse for the

application of pulse compression techniques, linear 17.1 appears to

be the most suitable modulation since the high loop gain will ensure

low variation of phase error through the pulse; 4 phase shift keyed

modulation will be distorted by the lnop transient at each phase dis- IZ

continuity.

Summarizing the relative performence of the second order PLL with
2

that of injection locking, it was previously shown that a large lock-

ing range, and thus low phase errors were only obtainable with inject-

ion locking at the expense of locking gain; several stages of inject-

ion locked amplification may, in practice , be requiredý The PLL

offers potentially high gain within a single stage since the locking

range is not directly related to locking gain when a saturated PSD

is used. Furthermore particularly low values of phase error may be

achieved with the second order loop.

The relative performance that can be obtained from injection locking,

the first order and the second order pa is illustrated by the follow-

ing example. A voltage controlled oscillator of similar character-

istics to that used experimentally ( a varactor tuned Gunn oscillator )

is considerel, with :

free running frequency 10GHz P

locking Q factor - 100

tuning sensitivity ,2  2Tr.10 7 rads/v.s
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A P-SD operated in the saturated region is assumed with typical gain

IC of 0.3 v/rado Tne internal delay of a typicAl loop amplifier is

assumed to be 4ns.

Table 4.1 shows the locking characteristics for the three cases

( given for convenience in terms of frequency ( Hz ) ) assuming s

(a) a minimum locking gafn of 10dB Is required when the

oscillator is injection locked, yielding a locking

g from Eqn. 4.3 of 1.98 x 108rad/s.-b
i (b) the amplifier gain in the case of the phase locked

S~loop is taken as the maximum value determined by Eqns.

4.132 and 4.134. In prActice this would be reduced

by a safety margin to ensure stability.

(c) the PLL acquisition times are the approximate values

obtained Ignoring loop delay.

Phase Error Comparison

It may be seen from the table that for either injection locking or

the ist order loop, close control of the detuning will be required

to constrain the phase error in the presence of temperature change,

frequency chirp etc. Temperature drift of the free running frequency

alone ( typically 0.5 Iffiz/°C for the oscillator under consideration)

may produce serious phase error, although it must be noted that it

is the differential phase error betw;een array antenna elements that

is of importance; temperature drift will tend to produce similar

phase errors in all elements. The second order loop produces sign-

ificantly lower phase error for a given detuning and restrictions

on drift of the free running frequency will thus be considerably

less severe. Similarly the within-pulse variation of phase error
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DiJECTIONFIRST , • TSECOND
ORDER ORDER

PLL 'out = lOdB PLL

LOCKING WRANGE AGL 62.51•z 31•501z 625MHz

2Tt

CAPTURE RANGE AWe 62.5Irdz 31•5MHz "62.5MdHz
21r"

SYNCHRONISATION Aws 125Mhz 63MHz 1250ldHz

RAN~GE Ir
ACQUISITION TIME 25.6ns "'- 5ns 63.6ns

(estimate)

MAX. DETUNING
FOR 10° - .8mz t 5.46L1z - 1081IHz

Tel 9< 100  1.~~

PHASE ERROR'A

VARIATIUN 4.60 9.1o 0.46°
WITHIN .. 4•4
CHIRP OR LINEAR FM
(I= aR PSD )

AhI/FILTER AMP/FILTER
VOLTAGE OL6

GAIN ol 200--

20 20I.... . .....

f m1Hz 1OMHz f

Table ,.1 Comnarison of Lockin' 3ehavicur of injection Locking

and First and Second Order PLLs

I
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due to chirp or linear FM is significantly reduced with the second Z

Rrz order loop.

Acquisition Comparison

As previously described in section 4.1, injection locking acquisition A

times are significantly less than that predicted by simple theory

based on the transient solution to Eqn. 4.1. An estimated acquisit-

ion time equal to the inverse of the locking range AULis given in

the table. The acquisition time for the second order loop is longer

than that for the first order, but this represents the time required I

to establish a significantly lower phase error. The phase error will

be reduced to that of the first order loop in a time significantly

less than that shown.IA
The acquisition time must be short relative to the pulse length;

typically, acquisition in just under lO0ns will be adequate for a

1,1s pulse. Since pulse lengths used in solid state radar are relat-

ively long ( typically I - 20js ) it may be seen that the acquisition

performance in all three cases is adequate. The effect of the phase

transient during the acquisition time on the array radiated output

is discussed further in Chapter 5.

V-?
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4.2.9 The Heterodyne Loop

A configuration of the PLL of particular interest for subsequent

active element design is shown in Fig. 4.25. The sample of the VCO

output is here heterodyned to a lower frequency before being applied

to the PSD, such that lock is achieved when the downconverted signal

and locking signal applied to the PSD are of the same frequency.

The VCO may thus be synchronised to either the sum or difference of

the input frequencies, although in practice care is taken to ensure

that the VCO can lock to only one of these to avoid ambiguity ( for

instance by restricting the VCO tuning range

The equivalence of the operation of the heterodyne loop with that

of the simpler loop previously considered is simply demonstrated in

the following. The signal obtained at the output of the bandpass

filter centred on the angular frequency (w2 - j!3) following the

downconverting mixer is

v4(t) V 4 sin[2 2"w3)t+Y2 431 ........ 4.135

The output of the PSD to which this signal is applied, along with

the second locking signal

v?) V5cos(W5t 95)

is given by

u (t) X sin 4w5 t136 -W2 3 .......

where X, is the PSD gain in v/rad. If the loop filter impulse
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response is f(t) we have, in line with the previous analysis

u2(t) = ul(t) * f(t) ........ 4.137

and also

d(P1 't)

dt

Eqns. 4.136, 4.137 and 4.138 are similar, however, to those obtained

from the circuit of Fig. 4.26 containing a conventional PLL. For

this circuit the signal vI(t) applied to the PSD is

thisthe Vsin~v1 t +W )t +t +P 119
"1t•" vls~in 3 *5• ÷3 *5] ....... .4..

and the phase detector output is

u(t) Ksin [("2  ?t + 'P2 _"P3 _"5.... 4.140

assuming the same PSD sensitivity I',.

As before we have

u2 (t) U1 (t) * f(t) ...... 4.141

and

t-- = ...... 4.142
dt K"

Since the circuits of Figs. 4.25 and 4.26 are described by the same

equations, their performance will be equivalent, and thus the theory
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previously derived for the conventional PLL may also be applied to

the heterodyno loop.

The attraction of the heterodyne loop results from the fact thatI the VCO output phase is determined by the phase o:' both input signals,

irrespective of their frequencies. If 3 is a 'aicrowave and 5 an

intermediate frequency, the phase of the microwave output may there-

fore be simply controlled via the intermediate frequency input.

This feature is used in subsequent active element designs to avoid

the conventional microwave phase shifter, which often represents a

large paxt of the element cost.

It may be noted that for VCO sinchronisation to the sum of the input

frequencies, a phase shift +%p on the i.f. input will produce a shift

4 on the VCO output. However, with synchronisation to the difference

frequency a sign change will be introduced in the downconversion of

the feedback signal, resulting in an output phase change -tpfor an

input shift of +V.

Several factors influence the choice of value of intermediate frequ-

ency w5 to be used in conjunction with the heterodyne loop.

i) As mentioned above,the heterodyne loop (HPL) allows phase shift-

ing of the microwave output to be achieved via an i.f. phase shifter

placed in the i.f. input to the loop. However even at i.f., phase

shifter and distribution network design and construction are simplif-

ied at lower frequencies. In this respect a low i.f. is therefore

preferable.

2) The heterodyne loop may theoretically be locked with an output

frequency equal to either the sum or difference of the input
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frequencies. To avoid ambiguity it will therefore be necessary to

constrain the tuning range of the VCO in pra.ctice to ensure zhat

lock to only one of these frequencies is possible. A value of i.f.

must therefore be chosen that will give sufficient sepatution of

the sum and difference frequencies for this to be achieved.

3) Practical mixer PSDs inevitably have some degree of leakage of

the input frequencies present on the output. In order to avoid

modulating the VCO output at the i.f. frequency, a value of iof.

outside the pass-band of practical loop amplifiers and filters will

therefore be chosen.

In practice the constraints given by 2) and 3) above result in a

choice of i.f. of the order of 100MHz. In the experimental work I
subsequently described using HPLLs, an i.f. of 60MHz was generally

employed since particularly large loop bandwidths were not used.

Finally in this section it must be noted that for stable operation,

care must be taken to avoid the introduction of extra delay around

the loop with the additional downconversion of the HILL.

4.2.10 Phase Locked Loop Components

A brief discussion is given of some of the characteristics and

limitations of practical VCOs and PSDs.

Voltage Controlled Oscillators

With the exception of magnetic tuning e.g. YIG tuned oscillators

for which tuning rates are low ( typically modulation frequencies

only up to 1Mz are used ) electronic tuning of solid state sources
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is usually achieved with varactors. The varactor introduces a.

variable reactance into the source resonant circuit, producing

electronic control of the resonant frequency. An approxiwate

equivalent circuit for a diode oscillator is givei, in Fig. 4.27.

The tuning bandwidth that may be obtained depends upon the maximum ii
change in varactor capacitance with voltage, the degree of couplIg

between the varactor and the cavity, and the loaded Q factor, %,

of the cavity. An approximate expression for the tuning range is(A3)

(C1  - A
A *.......4.143 A

where Af is the tuning range in Hz

Ca is the varactor junction capacitance at breakdown

Cjo is the varactor junction capacitance at zero bias

V is the EF voltage swing at the varactor junction

f is the operating frequency

L ie loaded Q factor

and PT is the total power dissipated in the varactor and

circuit elements.

To obtain a large tuning range for the PLL application, it would

therefore be expected that a varactor with large capacitance varia-

tion and low loss, tightly coupled to the cavity to increase V, and

a low L cavity would be used. Ir, practice, however, there are

several restrictions s

(a) one of the reasons for requiring a large PIL locking

range is that practical solid state oscillators are subject to drift

of the free running frequency. The magnitude of the drift is ,
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however, inversely related to the L of the oscillator cavity and

thus there is little to be gained by reducing this quantity. In

fact if an adequate PLL locking range can be achieved, it is prefer-

able to use a high Q to reduce drift and chirp.

(b) under higher power operation ( e.g. tens of Watts )

the BF voltage swing at the varactor can cause large rectified currents

to flow at zero bias. The range of bias voltage and hence the tuning

range is therefore restricted at higher power levels.

At low power ( e.g. less than a few hundred mWs. ) tuning bandwidths

of 10% may be readily obtained. At higher power tuning ranges of

some tens of MHz has been quoted for a 1OW pulsed Gunn source.

Transistor sources in which the resonant circuit voltage is less than

that of the output may be expected to provide higher tuning ranges

for higher power operation.

The variation in the VCO frequency is approximately proportional to

the square root of the bias voltage. The VCO tuning sensitivity KI

previously considered to be linear in the PLL analysis is therefore

non-linear in this case. However, when the loop bandwidth, given.

by the capture range, is small in comparison to the VCO tuning range

the deviation from linearity within this bandwidth is small over

most of the tuning characteristic.

One other characteristic to be mentioned regarding practical VCOs

is' post tuning drift ', which is a relatively slow drift in

frequency of an unlocked VCO after the application of a sudden volt-

age step to the varactor. Typically the post tuning drift extends

up to several ms after the application of t"e tuning voltage before

the output frequency settles to a steady value. The primary reason
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for this effect is a thermal one(,4)); a significant retuning of

the oscillator to a frequency producing a different oscillator output

power will change the thermal dissipation in both the oscillator

generating diode or transistor and the varactor. TAe frequency thus

subsequently changes until a thermal equilibrium is re-established.

Post tuning drift has not been considered in the previous transient

analysis of PIZ behaviour since the thermally induced frequency change

of a pulsed oscillator has been already described in the context of

chirp, and within-pulse frequency changes that may be a.,plied for

pulse compression are not in practice sufficiently great to markedly

alter the thermal dissipation.

Phase Sensitive Detectors

Fig. 4.28 shows a quoted DC output voltage against relative

phase for a double-balanced mixer PSD with both input signal levels

equal to 5mW. As previously noted the output voltage is zero when

the input signals are in quadrature. The slope of the characteristic

w-thin the ' linear region ' ( i.e. 90 + 300 ) is

150mV 360
K 1 - x - 0.286 V/rad

30 21t

The DC offset voltage, which is simply due to rectification and is

not dependent on phase, is quoted as 1mV. Mis offset, the magnitude

of which is related to the input powers, produces a constant frequency

offset on the VCO which can subsequently result in a fixed phase error

on the output. However it was previously noted that the tuning rmige

of practical VO0s is not linear, and it will be necessary in practice
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to apply a standing voltage to the varactor of the VCO to bias it

into a linear part of its tuning range. The standing varactor

voltage will then determine the desired free-running frequency. The

offset voltage of practical PSDs may therefore be included in the

standing bias voltage.

PSDs are normally operated with input powers sufficient to drive the

mixer into the ' saturated ' region. This provides a relatively

high value for K and also provides some rejection of AM - FM noise

conversion. The variation of K with power of one input, with the

other fixed at 5mW, is shown in Fig. 4.29. Týe PSD gain is shown

normalised to that obtained with both Input powers at 5mw. This

characteristic was obtained experimentally from a type 336A X band

mixer ( Lorch Devices Inc. ) at 10.4GHz. It may be seen that with

both input powers -5mW, there is little variation of K for small
1

changes of input level. It is therefore advisable to operate the

PSD at this power level.

4.2.11 Experimental Results

Experiments were conducted with the aim of demonstrating the applic-

ation of the theory to the synchronisation of practical microwave

sources. In particular it was desired to check the validity of the

acquisition time approximations, the use of the second order loop

to reduce phase error, and the operation of the heterodyne loop.

Attention was not given to the provision of particularly large loop

bandwidth.

The T0O used in the experiments was a varactor tuned, wavegaide

Gunn oscillator ( AEI type DA8825G ) designed for CW operation and
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producing 150mW CW at 10.5GHz. The CW electronic tuning range was

approximately 130MHz for a varactor bias voltage range of 1.5 - 20V.

The tuning characteristic for one oscillator is shown in Fig. 4.30.

A heterodyne FLL was sbt up as shown in Fig. 4.31 vith locking signal

frequencies chosen to allow synchronisation of the VCO to the sum

frequency. Following the PSD a wideband operational amplifier ( type

SL 541C ) was used to provide both amplification and filtering; the

figure shows an amplifier configuration producing a second order loop.

To avoid the more severe tuning non-linearity at low values of varactor

bias voltage a fixed offset voltage of 6V was applied to the varactor,

about which the loop feedback voltage would vary. With an offset

voltage applied, approximately linear tuning of 8NHz/v was obtained

over some tans of MHz. For CW operation advantage was taken of the

high input impedance of the varactor (- IMP ) and the low output

impedance (-- several Ps ) of the amplifier to avoid a DC level

shifting circuit. ( Ideally the operational amplifier would be used

to provide a DO level shift but the output voltage swing of the

SL541C was insufficient for this purpose. ) With R5>> R little of R

4
the amplifier output voltage is dropped across s with R > ,

where R0 is the amplifier output impedance, little of the offset ;24

voltage appears at the amplifier output. For pulsed operation the

amplifier may simply be capacitively coupled to the varactor. 2

Initial experiments were confined to MY operation of the VCO. With

Sand C, removed, R and R were chosen to provide an amplifier
d,1  2d 2

voltage gain of 10, resulting in a first order loop. The VCO was

locked to the sum of input frequencies 10.38GHz and 100MHz. The

locking range was measured to be 7MHz, in agreement with that -
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Spredicted theoretically from Eqn. 4.47 ( 7.?2 z ) using a measured

PSD gain K = 0.1 v/rad and taking the combined volt~ge gain of the

lamplifier and offset circuit as x 9. Increasing the amplifier gain,

•! ~locking ranges ( i.e. half the synchronisation range ) up to 20M•

were obtained before loop instability at 221,2z occurred. The instab-

ility frequency due to delay alone ( estimated to be 6ns i r the

SL541C amplifier and 2ns for the loop length ) was 31ldHz ; the addit-

ional phase shift producing the lower instability frequency was found

on investigation to be introduced by high frequency gain roll-off

in the SL541C amplifier and the varactor feed. Since large loop

bandwidths were not required for the demonstration of the basic loop

behaviour, the amplifier gain was simply reduced to keep the loop

bandwidth less than 10,MHz for subsequent expeeiments. Under this

condition the open loop gain was reduced below unity at a frequency

significantly less than that at which the gain roll-off commenced.

The loop behaviour would then be expected to be similar to that of

the first or second order loop with ideal amplifier.

The acquisition behaviour of the first order loop was measured using

the arrangement shown in Fig. 4.32 in which the output of the locked

VCO is compared in a further PS2 with a CW signal derived from the

locking signals via a single-sideband modulator. For pulsed operat-

ion the VCO was retuned to 10.6GHz, at which frequency the same

tuning sensitivity as previously used ( 8MHz/v ) was obtained. The

output of the PSD comparing the C.I reference signal with the pulsed

VCO output is shown in Fig. 4.33. The initial shift in DC level due

to rectification of the VCO pulse is followed by many superimposed

transients corresponding to random initial phase conditions. It may

be seen that most transients are over in 100ns although a few, not
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evident in the photograph, extend to 200ns. This is in agreement

with the approximation I which in this case, for a locking range
KS

of 4.7 x 107rad/s ( 7.5Li5z ) gives

• 1010 212ns

K

The deviations in the phase once lock has been achieved are due to

ringing of the Gunn diode pulsed supply and chirp.

The loop PSD output may also be used to indicate the capture transient

and phase error of the VCO. When the PSD output voltage is zero

there is no phase error between the input and output which as previously

defined implies the PSD inputs are, in fact, in phase quadrature.

At the voltage extremities a t 900 phase error exists.

Fig. 4.34(a) shows, in the upper trace, the PSD output voltage ( many

superimposed transients ) for a pulsed first order loop with locking

range 3.8 x 107rad/s ( 6MHz ). The lower trace shows, as a time ref-

erence, the pulsed bias supply to the Gunn diode.

To best illustrate the effect of phase errors, the detuning was set

to give a locking signal frequency at the edge of the locking range,

i.e. A W'-6b1z. It may be seen that the loop initially locks with

a large phase error t0900 in - 200ns; subsequently chirp reducea

the detuning and thus also the phase error during the pulse.

Fig. 4.34(b) shows the PSD output voltage for a pulsed second order

loop operated within the capture range with

100!Q
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The initial detuning was again sot at the edge of the capture range

to clearly show the phase error transient. It may be seer. that after

a brief initial period in which the capture transient resembles that

of a first order loop with a large phase error, the phase error rap-

idly drops to a low level. The slight slope on the trace, once a

low phase error has been achieved, is due to coupling between the

two oscilloscope inputs a. may be seen by comparing the trace levels

before and after the pulse when there ic no PSD output. The theor-

etical approximate acquisition time for this case is - 0.74s to ensure

capture, with most transients over in<350ns. This may be seen to

agree with the observed transients.

To show more clearly the reduction of phase error with tine of the

second order loop, C above was changed to 10 0 0 pF. The reduction of
1

phase error from the original high value at the start of the pulse

is now clearly seen, although in practice such a slow transient would

10
be undesirable. The quantity -0 for t.his case is 2. is. although

n
since I (= 2.4 ) this approximation is less exact for this loop.

The acquisition behaviour of first and second order loops was thus

found to be in approximate agreement with the theoretical prediction.

The photographs of Pig. 4.34 clearly show the advantage of the second

order loop over the first order for reducing both the absolute phase

error and the change in phase error resulting from chirp.
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Conolul onclusions

In view of the length of this chapter, a review of ithe main features

in the preceeding analysis of injection locked oscillators and PLLs I
is given in this section, in addition to conclusions on the applic- g

ability of these techniques to active array elements.

4•3~j Injection Locked Sources I
The locking range of an injection locke3 oscillator, defined by Eqn.

4.3 as half the range of frequency Aw 8over which synchronisation can

occur, is obtained from the differential equation Eqn. 4.1 by apply-

ing the conditions

dYP
ad-1,<znY <,1

dt

giving
AWL= !Q)- p - .. (443) N

Q P 2

The synchronisation range is thus

Aws 2Aw L Q *P2..(4.4)•

The relationship between the steady state phase error introduced by

the locking process and the detuning LW between the locking signal

and the free running frequency was given by Eqn. 4.6 as

Te sin-1() A4
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In the region for which phase errors are small, differentiating gives

the rate of change phase error with detuning as

d___e = oee... ... 4.144

d(Aw) AW L

LIt was previously noted that the phase error predicted from Eqn. 4.6

Swill have little effect on the array radiation pattern if all the

array elements exhibit the same phase error. There will, however,

inevitably be a spread in the values of free-running frequency for

a practical array of solid state sources due to variations in the

device and circuit parameters and thus a spread in the value of

phase error introduced by the locked oscillators. The effect on the

radiation pattern of random deviations from the desired array phase

distribution is discussed in Chapter 5. Prow Eqn. 4.6, the variation

in the phase error resulting from a given spread in values of detuning

can clearly be rinimised by adopting a large value of AWL for the

locked oscillators. This therefore implies, with reference to Eqn.

4.3, the use of low locking gain.

Taking the values previously used in the example presented in Table 4.1,

i.e. a locking q of 100, a free running frequency of 10GHz and lock-

ing gain of 10, Eqn. 4.144 predicts a rate of change of phase error A

with detuning of 1.8°/YMIz. If it is then desired to restrict the j

spread of phase error on the array due to the locked oscillators to

within t 100, the spread of oscillator detuning must not exceed ± 5Mz.

This may be difficult to achieve in practice. The restrJction on

the spread of detuning can be eased by using lower oscillator Q since 2

this will yield a greater value of A wL for a given locking gain

but care must be taken when adopting this approach that the variations

in detuning resulting from differences in chirp and frequency drift
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with temperature are not simply increased in proportion.

The synchronisation of pulsed injection locked oscillators where

the locking signal is present during the build tp of oscillations

in the cavity is very rapid, as previously described in section 4-1.

The acquisition time in this case is estimated to b,; less than

if AW secs.

In conclusion the attractive features of injection locking of

simplicity, high possible locking gain and rapid synchr:nisation

when pulsed, are offset by the problem of maintaining the difference

in phase error between elements within acceptable levels. Typically,

locking gains only of the order of i0rdb may be used and even at this

level it may be necessary, in practice, to adopt additional techniques

to minimise the spread of detuning, such as choosing only closely

matched sourcest temperature stabilisation of the array or the use

of feedback circuits as shown in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5.

4.3.2 Phase Locked Loops

Despite the additional components and apparent complexity compared

with a straightforward circulator coupled injection locked cscl~lator,

the PLL offers several distinctly attractive features. First the

locking gain and the locking range may be independently specified

for the PLL; high valres of locking gain can then be achieved sim-

ultaneously with large ,,scking range. This cannot be achieved with

an injection locked oscillator. Secondly, access to the components

in the feedback path permits direct tailoring of the loop transfer

function, providing in the second order loop, a co-Apromise between

the need, on Ihe one hand, to maintain low phase errors and on the
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other to ensure stability. Thirdly, use of the heterodyne phase-

lock loop configuration provides a means whereby phase shifting of

the microwave output may be achieved with only I.F. phase control.

The microwave phase shifter conventionally used for electronic

beam steering can then be replaced with an I.F. type. The charact-

eristics of first and second order PLLs are reviewed in the following.

The First Order Loop

The analysis for the first order loop followed a similar pattern to

that of injection locking. The locking range and synchronisation

range of the first order loop were givdn in Eqn. 4.47 as

Aw L IC AV2K

and -Awe 2AW L 2AK1K2  *09.(4.47)

where K1 is the PSD gain in V/rad, K, is the V.O0 tuning sensitivity

in ral/V.s and A is the frequency independent voltage gain of an

idea.l Loop amplifier

The relationship between detunirg and ]hase error was obtained in

Eqn. 4.48

and the equivalent expression to Eqn. 4.144 is then

We 14 __.4.145

d(-) Kj
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It may be-noticed immediately that neither the input nor output

power appear directly in this expressiono ,;ith input po;,ers to the

PSD sufficient to drive it into the saturated region (-'5mll) KI is

essentially constant and the locking gain of the loop may then be

specified independently of AML. Since the locking signal power

required is only-5m;l it is possible that the reference power for

the whole array may be derived irom a single solid state source.

To minimise the variation in phase error inTroduced in an array of

?LM elements for a given variation in the values of detuning it is

clear from Eqno 4.48 that as for the injection locked case, a large

value of locking range AWL should be ised. This implies, for a

gi.ven K1 and "2, the use of a large value of voltage gain A.

However, as shown in section 4.2.6, the delay td that will in-

evitably exist in practical loops limits the amount of gain that

may be included in the loop without instability. From Eqn. 4.121,

the open loop gain of a first :r~r loop must be reduced to unity

at an angular frequency less than

w=- rad/s ..... (4.121)
2Td

This is then the maximum vwlue of locking range AWL for stable

operation. In practical L.oops where the delay introduced by the

physical length around the loop may be neglected, the delay is pri-

marily introduced by the loop amplifier. T'he SL541C amplifier used

in the experimpntal work has a delay of approximately 6ns for which

",he maximum value of locking range by Eqn. 4.121 is 41.71%"-. Oper-.

ational amplifiers with delays dofi to 4ns are commercially available,
and this value of delay has been used to calculate the figures in

the example performance of''the first-order loop in Table 4.1. Taking
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this value of delay to calculate the maximum value of AK1 K2 ,

Eqn. 4.145 gives a rate of change of phase error with detuning of

0.9 /MHz for small phase error. If, as before, it is desired to

restrict the variation of phase shift introduced by the PLLs to within

+ 100, the values of detuning are in this case restricted to be within

t 11MRH. Practically t'his may again be difficult to achieve for IOGHz

oscillators without close control of the array environment.

Larger values of locking range and thus a greater permissible spread

in values of detuning may be achieved using amplifiers with lower

group delay; it is estimated that a suitable amplifier with delay

down 'o I or 2ns nould be constructed, but it must be noted that

the use of such wideband amplifiers can usually be avoided using a

second order loop.

The effect producing the very rapi- synchronisation of pulsed inject-

ion locked oscillators, i.e. the presence of the locking signal

during the growth of oscillations in tne cavit), does not exist in

the PLL; the acquisition time for the first order loop is obtained

from solution of Eqn. 4.45 for various initial phase conditions.

The time required for the phase error to be within a few degrees of

the steady state value for the gieat majority of initial values of

phase error was given by Eqn. 4.67 as

10 10
t - = - ac ........ (4.67)

K AKIK2

The Second Order Loop

The second order loop overcomes the first order loop restriction
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on locking range by the use of a loop filter response providing high

loop gain at lo-; frequencies to yield :, large locking range, ;;hilst

providing a reduced gain at high frequencies to maintain stability.

It was shcen in section 4.2.4 that only one of the filter transfer

functions giving rise to a second order loop need be considered in

practice: this is the lag/lead transfer function

F(s) 1 + I2 !
1 + st 1

The looking and synchronisation range of the second order loop wereS~given by Eqn. 4.81 and 4.82 "

A, K ArKK 2 .

Aw - 2K = 2ALK1K2  ... (4.82) -

These are clearly of the same form as those for the first order loop,

but the voltage gain AL now used is that existing at low frequencies.

The phase error versus detuning relation is similarly

'PC sir. 1  ... (4.80)

and the rate of change of phase error with detuning is now

Sd.e 1

- -- ....... .4.1,46

d(• AL,) AK K2

for small errors.
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The examples given in Table 4.1 serve well to show the advantage

of the second order loop over the first order. In the examplp, the

high frequency loop gain in both cases is taken to be the maximum

stable value with an amplifier of 4no delay. The *Iow frequency gain•

for the second order loop is however ten times greater here than the

first order, yielding by Eqn. 4.146 a rate of change of phase error

with detuning of 0.090 /MHz for low phase errors i.e. one tenth of

that for the first order loop. The criterion of maintaining the

variation of phase error to within t 100 now yields a maximum per-

missible frequency variation of t 110MIz, which should be easily

achieved.

The acquisition time of the second order loop for damping coefficients

of the order of unity was given by Eqn. 4.103 as

10t 00006... (4 .103)
n

where w is the loop natural resonant frequency given in Eqn. 4.97.

From the example in Table 4.1 and the experimental results,it may

be seen that acquisition times short compared to the 1 - 20g1s pulse

lenghs typically used in active arrays,may be readily obtained

with practically realizable loop bandwidths.

In conclusion the PLL has the advantage of offering a locking gain

that is not directly related to locking range. Although more

components are required in the PLL than in an injection locked oscill-

ator, the high potential gain may enable one PLL ' stage ' to replace

several stages of injection locked gain. The second order PLL can

provide low velues of phase error despite the limitation on loop

bandwidth imposed by the delay that is present in practical loops.
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Acquisition times short compared with the pulse lengths-typically

used may be readily achieved. Use of the second order PLL is. there-

fore generally the most attractive means of oscillator synchronisa-

tion, but in addition, use of the heterodyne loop configurat *on may

be used to reduce phase shift.ig cost. Phase control of the micro-

wave output may be achieved in this case via a phase shifter in the

1811

intermediate frequency input to the loop. I
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5.0 Introduction

Several general aspects of active array antennas relating to side-

lobe level control, Lhe effect of element random errors, and array

receiving signal to noise ratios for various array configurations

are discussed in this chapter. Since the results and techniques

described are mainly well established, the discusnion aims princip-

ally to present a review of some of the antenna considerations

influencing active array design.

5.1 Techniques for Sidelobe Level Control in Active Afrray

Antennas

Control of radiation pattern sidelebe levels is of particular

importance for radar antennas. A low sidelobe level is desirable

to minimise the illumination of targets in, and the reception of

target returns foim, directions outside the radiation pattern

main beam; radar echoes received via the sidelobes will appear

as false targets. A low sidelobe level is also desirable to

miniminse the reception of interfering signals, particularly

deliberate ' jamming I signals, via the sidelobes. Since the

power of radar returns varies as the in-verse fourth power of

target range, whilst jomming signals suffer only inverse square

law attenuation, jamming signals are r.ften received at a suffic-

iently h-gh power level tIlt i e dezection of targc:ts ca.n be

severely restricted or completely prch-bitc- :h'en the j:c-:.jng

source is wvf.hin the radiation r-ttern .ain lci.t A0th'ufh li5.tle

can be done to counrt'(4) the loss of esitvy in t,.-: .rctio

of the janmer, the reception of significant ,arruiing po,.er also

via th- sidelobes can lead to ic,'- of 4ens•--, in ot h...r
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directions. A low sidelobe level is therefore desirable to effect-

ively suppress signzls received via the antenna sidelobes with

respect to those received via the main beam.

For civil radar applications sidelobe levels between -20 and -30dB

are often acceptable; for military applications a lower level,

down to-4OdB or less, is often desired to offset the effects of

Jamming.

The design of an antenna to produce a radiation pattern with a

specified maximum sidelobe level is basically a question of ascertain-

ing the aperture amplitude and phase distribution corresponding to

an acceptable pattern. For a line source ( i.e. a continuous linear

antenna ) of length a, the far-field electric field intensity E(G)

assuming a >> X is given by

a

E(e) ) A(z)expQ2 Tzsine@)dz

where e is the angle measured away from broadside in the plane of

the antenna

z is distance along the antenna with reference to its centre A

Xis the wavelength

and A(z) is the excitation at distance z.

A(z), the aperture distribution, may be complex, representing both

the amplitude and phase distributions, i.e.

A(z) - IA(z)l.exp(jI(z)) ........ 5.2

where IA(z)l is the amplitude distribution and W(z) is the I.hase

distribution*
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Distribution Relative Half-Power InTtensixy of 1st
Type Gain Beamwidth Sidelobe (dB

__istr___b__tion__ Relative_______ ___ f-Power__nens__yo____

(deg.) below max.
intensity)

Uniform 51 X/a 13.2

Cosine 0.81 69 X/a 23

Cosine2 0.667 83 X/a 32

Triangular 0.75 73X/a 26.4

Circular j.865 58.5 X/a 17.6

Table 5.1 Comparison of Some Aperture Distributions

Ad

N
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In the case of a11 array antenna, the far-field electric field

intensity reduces to a finite sum.mation of the contributions from

the individual element radiators. For a linear array of isotropic

radiators, the far-field electric field intensity is given by

N-I
E(e) = Anexp( "..2r3nd.sin

nrO

where A is the complex excitation of element nn

d is the inter-element spacing ( assumed constant )

and N is the number of array elements.

It is well known that amplitude distribution tailoring can be used

to provide sidelobe level control in both reflector and array antennas.

Table 5.1 shows the effect on the peak sidelobe level of half-power

beamwidth of various amplitude tapers. The application of such tapers

in the case of a reflector or passive array antenna is straightforward :

taper may be applied via the feed radiation pattern and geometry in

the case of the reflector and via a weighted power distribution net-

work in the case of the passive array. For both of these the recip-

rocal nature of the antenna will yield the same radiation pattern

on both transmission and reception.

The application of amplitude taper to active arrays calls for further

thought regarding the best way in which this may be implimented.

First, active arzay elements will inevitably contain non-reciprocal

devices or switches to change the signal path on transmit and receive,

since the element amplifiers used to generate the transmitter power

will be non reciprocal. This means that it will be possible to apply

186
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independent tapers on transmission and reception ; for example, the

taper on receptio:, could be ZIý:,,.Lled at iF, after do..,conversion To

IF within each element. Secondly, manufacture of an active array

will be considerably simplified if identical elements can be produced,

rather than a number of elements containing devices of different out-

put power. Consideration must then be given to methods of achieving

the desired amplitude distribution on transmission, whilst making

best use of the available solid state microwave power.

One arrangenent, equivalent to that of the passive array, which could

be used where the element solid state generators are configured as

amplifiers, is to simply apply the desired taper in the distribution

network as for a passive array. On transmission the element amplifiers,

all providing the same gain, will reproduce the tapered distribution

across the array. Cn reception, the same or possibly a different

taper could be used, with the distribution network perhaps also acting

as a power combiner. The disadvantages with this arranggement are :

1) The element amplifiers away from the array centre will be operated

- with a power output considerably below their maximum. Since it was

shown in Chapter 3 that the powers available from solid state micro-

wave devices are somewhat restricted, it will i -lly be desirable

to operate all the devices in an active array at as high a power

level as possible, consistant with constraints imposed by reliability

cons.deratiens.

2) Tnis arrangement clearly is not suitable for locked oscillator

element sources since the output powers of identical oscillators

will be the same for all elements.

An alternative arrangement, suitable when either amplifiers or oscill-
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ators are used, is simply to accept a uniform amplitude distribution

from identical, equally spaced elements on transmission, yielding a

relatively high peak sidelobe level ( - 13dB ) and concentrates on

providing a high degree of sidelobe suppression via the receiving

radiation pattern, which as previously mentioned, may be formed

asing an independent amplitude distribution. In cases where false

target returns and illumination of clutter butsiA the main beam are

not limiting problems, this approach will probaoD. be acceptable

since it is the level of the receiving pattern sidelobes alone which

affects the radar system performance in the presence of jamming.

A further alternative arrangement givilg sidelobe level control on

both transmission and reception, uses the technique of ' density

tapering ' in which unequal spacing of equally excited elements is

used to effectively provide a tapered distribution. Array design

using this technique may be carried out via either a deterministic

or a statistical approach.

Figure 5.2, after Skolnik (6) shows the basis of the deterministic

approach. A model continuous distribution yielding a radiation

pattern similar to the desired one is initially chosen. The location

of equally excited, unequally spaced elements in the array is deter-

mined by dividing the area under the model distribution into equal

areas, ra shown in (a). The relative positions of the array eiements

are then taken from the centres of the intervals defined by the equal

areas. Fig. 5.2(b) shows the relative positions of the elements and

(c) shows the positions relative to the cumulative current distrib-

ution.

It would be expected that the radiation pattern produced by a density
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tapered array would follow the pattern of the model in the vicinity

of the main beam and close-in sidelobes, and deviate at larCgt-

angles. This is indeed found to be the case as shown in Fig. 5.3t

given by Skolnik(6  . Fig. 5.3 (a), (b) and (c) shows the array

factors for a 20 wavelength aperture containing 12, 18 and 24 elements,

respectively. The array factor of the model distribution, a Taylor

(46)
distribution designed to produce an equa2 -201- sidelobe level

is also shown in the dotted curves. The plots cover, in each case,

the angular region over which the density tapered array pattern

initially follows, and then starts to deviate from, the pattern of

the model distribution. Although values for the horizontal axes are

not given in the reference, the figure serves well to show that

increasing the number of elements improves the fit between the patterns.

The number of elements that may be included in a density tapered array

is limited, in practice, by the minimum element spacing (-X/2).

This may arise either from the physical size of the element or from

the increase in mutual coupling as the separation is reduced. 3

aO

• ~Defining the degree of thinning as the percentage of elements removed
4, from a half-wave-length spaced arrmy of the same dimensions, the 24 A

element array has 41 percent thinning. The closest spacing between

adjacent elements is 0.52 wavelengths. In practice the far-out side-

lobes, which deviate from the desired pattern of the model illumination,

can be suppressed by the element factor and therefore it is possible

to obtain consistantly low sidelobes throughout the visible region.

The statistical approach to density tapered array design follows

similar lines. Here# the model illumination function is used to

determine the probability of whether or not an element should be

located at a specific aperture point. Elements are located pseudo-
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randomly rather than in a definite manner as in the deterministic

approach, but they are not unifctm.y randon because their probability

denzity function is tapered. Their average density, computed statist-

ically, follows the form of the model illumination function, since

the tapered weighting of the probability density functions makes

the placing of an element near the aperture centre more likely than

elsewhere., The method is termed a statistical density taper since

the radiation pattern can only be specified beforehand in statistical

t erms*

Fig. 5.4, also from Skolnik(') illustrates the procedure for

designing a statistical density taperea array. The curve representing

the model amplitude distribution is used here to define the probability

of an element existing at each of the positions that would be occupied

in a filled array with half-wavelength spacing. The probability of

occupancy of the central element position is unity. Fig. 5.5 shows

tle calculated pattern of a statistical density tapered array and of the -I

model distribution for a 50 wavelength diameter circular array with

-30dB peak sidelobe level. Although it can be seen that the density

tapered sidelobe level is significantly greater than the ideal one

after the first few sidelobes, the advantage of the statistical

approach is illustrated in that the sidelobe energy for larger angles

is fairly everly distributed, and does not build up to consistantly

high peak values. Fig. 5.6 shows the element locations in the planar

array, the pattern of which is shozn in Fig. 5.5. This array contains

3773 elements compared with 7800 if the array were filled, indicating

a thinning factor about 50 percent.

The design of an active array with elements of equal transmitting

output power will therefore probably take one of two forms i
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1) An array of equal element spacing of approximately half-wave-

length, providing uniform distribution on tranomission and a separate

tapered distribution on reception0  Lower receiving sidelobes should,

in general, be available from a filled aperture than from a density

adtapered array.

2) A density tapered array providing sidelcbe control on both

transmission and reception. For a given number of elements, the

aperture dimensions will be larger in this case than for a half-wave-

length spaced array, and thus a narrower beamwidth would be expected.

The statistical method of density tapereP. array design has the advant-

age of producing a sidelobe structure with a uniform mean value in

the re enu the patmern differs from thati of the model. This

technique is however only generally applicable to large arrays where

•.•_there are enough I samples I to en.-)e s7.atistical regularity. Skolnjik(6)

suggests that this approach is limited to arrays containing more than

100 elements, the deterministic approach providing better results

with smaller arrays. A further discussion of density tapering is

given by Steinburg .

5.2 The Effect of Element Amplitude and Phase Errors on the

Radiation Pattern.

5.2.1 Fixed Distribution Errors

Random amplitude and phase errors on the element oatputs of an array

antenna impose a practical limitation on the degree of sidelobe

suppression that may be obtained from the use of tapered distributions,

and clearly a similar limitation will also exist for density tapered

arrays. The additional complexity that is introduced by the use of

active elements in an array ma; in general be considered to present
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a more exacting task than for the passive array when it is desired

to meet a given amplitude or phase tolerance. Conversely the.addit-

ional degrees of freedom afforded by amplitude and phase adjustments
that could be provided in each element may be considered to ease the

tolerancing problem, although from the point of view of manufacturing

cost this approach may carry an economic penalty. The analysis given

below, following the approach of Gladman(47) , seeks to indicate

the limitation on the sidelobc level -"Lat may be achieved in the

presence of a given level of random amplitude and phase error•.

rTaking for simplicity the case of an array of N uvenly spaced elements

the far-fie d electric field intensity in the presence of erTors is

give, by

N-1

ECU) = A•(1 + An)exp(jbn)exp(jnU) 46665-4

n-0

where A is the amplitude error on the nth elementn

8n is the phase error on the nth element

An represents the element excitatio'i, as before

29dsin9U - .... 5.5x

where d is the inter-element spacing

0 is the angle of interest, measured from broadside*

If the amplitude and phase errors are small exp( iu) " I + J 6n

and Eqn. 5.-4 may be written
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N-I N-i

E(U) A exp(jnU) + A Auexp(jnU)

n~n=0 n=O

N-i

+ j ex~jLT oo*-
L An6neXp(jnU)
n=O

The first term represents the unperturbed pattern, the second and

the third terms being the ' error patternrs due tc the amplitude

and phase errors respectively.

The radiated power is proportional to E(U)E*(U) and the radiated

power within one period of the variable U is therefore proportional

to

JP(U)dU {E(U)E*(U)dU

where E*(U) is the complex conjugate of E(U).A

Thus

RN-1 -
{P(U)dU 2T 2 + 4 An

-T n-O n=O

SN-i N-1

+ 2TZ AJ2An2  + 2TA•i 822.
n=O n=O

The first term on the right hand side represents the power in the

unperturbed pattern whilst the remaining terms result from the ampli-

tude and phase errors existing on the array. Assuming that the sum

of the weighted amplitude errors given by the second term on the
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right hand side is zero, the mean power in one period of U-space is:

N-I

2-- n 
5••-) • inI2(1 +1A1+ )...59

n=0

where

noN-1

j IAnI
2An

2

In
A• = ..... 5.10

n=O

is the power weighted mean square amplitude error, and
N-I SIAnj26n

i n

= ...65.11

N-1

n=0

is the power weighted ýwean square phase error.

The main beam power density of the unperturbed pattern Po(O) may be

expressed as GoPo(U) , where Go is the gain, and Po(U) is the average

power density of the undisturbed pattern.

The average power density of the pattern including errors, relative

to that of the main beam in the undisturbed pattern is
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Po(O) GO Go

The first term is the average power density of the unperturbed pattern

relative to the main beam density. The second and third terms are

the power densities resulting from the amplitude and phase errors

respectively, Since the gain Go will be proportional to the number

of elements N in the array, it may be seen that the level of the

contribution to the pattern from the amplitude and phase errors will

also be related to the array size. Figs. 5.7 and 5.8, afte:!! Gladman(,7)

show the mean peak sidelobe level due to amplitude and phase errors

respectively, for arrays of 10, 30 and 100 elements of equal half-

wavelength spacing, where the errors are superimposed on initially

uniform amplitude and phase distributions. A factor of two, derived

empirically, has been assumed between the mean error level and the

mean peak level shown in the Figures. Although the plots give the

results specifically for the vuniformly illuminated case, Gladman

indicates that in practice they may also be used as a guide to the

required tolerancing on tapered distribution arrays, if the curves

are raised approximately by 1.5dB. The plots may then be vsed to

assess the approximate degree of manufacturing accuracy required,

and the amount of permissible phase error introduced by phase locking,

if this is randomly distributed to ensure the pattern sidelobe level

is below a specified value. In a similar context, they may also be

used to indicate the minimum bit size of digital phaze shifters for

an array of given size when the errors introduced by the phase shifter

quantisation are randomised.
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5.2.2 Time Varying Errors

Time varying errors on the aperture distribution can arise in two

cases

i) phase errors introduced by the locking phase transient of pulsed

phase-locked element sources

2) amplitude and phase errors due to time varying signal components

such as additive amplifier noise that are present throughout the

transmission.

Response to the Phase Lockinj Transient.

As described in Chapter 4, during an initial period in the synchron-

isation of pulsed phase-locked loops, and also to some extent for

pulsed injection locked oscillators, the output is not fully coherent

with the input locking signal but exhibits a phase/frequency transient

before reaching the steady state locked condition. The array radiation

pattern during this period will not therefore be the same as that

calculated simply on the basis of the steady state phase distribution

and may be expected to change significantly with time.

Referrr-g the phase of the nth element output (% to a convenient phase
n

reference on the locking signal, the radiation pattern of an equally

spaced array of N elements at time t after the application of the

supply voltage may be expressed as s

N-I

E(Ut) _- exp(j (t))exp(jnU) ........ .5.13

n=1
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where JAnj is the excitation amplitude at the nth element, assumed

constant during; the pulse. ( Oscillatizn groi-'th tjies

are assumed to be so rapid in comparison to the pulse

length that they may be ignored. )

and ýPn(t) is the phase of the nth element at time t. A time varying

phase indicates the existance of a frequency difference

between the element output and the refezence.

It was previously noted in Chapter 4 that the initial phase of

pulsed oscillators is essentially random where the oscillation is

initiated by random noise processes. At the instant following the

application of the supply voltage a random phase distribution will

therefore exist on the array. A full analysis of the dynamic charac-

teristics of the radiation pattern would therefore initially assume

a random phase distribution, calculate the subsequent variation of

the phase of each element output with time ( for instance using phase

plane analysis ), and then use these phase values to compute the

radiation pattern at each instant of time. Calculation of the far-

field phase in each.direction

Arg(E(U, t))

and its rate of chahge, will- provide information on the spectral

content of the signal transmitted in each direction. Repeating the

computation for many random initial conditions will indicate the

time average response.

A detailed analysis of the fdrm described has not been carried out

in the work covered by this thesis; however the transient radiation

pattern and the associated ' spectral splash ' during the synci-xcn-

isation of pulsed PILs are of interest for determining the details

of the transmitted pulse shape and spectrum, and this analysis should

a-A
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be considered in future work.

Some of the basic features of the response may be obtained without

a detailed treatment, using simple reasoning. When the array consists

of a large number of elements, the initial uniform amplitude, random

phase distribution may be expected to produce an array factor which

will not exhibit significant gain in any direction but will approx-

imately follow the level of the average pattern. In practice where

directive elements are used, the initial pattern will simply be the

element pattern. With increasing time, as numbers of the element ,

sources reach the steady state output phase, the increasing coherent

addition of the element outputs will result in growth of the desired

radiation pattern main beam and the suppression of the radiated power

in other directions. The array radiation pattern may thus in general

be expected to change with time from a shape governed by the element

to that of the usual narrow beam associated with a coherently excited

array. The growth of the main lobe may be expected to follow the

cumulative curve of .the percentage of elements reaching the steady -I

state output phase with time shown in Fig. 4. Typically, the main

beam will be formed in 10Ons using loop bandwidths of the order of

1OMHz. M

It was shown in Chapter 4 that the frequency transient of pulsed,

first order PIls could extend to the edges of the locking range, and -3

for second order loops to a limit set approximately by the loop unity

gain frequency. It may therefore be expected that during the radiat-

ion pattern transient period, spectral components at all frequencies

within these limits will be radiated by the array, with a spatial

distribution detemzined principally by the element pattern. As the

main lobe of the desired pattern forms, both the spectral spread and
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the spatial spread of the transmission will be reduced.

A
The principal effects of the PLL locking transient on the transmit-

ting radiation pattern will therefore be s

1 ) The pulse transmitted in the desired direction will have a

rounded ' leading edge when comparnd to the output of a single

element, corresponding to growth of the main beam. If the growth

t•ne is short compared to the pulse length, the energy lost from

the main beam will have little effect.

2) During the transient, the array will briefly radiate a range of

frequencies over a wide angle. Of particular interest from a further

detailed analysis would be information' on the level of radirated

spectral components which, when reflected, could be confused with

doppler shifted returns from moving targets.

Response to Noise Components in the Output Waveforms

Time varying AM and FM noise components of the array element outputs

may be considered as varying amplitude and phase errors, and it is

of interest to note that in an active array these components can be

-adiated with a significantly different directional characteristic

than that of a passive array. A full analysis of this effect has

been given by Iglehart (48); however a simplified qualitive analysis

as given below is sifficient to indicate the basic characteristic,.

In a passive array with equal path lengths from a single generator

to the array elements, the far-field electric field intensity at

time t, including errors, may be written in a similar form to that

used in Eqno 5.4 8
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N-I
•(U, t) = An(1 + A(t))•"p(j6(t))0:p(jnU)

n=O

where A(t) and 6(t) represent the amplitude and phase deviations i
due to noise components at time t. Since these will be the same for

all elements in the array, neglecting any noise introduced in the

feed, this becomes

N-I

E(Ut) (1 + A(t))exp(j6(t)) 1 Anexp(jnU) ...... 5.15

n=O

and thus the directional characteristics of the array are unchanged.

The modulating noise components simply appear unchanged on the far-

field signal.

For an active array of phase locked element sources, consider first

the amplitude modulated noise terms. It was noted in Chapter 4 that

AM noise present on the locking signal of a phase locked loop would

in practice have little effect on the output noise level. This will

also be true for injection locked oscillators when the locking signal

is much smaller than the output, i.e. for large values of locking

gain. The AM noise on the outputs in this case will therefore be

simply that due to the individual oscillators alone and no correl-

ation would be expected between elements. The far-field electric

field strength including AM noise terms will then be

N-i

E(U2t) A (1 + A(t))exp(jnU) **99*5916/ n
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where An(t) is the amplitude deviation on the nth element at time t.
n

3ince zc LA will • xandozv uu.;tribuýCdJ it will noi. in peneral
n

be possible to preaict the pattern shape exactly at a given time

but on an instantaneous basis an analysis similar to that of 5.2.1

could be used. As the noise signal from each element is also rand-

omly changing with time, it is clear that the time averaged pattern

due to the AM noise would be evenly distributed with angle if the

array elements were isotropic. Wh.ere directive elements are used

the time averaged pattern will follow that of the element.

The response to F! noise is less straightforward. Referring again

to the results of Chapter 4, it was found that the FM noise output

of a locked oscillator could be approximately divided into two

regions. Within a bandwidth given by Eqn. 4 for injection locking,

and by plus or minus the open loop unity gain frequency for a phase

locked loop, the IM noise output takes on the character of the

locking source and the inherent FIJ noise is supressed. Outside this

bandwidth the FM noise character is independent of the locking signal

and is at the level of an unlocked oscillator. The noise components

in these two regions will be radiated with significantly different

spatial distributions.

FM noise components in the former range of frequency will be the

same for all elements and thus, following the result of Eqn. 5.15

it may be seen that these will be radiated with the conventional

narrow beam array pattern. The noise components will then appear

unchanged on the far-field.

A, FM noise components in the latter range, which are due to the inherent

oscillator noise, will not be correlated between elements and thus
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will produce a random distribution. Following the previous argulents,

these terms will be radiated according •o lic eleinta i p.ttzern.

In summary, the only noise components that will be radiated with the

full gain of the array will be those present on the reference locking

signal since these will appear coherently on all element outputs.

Both AM and FM noise generated within the element sources will be 'V

uncorrelated between elements and thus will be radiated with only

the element pattern gain. This result is of particular interest for

active array radar in which it is desired to provide moving target

indication (MTI) since it indicates that the noise accompanying the

main beam transmission will be determined primarily by the locking

source. This can then be chosen to have a low output noise level.

The noise level of the element sources is only of secondary import-

ance and thus this need not be a major consideration in the choice

of .suitable solid state devices for an active array. ,

5. Receiving Array Signal to Noise Ratios

Two basic receiving circuit configurations may be adopted with arrays,

in which receiver pre-amplification is provided either in distrib-

uted form within the array elements or at a single point following

the combining circuit. The advantages of particular configurations

such as amplification and down-conversion to i.f. within each element

are discussed further in Chapters 6 and 7, but at this point il is S

of interest to compare the signal to noise ratios obtained in the

two basic cases, primarily with the aim of determining, in the case

of distributed amplification, the relationship between the element
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S/N ratio and the overall S/N ratio.

In the following analysis an expression for the receiver signal to

noise ratio is obtained for both passive and active receiving errays,

with and without amplitude tapers. Three important features of the

analysis may be noted at this stage:

1) The power associated with the sum of coherent in-phase signal

currents is 1 , is 2 , is 3 , is proportional to (is 1 + is 2 + i +...)2;

the power associated with the sum of random noise currents
(n2+ 22 32+

i 1' in2i sn3' proportional to ( in+ in .. 1" *

n1 n. 3 1 2 n3

2) An N element array is assumed in which the element impedance is

ZO. The combining network is followed by a transformer giving an

output impedance also equal to ZO.O

3) A noise free antenna and a lossless combining circuit are

assumed in order to identify the effects of amplifier noise alone.

A Passive Array Without Amplitude Taper

Passive elements are assumed here with a single amplifier following

the combining circuit.

Let the signal current in each of the elements be

S(z zo)
SThe total signal current at the combiner output, assuming in-phase

addition, is thern

Ni (z -ZC/N)

After transformation back to impedance Z0 the total sJgnal current is

4Ni5  (z zo)
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After an amplifier with current gain A# the tot-l signai current

AJF is (z 0 o

Let the amplifier noise output current be

(z = z0 )

The signal to noise ratio is thus

2

S(A) .2 ) 9*9.5.17f
1N I in2

which is the same as that for a reflector antenna of the same

effective area. i

An Active Array Without Taper

Again let the received signal current at the element be

(z o)

After amplification within the element with the same current gain

as before, the element output signal current is -21

I'I

Ai5  (z %Z)sN

At the output of the combining network the total signal current

will be

N~i (z + zdIN)
AAfter transformation to impedance Z0 this becomes -

•Ais (Z = %) -

eoeLet the output noise current of each element amplifier be in as

before.
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At the combiner output the total noise power will be proportional to

.n (Z = 7, 0

After transfcormation to impedance Z0 , the noise power is proportional

to

2 (z nz 0)

The signal to notse ratio is thus

'2 2

2 =...

It may be seen that the signal to noise ratios given by Eqns 5.17

and 5.18 are the same. Thus ideally the same performance will be

obtained if a given amplifier is used either after the combining

circuit in a passive array, or in each element in an active array.

In practice, combining circuit losses will always degrade the passive

array performance.

It remains to establish whether this equivalence also exists in

the case of amplitude tapered arrays in which tapering is achieved

1) by transformer weighting for both active and passive arrays,

2) by transformer weighting in the passive array and by alternative

weighting in the active array.

A Passive Array With Amplitude Taper

Amplitude tapering can be applied using an ideal transformer to scale

the signal current to the desired value in each element. Since no

loss is involved in the transformation, no additional noise terms

are introduced. Let weighting terms xm be applied to the element

output currents ; the signal current output of the nth element will
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be xni
n18

Again let the received element signal current be

is (z =zo)

At the combiner output the total signal current will now be
N

i Z > x (z 7 0/.7(x 2) )
I

After transformation back to impedance Z0 the total signal current

becomes

( 28

After amplification with current gain A, this becomes

Ais n ZX)2 (z z)

Let the noise output of the amplifier as before, be

in (z Zo)

The signal to noise ratio is thus

A2 is2(2xn)2n n

An Active Array with Amplitude Taper Using Transformer W'eihting_

Again let the element signal current be

± s (z , zo)

After the element amplifier thi!ý becomes

Aisa (Z Z0)
212
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At the combiner output the total amplifier signal voltage is

Nq

Ai X (Z. Z/J~(x . 2)
V%-1s

After transformation back to impedance ZO, this becomes

Aie ' (z - zo) 4

I

Let the amplifier output noise current be

% ¢~z = zo) .

At the combiner output the total noise output power wili be

proportional to

After transformation to Impedance ZO, the noise output power is

proportional to

The signal to noise ratio is thus

-I4  • 2. • (.) 2  . ...... 5.2U

The sig•al to noise ratios of Eqn. 5.19 and 5.20 may be seen to be

equal.
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An Active Array with Amplitude Taper Using Attenuative Weighitinr

Attenuative weighting can be used to provide amplitude tapering in

active arrayL, since the element amplifier determines the signal to

noise ratio existing at the element.

Let the element signal current, as before, be

i (Z Zo)

After the element amplifier of current gain A, we have

Ais (Z ZO )

At the combiner the total signal current is

Ais >X (Z = o/)

After transformation to impedance Z0 this becomes

l N•• (z=zo)

Let the element amplifier noise output current be

in (z =z 0 )

At the combiner output the total noise power will be proportional

to

After transformation to impedance.Z., the total noise power is

proportional to

The siennal to noise ratio in this case is therefore°!is
2  .....
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The signal to noise ratios of Eqn. 5.19, 5.20 and 5.21 may all be

seen to be equal. An epiwz.vzlence in performancc therefore elists

in all three cases, whether a given amplifier type is included in

each element, or singly after the combining network.

In an array with active transmitting elements, the weight of argue.-

ment will usually be in favour of distributed amolification since s

1) Loss in the subsequent combining network is then not critical

-ISand a low cost design may be used. Low loss waveguide combiners

may be required in a passive receiving array.

2) The additional complexity of providing amplification within the

element on reception will not be great'where circuitry already

exists in each element for transmission.

3) This arrangement is particularly suitable where it is desired

to downconvert the received signal to i.f. within each element. This _

allows array beamforming and signal processing to be performed at

convenient frequencies. Amplification could be provided at r.f.

ii

or i f.
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CHAPTER 6

ACTIVE ELE0NNTS BASED ON INJECTION LOCKING

6.0 Introduction

6..1i General Considerations Influeicing Active

Element Design 31

6.1 Active Elements for use with Microwave Combining Networks

6.1.1 Design without Element Preamplification

6.1.2 Design with Element Preamplification

6.2 Active Elements for use with Intermediate Frequency

Combining Networks

-6,2.1 Design with a Single Injection Locked -

Oscillator Stage

6 .2 Design with Several Injection Locked

Oscillator Stages

6.3 Conclusions
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6.0 Introduction

The characteristics of several possible active element decigns based

on the use of injection locked element sources are described in this

chapter. In each case one or more stages of gain, provided by an

injection locked oscillator, are used to amplify "he reference signal

within the element before transmission. On reception the signals

received by the elements of the array may be combined either at the

received microwave frequency, or at an intermediate frequency follow- h
ing downconversion within each element. Elements based on these two

approaches are considered in sections 6.1 and 6.2 respectively.

Experimental results are presented forlone design of interest in

which the local oscillator signal for downconversion to intermediate

frequency of the element received signal il derived from the output

of thc element source.

The characteristics of injection locked oscillators, which clearly

have a strong influence on the overall element characteristics,

were summarized in section 4 of Chapter 4.

6.0.1 General Considerations Influencing Active Element Desim21

It was previoualy noted in Chapter 2 that the active array concept

has been successfully demonstrated in several practical radar systems,

a notable example being. the U.S.A.F. Pave-aw* radar, which is based

on an array containing active elements . The technical

feasibility of the tachnique has therefore been clearly demonstrated,

but the very high cost of active phased arrays compared to that of

conventional, mechanically rotated reflector antennas has neverthe-
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less severely limited their acceptance.

In this light, the previous . .on acti arrays aTliv""ersity
dA() (12) 2

College London, described by Al-Pui et al and Forrest et al , •1AN
was principally aimed at the investigation of techniques for reducing !

the cost, particularly that associated with the element phase shifters,

in active transmitting arrays. Mne techniques investigated, i.e. TH

the harmonic locking and interpolation locking technioues, were

previously described in Chapter 2. In a similar vein, a great many of

the factors influencing the choice (f possible element circuits in

this and the next chapter are basel on considerations regarding the

element cost. Since many elements may'be used in a practical array,

the element cost clearly has a strong bearing on that of the complete

array.

Two initial points related to cost restrict the types of element

design considered :

1) For the conventional monostatic radar application, the elements

should function in both transmission and reception modes to avoid a

requirement for separate transmitting and receiving arrays. In

addition to the extra size and weight associated with a second, re-

ceiving array, the expense of duplicating components such as the

element phase shifters makes the separate array approach unattract-

ive. Furthermore, if the total antenna dimensions are restricted, i

higher gain on transmission and Creater efiective receiving area on

reception may be obtained from a single transmit-and-receive antenna

than from separate antennas covering the same total area.

2) The use of identical, modular elements is clearly to be preferred

since this not only minimizes the element cost, by permitting mass-
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production techniques to be employed in manufacture, but also consid-

erably si;-plif.es the task of maintm•ance in the event of element

failures. It was noted in Chapter 5 than an effective amplitude

taper may still be applied to an array where identical elements are

used, by means of the density tapering technique.

The basic element types of interest are therefore those of modular

design that may be used in both transmission and reception modes.

The characteristics of PIN end ferrite microwave phase shifters were

described in Chapter 2 and ideally the use of these components, which

in additiun to their high cost and loss consume significant drive

power, would be avoided. Both the harmonic locking technique describ-

ed by Al-Ani et al(14) and the heterodyne PLL may be used to achieve

this end; element designs based on the heterodyne PLL are described

in Chapter 7 ; the use of microwave harmonic locking is discussed

in section 6.2.2. Where PIN or ferrite phase shifters are used,

particular attention must be given to the best way in which these

may be included in the element, with particular regard to their

cost ( i.e. by avoiding a very low insertion loss requirement ) and

the effect of their loss.

The preferred form of construction for the elements of practical

arrays will, in general, be based on microwave integxated circuits

( miCs ). 1ITC construction has distinct advantages over a waveguide

approach in size, weight and cost ( at least in quantity production \

The use of bIC construction for the array feed network ( or networks )

however, must be taken into account in the element design. The use

of waveguide feed networks will, in general, not be preferred, sinc.e
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for large arrays these may exhibit both high weight and cost. When

,IC feed networks nr,;! u.-ed, hobvear coi".iion muct be given to

the greater loss that may be encountered ( typically 2 - 4dB ).

Since final amplification takes place within the elements on trans-

mission, feed network loss will not be of first importance here

on reception the use of MIIC feed networks will generally call for

preamplificaton of the received signals within the elements in t

order to prevent degradation of the receiver noise figures

6.1 Active Elements for use with MAicrowave Combining Networks

6.1.1 Design without Element Preamplification

An element based on injection locking with no preamplification or

downconversion of the received signal within the element represents

the simplest case considered, although this is not Mikely to be the

most attractive in practice. Such an element is shown in Fig. 6.1.

The feed network in this case is used both for distribution of the

reference lcoking signal on transmission, and for combination of

the signals received by the array elements on reception. A transmit/

receive ( T/R ) switch would be placed at the input to the feed

network to isolate the receiver during transmission. The circulator

shown in Fig. 6.1 serves both to separate the input and output signals

of the injection locked oscillator on transmission, and to decouple

the inactive oscillator froa the signal path on reception. Me element

phase shifter, which must be a microwave type ( e.g. PIN or ferrite ),

may be placed either in the feed to the element aperture, or the

input to the element from the distributilon/combining network The

advantage of the latter position is that the phase shifter loss

( typically 1 - 3dB ) does not reduce the output power of the element,
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on transmission, whilst on reception the effect of the loss is the

same in either position. It may be Peen that in either po...on

the phase shifter action on transmission and reception is reciprocal,

assuming a reciprocal phase shifter is used. By the antenna recipro-

city theorem, a single phase settir~g will thus serve to form a beam

in tne same direction on both transmission and reception. This

result is of interest for comparison with that for subsequent elements

where the sign of the phase shift must be changcd between transmission

and reception*

The attractive feature of this element is its overall simplicity ;

very few components are required compared to the other elements

considered. The main drawback, however, results from the losses that

are present on reception. The combined loss on reception, of the

circulator ( typically - 1JB ), the phase shifter ( typ. - idB for

ferrite types ; I - 3dB for PINs ), and the combining network

( typ. 2 - 4dB for an ?AIC network ), will severely degrade the re-

ceiver noise figure. It was noted previously that bhe gain that

may be obtained from injection locked sources will typically be

limited to values of the order of 10dB. To provide higher element

gain several stages of injection locked oscillator gain may be

required. The loss on reception due to the circulators will then

be greater than that mentioned above. The best possible receiver

noise figure, assuming an ideal, noise free receiver following the

combining network, will be numerically equal to the zuM of these

losses. It must be noted that if several injection locked oscillator

stages are used, the phase errors introduced by the oscillators will -t

be compounded.

A further possible disadvantage uf this element is that amplitude
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taper on reception can only be applied via the feed network ( i.e.

attenuativc : weighting cannot be used here without furT:.or dcgracdi nrw

the receiver noise figure ). Since the feed network is also used

on transmission, however, an equal amplitude taper would be produced

on the locking signal distributed to the array. This would be undes-

,irable if equal element output powers were used. Density taper-ir,6

must therefore be used to provide aperture distribution weighting

with this element design.

6.1.2 Design with M9•ement Preamplifica-uion

The drawbacks associated with the element of Fig. 6.1 can be overcome

by the inclusion of low noise preamplification within the element

as shown in Fig. 6.2. In practice the preamplifier could take the

form of a low noise MET amplifier as described in Chapter 3. Two

circulators are now used to separate the transmitted and received

signals within the element. Ch transmission the injection locked

oscillator amplifies the pulsed reference signal applied to the

element ; on reception the preamplifier provides low noise amplif-

ication of the received signal close to the element aperture. As

before, a single array feed network is used for both transmission

and reception. The microwave phase shifter may again be placed in

two possibLe positions, i.e. in the feed to the element aperture

or in the input to the element from the distribution/combining

network. The latter position is now clearly to be preferred since

in this position the phase shifter insertion loss will neither reduce

the transmitted output power nor significantly degrade the receiver

signal to noise ratio.

Where the preamplifier gain is sufficient to overcome the effects
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of subsequent losses, the element noise figure is essentially deter-

mined by the circulator loss and the preamplifler noise figure.

The value of preamplifier gain required to overcome the influence

of subsequent loss on the element noise figure may be determined

using Prii's formula for cascaded networks

Ftot F 1 +- + +3- !A- etc 6t

where FIF,5

G1t G21 G 3

are the noise fiures and gains ( or losses ) respectively,

of the first, second, third, ef6 networks

and Ftot is the overall noise figure.

In this case the first and second terms of Eqn. 6.1 represent the

contributions from the circulator loss and the preamplifier. The

third and subsequent terms represent the contributions to the overall

noise figure of the components following the preamplifier. It may

be seen that the magnitude of these is inversely related to the

preamplifier gain G2. A value of C2 is thus chosen to reduce the

values of these terms to negligible levels.

It may be noted that since losses following the preamplifier are

no longer ol first importance, an 1AIC feed network may now be used

without difficulty. In addition, relaxation of the phase shifter

insertion loss requirement will.permit lower cost designs to be used.

The separate signal paths within the element on transmission and

reception allow the use of independent aperture distributions in the

two modes. The most suitable case for an ac..ive array when density

tapering is not employed, as noted in Chapter 5, is the use of a
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uniform distribution on transmission and a separate, tapered distrib-

ution on reception. 7"ith a feed netw:ork providin; a unifof'n distrib-

ution, a taper may conveniently be applied on reception using varia-

tions in the gain of the element preamplifiers. This is the equiv-

alent of attenuative weighting, i.e. where weights are applied by

means of different attenuators following equal gain amplifiers.

One final point to be mentioned regarding this element is that for

certain output power levels, protection of the receiving preamplifier

may be required. Typically, the maximum peak power that may be

applied to a microwave preamplifier is -100mW. If the major com-

ponent of the signal appearing at the treamplifier during trans-

mission is due to leakage in the reverse direction around the circul-

ator at the element output, ( typically -20dB relative to the input

power ) the maximum source output power before a power limiter is

required is lOW. For greater source powers, a limiter ( e.g. PlIN

or varactor ) would be required to precede the preamplifier. Alter-

natively a PIN T/R switch, providing typically '60dB isolation

when in the ' off ' state, could be used to replace the circulator

at the element aperture ; however, this would cequire an additional

control input to the element.

6.2 Elements for Use with Intermediate Frequency Combining

Networks

Downconversiorn of the received signals to an intermediate frequency

within each element has several advantages. First, the need for a

microwave combining network is avoided ; losses of an i.f. combining

network should be less than those of a microwave network, although

clearly consideration must now be given to the conversion loss intro-
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duced by the frequency translation. Secon ly, the a::olitude and phase

errors inz:oduccd by an if. . :n., ..

be less than those for a micri:v. t: net- Tis-.r. rTIs r., to a ..

extent, from the smaller fraction of a wavelength re:presented by a

given physical manufacturing tol orance. Also, indivizo:.A. adji.stment

of the amplitude and phase of the element outputs may be more conven-

iently applied at intermediate frequency. Lower receiving sidelobes

should, therefore, be attainable with this arrangement. Thirdly,

the use of i.f. combining networks is parLicularly suituble, from

the viewpoint of both cost and losses, where it is desired to form

several receiving beams. These may include both sum and difference

patterns for monopulse tranking and possibly additional independent

beams for passive tracking of active +argets( e.g. jamming sources

The intermediate frequency chosen for the eleiren+ output on reception

will be a compromise between the desire, on the one hand to use a

low frequency to simplify the coobining network construction, and

on the other, to avoid the situation of the received signal bandwidth

being a large percentage of the Jntermediate frequency value. Typically,

an i.f. "-60,flz may be used.

6.2._1 with a Single injection Locked Oscillator Stsoe

The most straightforward modification including frequency transl ation

to i.f. of the received signal iizhin the element is sh.;a in FiG* 6.3.

A mixer is n~w included after the circulator or T/R switch. An addit-

ional microwave input to the element carries the local oscillator

signal, with angular frequency w0 W• , where 0 is t'he locking

signal frequency and w, is the frequency of the element i.f. output.

Since the conly part of the circuit common to both transmitted Pand
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received sigwn.is is the feed to the element aperture, the element

.�~ " '-d ..... Psiticn. It zay b': noted,

ui-J antcnrm:; :pr��c�i*- 'hat as before, a sinele phase setting

will produce the same beam pointing direction on both transmission

and reception, assuming a rfciprocal phase shifter is used.Ii
Dependent upon the mixer conversion loss, the inclusion of a micro-

wave preamplifier may be necessary if a low receiver noise figure

is required. Preamplification may be necessary particularly where

passive diode mixers ( noise figure and loss typ!ically - 8dB ) are

used. However, as mentioned in Chapter 3, it should be noted that

FPT mixers can provide noise figures ('presently 3 - 4dB noise figure

with several dB gain at 12GHz ) for which preamplification may not

be necessary. For simplicity microwave preamplifiers have nct,

therefore, been shown in the subsequent elements, although it must

be noted that these may be required where passive mixers are used.

Two obvious improvements can be made in the circuit shown in Fig. 6.3.

Firstly, it is clearly undesirable to provide two separate microwave

distribution networks for the reference, locking signal and for the

local oscillator signal. In the pulsed mode of operation, these

signals are not required sinultaneously and thus a single distrib-

ution network may be used for both signals. Secondly, it is undes-

irable to position the phase shifter in the element aperture feed,

since its loss w;ill both reduce the tra-smitted po.;er and increase

•he receiver noise figure. Since a single distribution network is

again used, the phase shifter may again be placed in the input to

the element, as shown in Pic. 6.4.

On transmission, in the circuit of Fig. 6.4, the switch is used to
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apply the locking sivlal distributed to tho anray, at angular

:re0quency W0, to th- :. -... o '..... len.th.

Subsequently, on rcccption, thc cicment ec'ci].2 vtor is inm.ctive and

the switch is used to apply the distributedI signal, now at frequency

S0 Wi' where Wi is the intermediate frc,ý'vency, to the mixer

local-oscillator input. :'.hen the loss of reference signal and local

oscillator power is acceptable, the use of a passive network such

as a directional coupler or power splitter may be preferred to the

switch, since this will avoid the additional input to the element

required for the switch control.

One slight disadvantage of this element circuit is that a phase

change is required between transmission and reception to produce

the same beam-pointing angle in the two cases. This is demonstrated

in the following..analysis.

Consider the two element array shown in Fig. 6.5. The injection

locked oscillators are simply represented here as amplifiers since

they do not influence this aspect of the element operation.

Corsider a relative phase shift + *ti applied to the left hand element

on transmission. The injection locked oscillators will amplify the

input signals at frequency w0 , and neglecti. any phase error intro-

duced by the oscillators, the amplified sign-ls will be transmitted

with in-phase addition in a direction e given by

E)= sinx,"6e sn. .... 6.2

where e is the angle measured clockwise from the broadside

position

X is the wavelength
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d is the inter-element spacing.

On reception we wish to L'ind t-he value of p;aLe shift ihzt -. ±ustI

now be applied to the left hand element to f£oni the receive beari

in the same direction, when the local oscillator frequency is

(a) greater than the transmitted frequency wo ( i.e. WO + W)

(b) less than the transmitted frequency ( i.e. w W "

Consider a relative phase shift + (P applied to the local oscillator

signal of the left hand element on reception. Taking the phase of

the signal raseived in the right hand klement as the phase reference,

the signals received from directione in the left and right hand

elements may be expressed as

Asin 0( t - and Asin( W,0 t)

respectively, where A represents the amplitude of the received

signal voltages. Taking first the case (a), where the local oscill-

ator frequency is greater than the transmitted frequencythe voltages

after downconversion are

KAsin t(t+ +-- and KAsin(%t)

in the left and right hand elements respectively, wThere the factor

K represents the conversion loss. It may be seen that these voltages

are in phase wihen

2itdsinE)
+ =0 ... 6.3
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Substitting for 0 from Eqn. 6.2 we obtain

(r t .. V04

Secondly, taking the case (b) w:here the loc~l oscillator frequency

is less than the tr"ansjitted frequency, the element voltages after

downconverzion are

KAsin( Wit - 2rdsinE- 'Or) and KAsin(wit)

in the left and right hand elements respectively. It may be seen

that these voltages are in phase whet

2rdsinO
S•~r=

giving, as before

Thus in either case, the sign of the phase shift must be reversed

between transmission and reception to maintain the same beam-point-

ing direction.

The addition of another mixer to the element circuit could be used

to provide a fixed charge of sign of the local oscillator signal

phase ( i.e. spectrum inversion ); however, the expense and com-

plexity of this would not be justified, since thi only effect of the

sign reversal requirement is to impose a mini:um rzr4e restricti"

corresponding to ths phase shifter switching time. As described

232
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in Chapter 2, typical switching times for PIN and ferrite phase

shift•rA _ a-: 50ns - 2ps and I - 5Ps resvcctively. T-!:ing the

minimuu pulse w;idth as twice the switchinG time 's, the minimur, range

Smin is given by

R *.*.6.6

where c is the velocity of propagation, 3 x 1Odm/s. Taking a

typical value of 1s as 1ps, Rmin is 300m.

It must be borne ir mind that ferrite phase shifters, which generally

exhibit longer switching times, are often non-reciprocal. Since

phase switching between transmission and reception will then be

required for any of the element circuits, the same minimum range

restriction will apply in all the cases considered.

6.2.2 Desi/n with Several Injection Locked Oscillator Stages

As previously noted, the limited gain available from single injection

locked oscillator stages may result in more than one stage being

required in an element circuit, particularly if it is desired to use

solid state sources to generate the array locking arid local oscill-

ator signals. With respect to the circuit shown in Fig. 6.4, an

additional locked oscillator following that shown could clearly be

included with no ch-rge to the element opoz'kion, although consider-

ation would have to be given to their combined phase error. If only

particularly low levels of looking and local oscillator signal power

were available, however, it is of interest to consider an element

in which the local oscillator signal is alsc. amplified within each

element, as shown in Fig. 6.6. The first locked oscillator in this

ele.ez,, .sor,:, " to t'-u0 " .... . c - .. ..
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signal for transmission, and thus operates continuously. The second

oscillator which is operated on transmission only is a higher power

pulsed source.

Three aspects require consideration in this design.

1) The minimum range of the radar will be depende-t on the time

required for the element to switch from transmission to reception

modes. In addition to the phase shifter svwitchirg time, the time

required for the locked oscillator to change frequency must now

also be considered. A

2) Consideration must now be given to the additional noise intro-

duced on the local oscillator signal by the locked oscillator.

3) Phase errors introduced by the locked oscillator will now have

an effect on both transmission and reception.

M•&inimum Range Restrictions due to the Locked Oscillator Response Time

Ifne time required for an injection locked oscillator to respond to

a sudden change of frequency of the locking signal may be obtained

from the theory for the acquisition transient previously described

in Chapter 4. For the case in which the locking signal is applied

after steady state oscillations are established, the approximate

worst case acquisition time, corresponding to an initial phase error

close to the unstable equilibrium position, was given in Chapter 4

as

10

AW L
-Ij

where AwL is the locking range ( i.e. half the synchronisation

I4
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gT

range )o The- -ýerenco locking signa•_ ýnd the local oscillatorfrsi~ma for h' ur"-y v wili, in -enercl, be derived frcm separate

switched sources, atnd as uaing rapid ;z~itching, the form of the

locked oscillattor transient will be the same as that for acquisition.

Taking a worst cfs• time for the oscillatz,: to reloci: to the locking

or local oscillator signal as 10/Aw., and assumirn, the minimum

pulse length is twice this value, the minimum range, using Eqn. 6.6

is given by

R. -- . .... 6.7

From Eqn. 403

A•L: -q• P2P

Hence Eqn. 6.7 becomes

30108
min io 0 6.8

The variation of minircim range with locking gain for various values

of Q is showm in Fig. 6.7. Noting that values of locking gain

greaiter than - 10dB cannot be used (a) since the oscillator locking

range must be large enough to contain both the transmission and

local oscillator frequencies and (b) to restrict the variation of

phase error between elements, it may be seen from the figure that

the restriction on the minimum range due to the locked oscillator

response time is much less than that due to typical phase shifter

switching times.
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The Effect of the Locked Oscillator Noise on Reception

The A• and T,. noize levels on the cutput of an injecion looked

oscillator are given by (34) (49)

(N \ I1%/2P2  6

ýCI)SSB I + (Q WM/W)

WENBN0
for W <<- ... 6.10

2P 2

and

N)2[1 + ( /AWL) 2](in 2

where AW 0 LL0 k .. 6.12
Q rP

and where is the single-sideband noise power to
CSB

carrier power ratio

kTBN0 is the noise output of the free running

oscillator in bandwidth B

k is Boltzmann's constant

T is the ambient temperature

r 0 is the oscillator noise measure

Wim is angular frequency of interest measured

wi th respec t tý the oscilator frequcncy

Awr and Aw0  are the r.m.s. freauency deriviations of

the reference source and of the unlocked

oscillator

P2  is the oscillator output power

and A L is the locking range.
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Since these levels for typical solid state sources w il often be

Grcýt.-' t"= tho..e p.-'osent cn a local o_.•ilator , derivcd

frem c low noise ( e.g. crystal controlled ) source the effect

of tae increased noise level must be considered.

It may be noted initially that the 77. noise present on the local

osci. lator input to the mixer will not albne give a dovnconverted

noise output. In simple terms it may be considered that only a

single frequency is present at any instant and mixing with itself

with no delay ) will only producle DC and harmonic terms. FM noisc

present on the local oscillator signal will, hcwever, produce equiv-

alent FM noise sidebands on the downcont'erted received signal. If

low frequency c3mponents of the R4 noise produce pulse to pulse

phase variations on the downconverted signal, it is clear that

these may be confused with those produced by target motion. It is

therefore desirable to minimise the FM noise within the range of

possible Doppler shifts. As previously noted in Chapter 4, when

Win AWL' Eqn. 6.11 reduces to

"2We 6.13C SSB 2Wm ...

m

Thus for «< AWL he locked oscillator takes on the FM noise

character of the locking source, which may then be designed to be

of a low level.

A1 noise terms present on the oscillator output will produce a

downconverted signal at the desired irtermediate frequency due to

rectification. The downconverted noise level may be minimized

by the use of a balanced mixer which will typically produce a down-

•onverted noise power 20dB below the input noise power in a given
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bandwidth. The doNmconverted noi,-e powie will ap~oar on the element

output in addition to that p-edicted by the receiv(or noise figurc

and thus may necessitate an increase in the gain of a possible

preamplifier to preserve the desired element signal to noise ratio.

Taking typical figures for a " G0GHz Cunn oscillator with noise measure

of 35dB, output.porter of ";OmW and locking Q ( • loaded Q ) of 100,

Eqn. 6.9 gives the AM noise to carrier ratio in iKHz bandwidth at

frequency 60MHz from the carrier as 1 -12063. Assuming 20dB loss

Sis introduced by a balanced mixer this gives a downconverted noise

power at the mixer output of -130dBm in 11Hz bandwidth. This must

then be compared to the noise porter at this point derived from the

conventional noise figure calculations to detormine the value of

preamplifier gain required.

Two final points regarding the effects on noise require comment.

First, the A1.1 noise outputs of the array locked oscili.ators will not

exhibit any correlation from element to element and thus in the

combiner the downconverted noise powers will add only in r.m.s.

fashion, as described in Chapter 5- Secondly, if a power splitter

or directional coupler is used to replace the switch in Pig. 6.6,

consideration must also be given to the AM noise enteripg the mixer

via the leakage path around the circulator. The use of a T/R switch

would clearly avoid the problem.

t?,ase by thcý -1 r

As previously described, the values of phase error within the

linear rcgion ( sinW :o e P ) Re .r,. 4.1'4 may be used to find the
e C

permissible spread in values of oscillator free n .irng frPquency

given a maximum acceptable value of var5.ation in phase error between
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elements. The f'is't locked oscfllator in the circuit of Fig. 6.6

must b,:- ble to ,c. ot) Iot; I--- tz :';t d (3s Ic-tllto r

frequencies and ]h:e error -ii! be introaucea onto bo Lh of the.e

signals. As long a- the pirse errors in both cazes are within the

linear region, hoe ever, Eqn. 4.144 may still be applied. It may be

noted that the absolute values of phase error introduced on trans-

mission and recept.ion may be significantly di'fferent ( e.g. 20 - 30°

but if the errors are the same for all elements there wuill be no effect

on the array radiation pattern.

Since the rate of change of phase error with detuning Aw increases

rapidly outside the linear region, it is clear that a large value

of locking range should be used for the first oscillator te being

both the locking frequencies into the linear phase error region.

From Eqn. 4.3 this implies the use of both lo%, locking gain and low

Q for this oscillaLor.

Experiments Justifying the 1M1inimnu Pulse Width Relation

Some simple experiments were carried out with a single element to

demonstrate the 2easibility of the design sho,-Tn in Fig. 6.6.

The element circuit used is shown in Fig. 6.8. For simplicity the

second, pulsed oscillator was omitted from the circuit, as was a

microwave preamplifier preceedin, -he passive nixer, since the

principal desire was to examine only the behaviour of th2 first lock•ed,

oscillator with the frequency switched locking signal. Again for

simplicity, a dircoticn-l coupler was used inztead of a switch to

couple some of the locked oscillator output power to the mixer local

oscillator input. The olemen. thus radiated continuously in this
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case*

The locking source took the foam of a 10rm. varactor tuned Gunn

oscillator ( •.arconi type 6069 ) in these simple experiments. A

pulse applied to the varactor of this oscillator was used to change

the locking signal frequency between transmission and reception.

The same oscillator type was also used as the element source,

providing 10m;M output power at a frequency - 10GHz.

The operation of the experimental circuit may be most simply explained

with reference to Fig. 6.9. At time t0 the locking source varactor

voltage shovm in (a) is low. The locking signal frequency (b) is

f and assuming this is within the synchronisation range of the locked

oscillator, the output frequency of this oscillator (c) will also

be f1 " A signal at this frequency is thus radiated and also applied

to the mixer local oscillator input. Assuming no target echoes at

frequencies other than fl are received at this time, there will be

no mixer output at the I.J. frequency other than noise. At time t

a pulse of duration t is applied to the locking source varactor, with

amplitude resulting in a change of the locking signal frequency to

f With a maximum response time given approximately by I0/AW

the locked oscillator will follow the step change in frequency, assum-

ing f 2 is also within the oscillator synchronisation range. With

the local osciliator frequency at f2 an IY' output at frequency f2 - f1

will be produced for approximately the pulse length i due to target

returns of the signal previously radiated for a long period at f1 "

At the end of the pulse the locking signal and locked oscillator

frequencies return to value 1,, and mixer 12 output pulses will then IN

be produced at any subsequent tine corresponding to round trip

delays to possible targets, of the radiated p!se of frequency f 2 "
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The IF output will then be as shown in Fig. 6.9 (e).

In the experimental element f 9.836GHz. A value of f wau chosen

to give an intermediate frequency of 60.1z, suitable for use with

the available IF amplifiers, i.e. f 2 = 9.896 GHz. With the element

oscillator locking Q of 170, a low value of locking gain was required

to give a synchronisation range large enough to encompass both

frequencies. A locking gain of 5dB was used, yielding a synchronisation

range of • 641.z for an output power of 10mIV and a locking power of

3.1mw. It may be noted that in a practical array with MIC elements,

oscillator Qs wuch less than 170 would be used ( e.g. typically 10 - 20 ),

thereby providing considerably highei values of gain for the same

synchronisation range. The maximum oscillator response time, approx-

imated by 10/AWL ( N.B. AWL = A%/2 ) was -50ns.

Assuming a noise measure No of 35dB for the Grnn oscillator, and

ambient temperat-ure T of 2730K the 24 noise to carrier ratio at

60t•z from the carrier with the rather larger ceceiver bandwidth of

20MHz was calculated from Eqn. 6.9 to be - 79dB. With respect to 1W,

the AM noise power in this bandwidth is - 99d,7. In the experimental

circuit, in which a single-balanced mixer was used ( Anaren type 7A0128 )

the AM noise accompanying the leakage in the reverse direction around

the circulator would have produced a higher level of downconverted

noise than that present on the local oscillator signal, since there

was no suppression of noise on the ' signal I input to thiv mi~xr.

For a circulator leakage level of - 20dB relative to the transmitted

power, the All noise power due to the locked oscillator, appearing

at the mixer input was - 119d0.V in 20.,-az bandwidth. This was of the

same order as that referred to this point after calculation of the

usual receiver noise figure. Taking a mixer noise figure and gain

2.. •



of 8dB and 0155 respectively, a preamplifier noise figure and gain

of 4dU3 and LuIzO respcc•vy, andt. ":n n ' X"r , 'ri .. r. ant!

gain of 100c and 50dB respectively, gives an overall noisc figure

of 13.5dB. The noise power referred to the input is then - 117.5dM.7o

The experimental results obtained with the eleement are sho;-,n in V
Fig. 6.10(a) and (b). The photographs show radar operation of the

i single element against a building target at a range of 30 0m. In

both cases the upper trace shows the voltage pulse applied to the
• varactor of the locking source, producing a frequency step of

601Mz on the locking line. The lower traces show the element IF

outputs, which are similar to that sketched in Fig. 6.9(e). The

expected 60121z pulsed output at approximately 2Vs delay may be

clearly seen. The pulse length used in the upper photograph is

0.54s; in the lower photograph the pulse length is reduced to 100ns,

demonstrating that operation down to pulse lengths equal to twice

the locked oscillator maximum response time (50ns) may be achieved.

Taking the measured ,value of signal return loss of - 80dB ( path

loss + reflection loss ) the S/N ratio calculated on the basis of

the above noise theory should be 17,5d0, This is in reasonable

agreement with the measured value of 15dB.

Application of the Harmonic Lockin:- Techninue

Finally in hhis section, the jze cf th. ha.rnonic locIo'-"G 'tch-niue

to the design of Fig. 6.6 must be mnntionod. The ha-nonic locking

technique was described in Chapter 2 and is based on the fact that

the output phase of an oscillazor i_,ect'on loc:-•d to a a'.nl at

the nth harmonic of the output fundaental ýrequency m:ay zL:e one

of n possible values with respect to a fixed phase reference. The

ShL--.on'c~l lo-ked oscMl2ator mb, t-refore b -usei as a digital
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phase shifter when the phase position of the output can be controlltN1

The use of micrcwave harmonic locking in an actiC.' transmittg

array was described by A1-Ani et al(14) . Ch transmission the use

of harmonic locking is straightforward ; the harmonically locked

oscillator simply replaces the conventionally locked element source,

the locking signal now being at the nth harmonic of the element

output. On reception a harmonically locked oscillator clearly

cannot be included in the signal path, and thus to provide reception

phase shifting, the phase shifts present on a harmonically locked

oscillator output must be induced on the received signal. via a

mixing process.

The element design showi, ••r Fig. 6.6 is particularly suitable for

the use of harmonic locking. The harmonically locked oscillator

now replaces the first locked oscillator and the phase shifter.

The element locking signal will now be at the nth harmonic of the

transmitter frequency on transmission and at the nth harmonic cf the

desired local oscillator frequency on reception.

Phase switching times of - 40ns have been reported (29) from a

harmonically locked oscillator thus no increase in the minimum

range would be expected from the use of this technique.

Althoue: attractive Ln thLt "•he con;vent-.onaU micro.Lve phase sh".ter

is avoided, the harmonic locking technique suffers from two draw-

backs (1) immediately after switch-on or after a disturbance,

the output phase state of the oscillator will be uni1ovm. It will

therefore be necessary either to monitor the oscillator output

phase continually, or periodically relock the oscillator at its
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fundamental frequency to re-establish a known phase state. (2) the

size of the phase increi,.ent produced by an injection Iocked cscilla.or

is given bY 36 0/n degrees, where n is the harmonic number. To prov-

ide 3 bit phase shifting ( 45 increments ) will require locking to

the 8 harmonic ; to provide 4 bit phase shifting will require locking

to the 16th harmonic. If 4 bit phase control is requircd in a 10GiIz

array, a reference signal dt 160GHz will need to be distributed to

the array. This would clearly be very difficult and thus the harmonic

locking technique applied directly at microwave frequency will

generally be only applicable to low microwave frequency arrays.

6_3 Conclusions

Injection locking represents a simple and straightforward means of

oscillator synchronisaticn. Its main drawback stems from the level

k" of phase error that will be introduced by the inevitable spread in

the values of free running frequency that will exist in an array

of sources. To minimize the variation in phase between elements

only low values of locking gain ( of the order of that obtainable

from single stage microwave amplifiers ) can be used. Higher gains

may be obtained only when particular care is taken to reduce the

spread of detuning e.g. by temperature stabilisation of the array,

or the use of feedback techniques such as that shown in Figs. 4.4

and 4.5.

Of the element designs considered in thi.s Chapter, that of Fig. 6.2

is the most attractive where a microwave combining network is used,

and that of Fig. 6.4 the most aTtractive for an IF ccnbhnin& network.

Although the sign of the phase shift must be reversed between
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transmission and reception in thLt, desi(•z, this is not ,een as a

In all the designs microwrave phase shiftoe-a are eoquircd, although

it was noted that the haitnonic lo .kin& phase shifting toch'ilque

could be adopted with the circuit of Fig. 6.6 for relatvrely low

microwave frequency applications. X

1The circuit of Fig. 6.6 is suitable for the special case, where the

locking signal and local oscillator inputs to the element are both

at low level and require amplification within the element. The

experimental results, some of which ar6 also described in reference

(50) , have demonstrateC the feasibility of this approach for a

single 10GHz element.

4

4
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CHAPTER 7

ACTIVE ELEIENTS BASED ON THE PHASE-LOCIPED LOOP

S7.0 Introduction

7.1 Active Elements Based on the Simple Phase-Lockod Loop

with Single Input

S7.2 Active Elements Based on the Heterodyne Phase-Locked Loop

7.2.1 Element Designs with Separate Circuits for the

Downconversion of the Loop Feedback and Received

-• ~Signals

7.2.2 Element Designs with a Common Signal Path for the

Downconversion of the Loop Feedback and Received

Signals

7.3 The Effect of Mutual Coupling in the Simplified Element

Des-igns Based on the Heterodyne Phise-Locked Loop

7.4 Generation of the Microwave Reference Sinawl within the Mlement

7.5 Conclusions
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7.0 Introduction

In contrast with the last chapter, in which element designs based

on the use of injection locked element sources were described, in

this chapter attention is given to elements based on the use of

phase-locked loops. The points raised in section 6.0.1, however,

concerning the general approach to the active element design,

also apply to this chapter.

Elements can be formed using either a straightforward PLL with a

single input, or with a heterodyne loop ; however those based on

the latter have the attraction of offiring IF control of the

element phase and thus these are given more attention. A number of

element designs based on the HPLL are possible and these are described

in turn. The relative merits of the designs are considered in the

chapter summary.

Reference is made to the summary at the end of Chapter 4 for a review

of the characteristics of phase-locked loops.

T1O Active Elements based on the Simple PLL with Single Input

The simple PLL in w~hich there is only a single microwave locking

signal input may, in most cases, be used as a direct replacement

for -the injection locked oscillator in tho designs considerM- in

the last chapter. Only the circuit of Fig. 6.1 is unsuitable, since

the single circulator in this case was used both to decouple the

input ;rnd output signals of the locked oscillator ani also to isolate

the inactive oscillator from the received signal path on recep~i orn.

The use of the simple PLL in the two circuits of most interest in
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Chapter 6 is shown in Figs. 7.1 and 7.2. A'directional coupler is

u.ed in these designs to -,;aple a fr.)ction of the VCO output.for

the loop feedback signal. 'The maximum coupled power required is only

of the order of a few mW where passive diode mixers ara used, and

this will generally be only a very small fraction of the total VCO

output ( e.g. tens of Watts ). The reference signal power required

at each element will similarly be of the order of a few mfn?.

Clearly, the factors considered in Chapter 6 with regard to these

circuits, concerning losses, and frequency and phase switching

between transmission and reception also apply when PLLs are used.

The main advantages of the use of PLLs in these cases are related

to the higher locking gain that may be used, and the lower variation

in element phase due to differerces in the source free-running fre-

quencies. The designs are still restricted to use with microwave

phase shifters however, and the designs described in the following

sections based on the heterodyne PLL are generally more attractive.

7.2 Active Elements BPsed on the Heterodyne Phase-Locked Loop

The attraction of the HPLL lies in its ability to provide phase control

of the microwave VCO output simply via the phase of the IF input

phase shifts applied to the IF reference input transfer directly

( though with a possible change of sign ) to the microwave.output.

An IF phase shifter is thus used to replace the conventional micro-

wave type for electronic beam steering in the foll owing element designs.

N
There are several advantages in the use of IF phase shifters.

1) The high cost of PIN and ferrite microwave phase shifters was

previously noted in Chapter 2, and is demonstrated by the very sWall AE
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number of phased arrays, active and passive, that have reached a

production stago of deve- oi.omnto IF plh:ae shifier,, which are

often based on low frequency implementations of the hybrid coupled

phase shifter described in Chapter 2, will in general be simpler to

manufacture and hence be less expensive than microwave types. A

novel IF phase shifter, particularly suited for use in these elements

and which should also be of relatively low cost is described in

Chapter 8.

2) Lower amplitude and phase tolerances should be obtainable with

an IF approach. It was shown in Chapter 5 that the radiation pattern I
sidelobe level of an array is related to the level of amplitude

and phase errors existing on the elements. A lower sidelabe level

may then be possible with IF phase shifters.

3) The drive power required for IF -haze shifters should generally

be significantly less than that required for RF types.

In all the designs considered, the use of an IF combining network

has been assumed. The advantages of this were discussed in section 6.2,

but an additional factor influencing the decision in this case is

that an IF feed network must be provided on transmission for the

distribution of the IF reference signal to the elements ; in many

cases it will be possible to use a single network to also ac' as an

IF combining neL-ork on reception.

7.2.1 Element Designs with Separate bipjal Paths for the

DoTnccz:;ersion of the LooZ Feedback and Received Signals

- In these designs the HPLL circuit is isolated from the received

signal path. Separate RP mixers are used to downconvert the loop

feedback and the received signals to IF.
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Design with Separate Phase Shifters for Transmicion and Reception

A first approach to the inclusion of.a TMIJL in a tzrr•mit and receive,

active element could take the form shonm in Fig. 7.3. The HPLL is

used to synchronise the VCO to the sum or difference of the two

refýrence input frequencies at w, and W2 Since it is undesirable

that two possible locking conditions sh6uld exist simultaneously,

the tuning range of the VCO is restricted in practice to cover only

one of these. TMe required power of each of the reference sigrnl

inputs to the element is of the order of a few rnWe An 3F phase

shifter, placed in the IF input to the element, is used to provide

phase control of the VCO output for beam steering.

On reception, a separate mixer, preamplifier and phase shifter are

included in the element. Where passive mixers are used, microwave

preamplification may again be required, but for simplicity this is

again not shown. The microwave reference locking signal is now conven-

iently used also as a local oscillator signal for reception with no

change of frequency required. The downconverted IF output of the

element is then at the same frequency as the IF reference signal.

Since amplification is provided within the element or. transmission

and reception, feed nehtork losses, both RPT and IF, will not be of

first importance here.

Design with a Single Phase Shifter and I-F Feed Network.

Since, in the ;ulsed mode of operation, the reparato phase shifters

and feed networks shown in Fig. 7.3 are not used si;,u•taneously, a

clear reduction in the circuit complexitf and cost can be achieved
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by uiing a single phase shifter and feed network for both transmission

and reception. 'This circuit is sli,-;n in Fig. 7o.4 The zmlitch ioi

used to apply the phase shifted IF reference signal to the HPLL on

transmission, and connects the element IF output to the phase shifter

and sum ing network on reception.

The performance of this element will clearly be very similar to that

of Fig. 7.3, except that a minimum range restriction may now be

present associated with the switch transient time. It is clearly

of interest to ascertain whether the phase shifter setting must

also be changed between transmission and reception since the switching

time required for this can also effect the minimum range. The analysis

below follows the same lines as thab given in Chapter 6, section 6.2.1.

Consider the two element array shown in P'ig. 7.5 whereO ,the steeringV

angle, is measured clockwvise from the broadside direction. W7ith

reference to Chapter 4 it was previously noted that with the VCO of

a HPLL synch~ronised. to the sum of the mnicrowave and IF input frequen-

cies, a phase shift ..-P applied to the IF input will result in a phase

shift Wyn on the VC_ output ; with the VCO synchronised to the diff-

erence of the input frequencies, a phase shift +kP applied to the IF

input will result in a phase shift -+P on the VCO output. Takingff

first the case for sum frequency synchronisation, consider a phase

shift + 'P applied to the 1 _nput of the left hand element onT

transmission. The VCO output of the left hand element at frequency

+ 2will similarly be phase shifted by +tP0T, resulting in

in-phase addition of the element outputs (ign~oring any phase errors

present in the elements ) in a direction

0•-
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where X is the free space wavelength

and d is the Interelement spacing.

We now wish to find the phase shift R that must be applied to the

left hand element to give the same beam pointing direction on

reception. Taking the phase of the signal received in the right

hand element as a reference, the signals received at frequency

W +to from direction e in the left and right hand elements respect-

ivelr are

A snnd A sin (W,+ + 3,)tj' ii
where A represents the signal amplitudes.

After mixing with a local oscillator signal at frequency w1 with an

assumed zero phase, the downconverted and amplified signals within

the elements, now at frequency W2 are

Ssin t and Ain(W2t)
LIA.

in the left and right hand elements respectively. The factor K

represents the overall mixer/amplifier gain. After phase shift

*P. is applied to the left hand element output we have

2rrdsine
AK sin W2t - + and A~sin(W2t)

These signals are in-phase when

"- 2rdsin e
+ 0 .... 7.2

2mlsin e
i.e. TP =R pT .. 7.3

i~i 26t,.. . .



Thus no change of sign is required between traunsmission and recept-

ion S. this c'ce to r-Aint-'.n the sare brin-point•nr- diretior.•

Taking secondly the case for difference frequency synchronisation,

a phase shift +'QT applied to the 1F input of the left hand element

on transmission, will produce on the VCO output a phase shift -4P

The VCO outputs will be in-phase in a directione given by

=sin "
\2T[d/

i.e. in a direction exactly opposite broadsidg from that obtained

before.

We wish now to find again the phase shift that must be applied to

the left hand elemert to produce the same beam-pointing direction

on reception. Following the same procedure as before, the signals

received from direction G given in Eqn. 7.4 in the left and right

hand elements respectively are

Asin - w)t and Asin " 2 )tJ

where again the phase is referred to that of the signal received

in the right hand element.

After downeconversion and anplification Y.e obtain in the left and

right elements respectively

Aain [w2 t + 'sine and A]sin(W2t)
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Af ter ph.c shift + ýo R is applied to the signal in the left hand

c p sift + u:, n 4n n

2TrdsiiiO

[W2 nit + +' and A~sin(w 2t)

These siguals are in phase when

-2rCdsin e

R T

Thus as before, no phase shifter switching is required between

tranismission and reception. The only limitation on the minimum

range due to the array elements is Thus the switch transient time,

which colId typically be down to a few tens of ns.

Design with the Phase Shift Induced on the Received Signal by Mixinxg

This design, the last of the three element circuits considered in

this section, is applicable

a) where it is desired to avoid the use of a switch ( + associated

drivers ) within the element, or more important

b) where it is desired to use a uni-directional phase shifter, in

particular the harmonically locked PLL phase shifter described in

S• Chap-.er G.

SThe element circuit for this case is shown in Fie. 7.6. On transmiss-A

ion the VC0 is synchronised to the sum or difference of the input

signals, as before. n reception the signal after downconversion

and amplification is simply mixed with the phase shifted F reference

h- ...... on. "lh outt t at the.
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sum of the rc input frquuenciess

Two aspects ropiire attention in this design. First it is necessary

to establish the phase shift that must be applied to maintain the

same beam-pointinp direction on transmission and reception. Secondly

the level of undesired mixer products maust be considered.

A full analysis of phase shifts required on transmission and recep-

tion can be avoided by noting the similarity bet%-ween this circuit

and the last one considered, shown in Fig. 7.4. Since the only

difference between these circuits lies in the use of a second mixer

the result previously obtained i.e. that no change of phase is

required between transmission and reception for either sum or difference

frequency synchronisation, will also be true for this circuit if no

change of sign is introduced by the second mixer. This will clearly

be the case when the sum frequency mixer output is taken as the element

output since the output phase is simply the stu of the two input

signal phases.

The most strai" tforward operation of the circuit will be when

the R7 and IF reference signal frequencies remain the same for both

transmission and reception. For RE' and IF reference frequencies w1

and w2 respectively the downconverted signal on reception, neglecting

any Doppler shifts, will be 2 and hence the sum frequency output of

the second mixer will be 20 2 . Since practical mixers, in addition

to the desired mixing products, also generate harmonics of the

input signals, care must be taken in this case that the signal oi.tput

of the mixer at 2w2 is not obscured by the second harmonic of the

local oscillator signal also generated by the mixer.
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To prevent this the amplifier preceding the second mixer must

provi•de c.uficient c ain to ,.inplify the minimum detectable signal

in the element to a level at the output greater than that due to

local oscillator second harmonic generation0 To illustrate the

magnitude of gain typically required, consider an element with

simply an RE mixer ( i.e. no microwave preamplification ) of 8dB

noise figure and - 8dB gain, followed by an IF amplifier of noise

figure 2dB and gain G, followed by the IF mixer again with 8dB

noise figure and - 8dB gain.

It is assumed that the minimum detectable signal in the element is

equal to the element noise level in thereceiver bandwidth, taken

in this case as 1IMHz. ( It may be noted that for an array of elemen

the minimum detectable signal at the element stage is in fact less

than the element noise level due to coherent addition of the signal

powers and the incoherent addition of the noise powers. This fact

is ignored, however, in this simple calculation ).

The overall noise figure of the element F, from Frii's formula is

0.585 5.3
F- 6.3 +- + - .... 7.6

0.158 0.158G

33.5
= 10 + -

G

The effective noise power -t the input is given by

kTB

where k is Boltzmann's constant

B is the bandwidth

and T is the equivalent noise temperatare at the input
, = kp-1).29O°K
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At the second mixer output the noise power is

.025GkTB

0 o (9F + 33.5) Watts

in 105z bandwidth.

J•.perimenta!. measurements have demonstrated that suppression of

the local oscillator second harmonic output of up to 60dB may be

achieved with balanced mixers ioe. the second harmonic output power 3
is 60riB below the local oscillator input power.

Assuming a typical local oscillator power of 5mW and 60dB suppression

the second harmonic power at the output is 5'x 10"977. This is equal

to the output noise power when

16 -9(9G + 33.5) I0- 5 x 10

Thus the required gain in this case is

6
G 5.5x10

: 67.403

It will clearly be undesirable to include such high levels of

amplification within each array element. This can be simply avoide6i

however, by providing a slight frequency change of the 1F? input on

reception, so that the output signal and local oscillator harmonic 1

frequencies are no lonpcr coincident. The gain required will then

be simply that necessary ( e.g. 20dB ) to prevent significant

degradation of the element noise fi4are by the mixer losses.
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It may be noted that a particularly useful feature of this design

is t) at the operating, requency o0f the phase shifter may be

maintained at a fixed value. The frequency change between transmission

and reception mentioned above, and also the linear change of frequency

required on transmission for FM pulse compression, may both be

applied via the RF reference signal. The IF reference frequency

( i.e. the phase shifter operating frequency ) may thus be main-

tained at a fixed value for transmission and reception. Since the

phase shifter may be set up for single frequency operation, lower-

phase variations between elements should be achievable with this

design compared to one in which broadband phase shifting is required.

In the circuit of Fig- 7,4 for instance, the IF phase shifter on

reception must operate over a range of received frequencies, e.g.

101%z where F11 pulse compression is used. If an IF of 100M•z

is chosen this represents a requirement for a consistent phase

shift over a 1C05% bandwidth, which may be difficult to achieve in

practice.

Both of the circuits of Fig0 7.4 and 7.6 are thus of interest.

The circuit of Fig. 7.4 has the advantage of simplicity and requires

only a single IF feed network. Its disadvantages are that switching

is required within the element between transmission and reception,

and that a wide bandwidth phase shifter may be required. The circuit

of Fig. 7.6 has the advantages of permitting a uni-directional phase

shifter, such as that described in Chapter 8, to be used, and also

permits the phase shifter to be operated at a single frequency.

Its disadvantages are the need to change the reference frequency

between transmission and reception in order to avoid the leakage

problem ; the loss introduced in the element by the additional mixer

and the use of two feed networks, although in practice a single network
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M1e
with suitable filtering to separate the IF reference and the received

signals would probably be used.

7.2.2 Flement Designs with a Common Signal Path for the

fDownconversion of the Loop Feedback and the Received Signals

With tl.e aim of reducing the number of components required in the

element, and thus the element cost, it is of interest to Pexamine

techniques for further simplifying the designs previously considered.

It may be noted in each of the three previous designs, that in

pulsed operation, the BF mixer used to down-convert the loop feed-

back signal is inactive on reception i ,similarly the RP mixer used

to down-convert the received signals is inactive on transmission.

Element designs can thus be considered in which a single RF mixer

is used to perform both functions. A number of circuits using

this approach are possible, as described talow. One aspect of all

these circuits is that mutually courled signals between the array

elements can influence the HPLL perfor.mance on transmission. This

aspect is examined in Section 7.3.

D with Separate Transmit and Receive Phase Shifters

A first approach to an element using only a single RF mixer is sho-rm

in Fig. 7.7. This is essentially a simplification of the circuit

of Fig° 7.3. Cn tranzsission tho 11 and IF reference inputs are

present as before. The feed-back fraction of the VCO ouatput, prev -

iously provided by a directional coupler, is now provided by the

leakage in the reverse direction around the circulator, thus a

usually undesirable feature of practical circulators is used here

to advantage. The leakage power is typically one hundredth of
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that passed in the fvrwartI direction (L. 20d73 relative to for-

ward power ).OI ri',. -I k.CO ... Ge,.,:.. .;rturcz ( Co.

dipoles, or open ended wavvouides ) i'a irn fact be at a similar

power level and thus the siirdnl appearing: at RF mixer on transmiss-

ion will be a combination of these components. This feed-back

signal is then downconverted to IF and subsequently applied to

the phase sensitive detector a.eng with the phase shifted IF refer-

e,.e signal. Thus the loop is completed and the VCO can be looked

to the sum or the difference of the input signals as before. An

IF directional coupler is used to apply some of the downconverted

feedback signal to the PSD since this is a simple passive component ;

a SPDT switch could alternatively be uýed in this position when it

is desired to maximise the feedback signal applied to the LSD in

order to increase the locking range. Also, it may be necessary to

remove ( via a switching arrangement ) the amplifier from the down -

converted signal path on transmission,a ) to avoid the introduction

of the amplifier group delay into the HPLL, since this will reduce

the available loop bandwidth as described in Chapter 4, and b) to

avoid the recovery time often required for amplifiers operated under

saturated output conditions before :•rmal operation is re-established.

Typical recovery times measured experimentally with a type SL550

integrated circuit IF amplifier were of the order of several 4s.

The presence of an amplifier recovery tL-Qe can set an additional

constraint on the minimum radar range.

On reception the VCO is inc,, ..ative and the reception path, consist-

ing of the downconverting mixer, amplifier and reception phase

shifter, is the same as that for Fig. 7.• neglecting -he dircectiona.l

-' coupler (or SPDT switch, if this is used instead).
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Desi-n with a Singrle Phase Shifter and IF Feed Network Used on Both

A clear reduction in the element cost and complexity can be made by

using a single phase shifter and IF feed network for both transmission

and reception. This circuit is shown in Fig. 7.8 and is analogous

to that given in Fig. 7.4. On transmission the switch applies

the phase shifted IF reference signal to the P&D to lock the element

VCO ; on reception the switch connects the amplifier IF output to

the element phase shifter and IF combining network. It may be

noted comparing Figs. 704 and 7.8 that the phase relationships

between the reference inputs and the VCO output on transmission are

the same Ln the two cases. Similarly the relationship between the

reference signal phases and the IF output is the same on reception.

The result previously established for Fig. 7.4 therefore also

applies to this design i.e. no change of sign of the phase shift is

required to produce the same beam-pointing direction on transmission

and reception, for either synchronisation to the sum or difference

of the reference input frequencies. The beam-pointing direction

in these two cases is still on either side of the broadside direction,

however, as before.

Design with a Single Phase Shifter Contained Within the 'OLL

A further circuit variation, for wh.ich no direc .- .... -. as

considered in the section on circuits containing separate IV, mixers.

is shown in Fig. 7.9. The single IF phase shifter, still used on

both transmission and reception, is no-X placed in a positicn such

that it is within the HPLL on transmission. On reception the signal

path, including downconverting mixer, amplifier ani phase shIfterA
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is the same as the last elexent.

Tile loop respu.'iýe to Utc appiicati).! of a phase s,,ift in this case

may be illustrated by a qualitative dcscription of the lo3p behaviour.

When the VCO is locked at a fixed frejuency equal to the sup, or

difference of the two reference frequencies, by definition a certain

fixed value cf voltage will exist at the 1VCO frequency control

terminal. By implication a fixed phase relationship will therefore

exist at the PSD between the IF reference input and the downconverted

feedback signal. If a phase shift +'P is applied to the downconverted

feedback signal within the loop, then in order to remain locked, the VCO

must change its output phase by an amount that will produce an equal

and opposite phase shift on the downconverted feedback signal. This

will then re-establish the required phase relationship at the PSD.

When'the VCO is synchronised to the 6=s of the input signals, the

VCO output frequency is greater than that of the RF reference and

the downconverted feedback phase is directly proportional ( i.e. with

no change of sign ) to the VCO phase. Thus a phase shift -_P intro-

duced in the loop in this case will result in a phase lead +%P appear-

ing on the VCO output.,

It was demonstrated in the analysis with sum frequency synchronisa-

tion for the circu:t of Fig. 7.4 however, that the same phase shift

must be applied to the downconverted received signa] as is applied

to the VCO output signal to give the vz,-e beam-pointing direction.

This will clearly not occur in this desiGn without a change of sign

of the phase shift applied be'ween transmission and reception. This

result may also be shovw to exist for 'h3 case of synchronisation

to the difference of the reference frequencies.
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Since a change of sign of phase shift is required in this element

between .r.."-insion -roceptip-, -Ad in adition a,'' ,:,, -hft"r

-roup delay will reduce the avail-ble loop bandwidth, thi s desinn

is considered to be less attractive than that in Fig. 7.8.

Design U.-ing Two IF I'ixers where Phase Shifts are Induced on

the Received Signals by LMixing

The advantages of inducing the required phase shift on the received

signals by mixing the downconverted signals with the phase shifted

IF reference was described in the last section. A uni-directional

phase shifter may be used and, in addition, single frequency operation

of the phase shifter is possible. The use of this approach is shown

in Fig. 7.10. This circuit is the equivalent to that shown in Fig.

7.6 where two PF mixers were used, and the same phase relationship

will exist i.e. when the sum frequency product of the right hand

IF mixer is used, there is no requirement for a change in the phase

shifter setting between transmission and reception. Also in common

with the circuit of Fig. 7.6 it may be noted that when the reference

signal frequencies are the same on transmission and reception, the

received signal may be obscured by the second harmonic of the IF

reference signal generated by the IF mixer. As before, this problem

may be simply overcome by changing one of the reference sigmal

frequencies on reception ( preferably the BF reference, since a single

operating frequency can then be ;.aintained for the P phase shifter );

the IF reference signal second harmonic and the received signal output

frequency will then not be coincident.

Alternatively, to avoid the frequency change on reception, a fixed

frequency offset could be applied to the IF reference within the
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element. This is shown in Pig. 7.11. The frequency of the signal

no': r>'c •!b .h•do''.nc~•'•..e• •e•v•,sig./q€othp M.-. ofe

the IT lorc.-.n:r- s' Znal fre(w'ency end th+e-. offset f.'r'inncy. Tn pener:l

it is not felt that the additional element complexity of this

arrangement would be justified however ; a chan.ge of RP reference

signal frequency on reception being considered less expenuive to

implement.

Design Using a S.n•le IF "-ase "hift r ae inducod on

the Received Signal by Mixing

Finally in this section, it may be noted that the design of Fig. 7.10

may be further simplified by using a single IF mixer, to function

both as a PSD on transmission, ( in which case the difference frequency

mixer output is used ), and as a conventional mixer on reception

( in which case the sum frequency output is used ). This circuit

is snown in Fig, 7.12. Filters are now used to separate the sum

and difference outputs of the mixer on transmission and reception.

Again a reference signal frequency chanje will be required on

reception with this circuit to avoid the second harmnonic leakage

problem.

The most attractive circuits of this section are those of Figs. 7.8B

and 7.12, since these represent the simplest deslis. The circuit

of Fig. 7.12 has the advantaCe that a single phase shifter operating

frequency csan be used. Thiz circuit. was thercfor- chosen to experi-

ment'aly dc.ron,;zrato the .tc....of th ""o.........red
-S

signal path within ar FXLL on transnission.
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The ox;.e,'iimenta.l e~rr,;gemenbi u:,;d is shown in Fig. 7.13. No limiter

vas a x'.:.tor ,: , ", Gu' . On ozci2.!ator ( M..' tye 8A 88250)

which w-;s basica)ly designed for C7 operation. In pulsed mode of

oporation however, peak pov:e%.' of 150:7 at 10.52GHz wras obtained

for psoc pulse lengths and 1 z pulse repetition frequency. This

oscillator type w%= also used for the experiments on the HYJL

described in Chapt.r 4. The pulsed output was radiated via a circu-

lator and 20dB waveiuide horn anuenna. The circulator leakage level

was - 20dN, producing at the RF mixer input a leakage power of

1 ,5mW during the pulse. Followving the RF mixer ( Lorch type 36A )

the dovnconverted signals were amplified in a 40dB gain, 2d•i noise

figure, integrated circuit amplifier ( Plessey type SL550 ) before

being applied to the IF mixer ( Hewlett-Packard type 10534A I along

with a 60Liz IF reference signal. At the mixer output, filters

were used to direct low frequency outputs back to the VCO varactor,

via an SL541C high speed, operational amplifier, whilst the output

at the sum frequency was applied, via further amplification and

filtering ( 81.H9z bandwidth ) to an oscilloscope. For simplicity in

these experiments the IF amplifier following the RF mixer was not

disconnected on transmission, end a recovery time of - 1ps was

required after the pulsc, before normal loz, noise operation was

re-established. To examine the problem of the leakage of the IF

reference signal second harmonic from the IF mixer, the reference

-;o .. .£re=jd•~cio.,ecre not cnann,:d bet een tr'anscission and

reception, The second harmonic leakage and the received signal

output of the IF mixer were thus both at 120IMz.

The 1201,24z outpuot obtained with the antenna pointed at building

targets is shown in the upper trace in Fig. 1.14 ; the lower trace
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shows the bias pulse applied to the VC0. Fo: the first target, for

which th, round trip delay tine is -2ps, a ruceived signal power

70dB less than the transmitted power was obtained. The theoretical

S/N ratio on this target return, that would be obtained without the

second huarmonic leakage, is 47dB, assuming 8dB noise figure and - 8dB

gain for the circulator/RF mixer combination, 2d.B noise figure and

40dB gain for the IF amplifier and 8dB noise figure and - 8dB gain

for the IF mixer. Due to the second harmonic leakage however, the

measured value was only 16.8dB, in agreement with that predicted

theoretically (18.5dB ) taking into account the measured mixer

second harmonic leakage of - 50dB with respect to a 5mW input power

at 60M1z. With no leakage signal. i.e. with the IF amplifier

output at 60),Ez applied directly to the c3cilloscope after an

8MHz bandwidth filter, building targets at -anges up to 5Km range

were detected.

Th 1e Effect of Mutual Coupling in the Simplified Element

Design Based on the Heterodyne Phase-Locked Loop

In the simplified HPLL element designs described in section 7.2.2,

in which a single HF mixer is used both on transmission and reception,

consideration must be given to the effect on the element behaviour

of the mutually coupled signals between array elements. Clearly

the usual mutual coupling effect will exist, i,e, a current in any

one array element aperture will produce currenzs in the neighbour.Pg

element apertures, the overall effect of which is to produce a mod-

ification in the element radiation pattern when the element is in

the array environment. However, for these elements, the total

mutually coupled signal entering the element on transmission will now

be applied to the RF mixer along with the desired feedback signal
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from the VCO. The total phase at this point will thus be that of

the composit, •.!Fnal. . the lo-p can only lock with a specific

phase of the signal applied to the RF mixer ( producing a specific A

PSD output voltage ) it may be seen that in genezal, the effect of

mutually coupled signal will be to produce a change of the VCO output

phase, that will re-establish the necessary phase value of the com-

posite signal at the RF mixer.

The situation is quite complicated from an analytic point of view.

The phase of the radiated output of any one element in the array will

influence the output phase of the neighbouring elements.- The subsequent

changes in their output phases will, iA turn, influence the phase

of the first element, and the phases of the elements further along

the array. All the array elements will therefore interact with each

other, although since mutual coupling dinishes rapidly with distance,

it would be expected that the influence of any one element will only

extend over the few nearest neighbours. Clearly, when the level of

the mutually coupled signal appearing at the element RF mixer is small

in comparison to the desired feedback signal, ( i.e. the leakage in

the reverse direction around the circulator ) the effect on the element

output will be small ; the behaviour in this case will be similar

to thit of the elements described in section 7.2.1 in which the HPLL

is isolated from the mutually coupled signal. For higher levels of

mutual coupling, where the mutually coupled signal appearing at the

RF mixer is appruaching zhe level of zhe circulator leckage, it would

be expected that the elements at the centre of the array will behave

much as desired ( since the mutual coupling envirorn-ent here is constant

and most of the effects of mutual coupling will be self-balancing )

for elements near the array edges however, deviations from the desired

phase distribution would be expected. 7.hen the mutually coupled signal
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at the RF mixer is greater than the circu'ltur leakv.ý,:, coi.ditions

can arise in which the PLL czni -.c io, cr t the , han;e

introduced in the loop by the mriutual coupling, and the oxPjctcd be-

haviour becomes unclear.

Since the levels of mutual coupling typically encountered! between

arra~y elements is of the order of typical ci.rculator lezikage levels,

the effects of this must be cons;idtred. An analysis based on an

iterative approach is given below, after a brief description of' the

analysis usually carried out for array elements where the mutual

coupling does not affect the phase of the element source.

The Effect of Mhtual Coupling ",,ere the Coupled Signal does not

Affect the Thase of the Element Source

In this case, the analysis of Liutual coupling effects may be obtained

with reference to the equivalent element circuit shoym in Fig. 7.15.

The element voltage source itself is assumed to be independent of

mutual coupling, howcever, the mutual coupling does have an effect

on the arnoe. and phase of the element currcent and thus on the rad-

iaticn pattern. The mutually coupled signal volta&, at the nth element

due to current I in the mth element is Z I where Z is the nratualmI lq m Dnm

impedance. The impedance Zn, defined as the self impedance, would

normally be equated to the source impedance Z if no -nutual coupling

were present.

No electrical length is included between the generawzor and the

apertu-re in Pig. 7.15 b,'t this can be taken into acc zýzxp simpyby

an appropriate phase shift on en • For voltazje balan.c
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n gnn nn mnm

or, in a matrix relixesentatiiL j

[e] [Z FI **7.b -4

where

z9 + Z11 z12 1N
z zz21 7g2 722

Zge ZIM

Thus, given the voltages of the element sources, the element

currents may be obtained from

z= [.[eo..

Taking these values of the array element currents, the array radiat-

ion pattern in the presence of mutual coupling can therefore be

calculated.

The Effect of Mutual Couplinw in -the Element Desimns •lhere the

CouIpled S-,nal Affccts the Phase of the 7l.•i-..n- Souzce

The evaluation of the aperture current in these cases is less straight-
forward. The mutually coupled cignal agin arrives at each aperture

=4 and influences the element current through the effective aperture

Impedance. Instead of beinC absorbed, however, the coupled signal
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appears, along with the iLL feedback silgal, at the element RP mixer

and thus affects the ;,'=::e of the I..i..,ack s Vjn, und heicu the phaze

of the VC0 output.

Considez the simplified element based on a PLL shown in Fig. 7.16.

A straightforward PLL with BF phasing ( i.e. not a heterodyne PLL )

is used here for simplicity.

Assuming the loop is locked, let the oscillator phase be -e, so that

the open-circuit source voltage may be represented ( neglecting

exp(j wt) time dependence ) by

e n enoePp(-je) .. 7.11

This voltage is twice the voltage measured across the load when the

oscillator is delivering power into a matched load. Assuming phase

shift • is introduced by the path length to the element aperture,

the source voltage referred to this point is of the form

•== •neXp(-J (F-)) • .7*12

Two separate signals arrive at the signal port of the mixer s

i) a fraction of the oscillator output due to the leakage in the

reverse direction around the circulator. This signal is of the form

-;ne f exp(-j(u +F) )no 1.

where fR represents the rzplitude of the typically small fraction

of the oscillator output passed by the circulator in the reverse

direction ; and u is the phase lag introduced by the path 3 enpth f-om
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the source to the mixer.

2) a s f.•'n. from t l eiement anx ru'e, due r~ly to th1e mismatch

of the anzcnna elew:ent, and pa:tly due to miu•ual coupling. The

voltage at the aperture due to the forward wave, as previously noted,

is of the form

i• (enl~~~~~aperture = enoe~(JE• .°71

With a complex reflection coefficient p, the reflected wave is

Sp enoeXp(-j (c:+g) o..7*14

The reflection coefficient p must be calculated from the radiation

impedance Zrad, which is obtained through

Zrad )aperture gn

nth element n

Assuming a phase lag P is introduced by the path length from the

aperture to the mixer, this signal referred to the mixer input is

e pnoexp(-j(Ch +4) ) .... 7.15

The net si~ual arriving at the signal port of the mixer is thus

nof exp(-.*(u + F) ) .- . Penox(-j++) o... 7.6
noR no

Let this be of the form Aexp(-j X ). Assuming a local oscillator

signal VI exp(-JP), t-he DC output of the mixer will be of the fur=n

+Bcos(P-- X ), the sign depending on the sense of the diode connection

in the mixer.
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As a first step in the procedure for calculatinj- the output pnase,

The "" • • •- .. a..., u 0 '"

The vo•tace at the siGnal inpt to the m-er Is th.ur due to t'.

circulator leakage alone Pad this will then deter0inLe the VCC output

phase. Tk•s

X= + u

When the loop is locked, asswaing for sinplicity no detuning between

the locking signal and the VCO free-running frequency, the inputs

to the mixer will be in phase quadrature, since this condition will
A

produce zero PSD output voltage. Assuding that the stable locking

condition occurs with the feedback signal lagging the input signal

by -bad.,
2

iT
-X + - = -)

2

i.e. -e-u + -" i'

4N
and thus

T
-U + 00..7.17

2 1
This then gives the initial value for F_. Taking this value of ,.

tne c-¢u'oe ph'use referred to te. p- ::.ay be u-.dC t, £inc h.
/

element cizrents - reflection coefficients. A ncw value £ of the"

source phase is then obtained taking into account tne leakage and

mutval coupling sig-nals as a vector sum,

: = + - --X :
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The process is then repeated until convergence occurs, whereupon

oi e .lrcnt eazr'nte are .o,-ii-A - , th-- h r,.- radiation mittern

n,%n be calculated using F-n. 5. 3 A similar procedure applies to

steered beams by repeating the above calculations with the appropriate

value of referer:ce phase ýP applied to each element.

Bearing in mind the tedious algebra involved in the inversion of

complex matrices and iterative calculations, such a procedure is most

easily carried out by digital computation. The FORTRATN program used

and an explanatory flow chart is given in Appendix 2.

The effect of mutual coupling in this element design may be minnimsed

in an interesting manner by analogy with the technique of interpolation

locking(12) , If the electrical path length "between circulator and

antenna in each element can be chosen at will, then the mutually

coupled signal ( including that reflected from any additional antenna

mismatch ) can be adjusted to arrive at the mixer input with exactly -t

the same phase as the desired leakage signal around the circulator.

The mutually coupled signals thus exactly aid the desired leakage

and no phase error is introduced by mutual coupling. In general,

except in the centre of a large array, the element path lengths

will differ from element to element, due to as-i'netries in coupling,

in order to achieve this condition. The required element lengths

may easily be calculated in the computer prog-am and a rou+ine to

r.:w. both signal. components arravin t the mixe" h-ve ethua7 thase

is inserted at statement [75]. It is obvious that this equi-phase

condition can only apply for one phase distribution across the array

and the ob% i4us phase distribution to choose for setting up the

adjustment is the broadside beam position. As c.e element reference

phases are charred, however, to produce an approximately linear
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phase variation across the array for a steered beam, the mutual

cdupling s.Ignal reccived at any c,-ent alco "h"n,,es in ;hase by

approximately the some amount ani the equi-phase condition for leak,-e

and mutually coupled signals at the mixtr still approximately

applies. This path length adjustiaent technique is therefore worth-

while in such element designs.

The programme was used to compute the radiation patterns of a four

element array, similar to that described in Chapter 9, using open-
(51

ended waveguide apertures. An element pattern, as given by Silver"-I

was used in the computations ; values of mutual coupling, measured

.(30)experimentally by Darbandi3, were ised since these also showed

(52)agreement with theoretical calculations based on the work of Rhodes 2

Since the mutual coupling effects are very strong in an E plane array

of open-ended waveguide elements, 10dB attenuation was introduced

in.each element feed to reduce to mutually coupled power in the

experimental array to a level approximately 10dB less than that of the

circulator leakage. This was simulated in the program. The

computed radiation patterns are shown in Figs. 7.17, 7.18, 7.19, 7.20,

thrse are compared in Chap' 9 with those given in section 9-2

for the experimental array. M

The computer program has been written in general form and can be

extended to a linear array of any number of elements if appropriate

values of mutual coupling are provided. In general The cc.-putationc-

indicated for both the four element array and larger arrays, that

with mutually coupled powers less than, or even of the some order,

as the circulator lealkage signal, the radiation± patterns will follow

those which would be expected from a straightforward array in which 0
the source phases are not influenced by mutual coupling. W4hen the
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mutually coupled signal is significantly larger than the circulator

Ioakxg, nov-ever, it was typ'ctl] .coy X th:. U 'ow-'. t. " a!ai cold'AA

be formed in the broadside dirocJion, an attempt to sheer it resultcdj

in non-convergence of the program, thus indicating instability in

the array. Particular consideration must therefore be given, in the

use of these element designs, to the level of mutual coupling exist-

ing between elements.

7.4 'l-nera-tion of the licrowave Reference Signal Jithin the

Elements

Pinally in this Chapter, it may be notbd that one slight disadvantage l

o'l al the elements based on the HILP is that both an IF and an RF

reference signal must be distributed to the array elements. Consid-

eration could be given, in some of the designs, to the use of optical

feed techniques for simplifyin- the distribution of the R? reference

signal, however an alternative, more attractive approach is to generate

the RF reference signal actually within the element ; in this case

the only microwave components in the radar will be those in the array
I

elements. The use of this approach in the design of Pig. 7.12 is '

illustrated in Fig. 7T 21- Since the RF reference power required with

a PLL is low, a harmonic generator may be used to generate the 1W

power directly from the IF reference ; a filter preceding the RW'

mixer is used to select the desired harmonic. A varactor multiplier

would provide a nuci. hlgher converzion efficiency th.an a line

( harmonic ) generator, hewever, the simplicity of the latter is

p. •ticularly attractive. One limitation of the comb line generator,

however, is that it may be difficult to generate sifficient power

to drive the mixer (> Odim ) at harmonics above approximately the

tenth ; manufacturers quoted results ( Omniyig Inc. ) indicate that
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a maximum output power of + IdBm at 2GHz may be achieved from a step

recovery diode grenerator ( type CG1JJ ) wi ,h itij.ut power of + 23dL•j

at 200MWz. The frequency difference between the IF and IF for which

a comb generator may be used is therefore limited.

With regard to this limitation, it may be noted at this stage that

the harmonically locked PLL IF phase shifter described in Chapter 8

requires an input locking signal at typically the 8th or 16th harmonic

of its output frequency. The output of the phase shifter is applied

to the IF input of the HPLL, and when this frequency is, for example,

100Oz9, a phase shifter locking signal at 8001,Hz or 1600Mz will

be required. Taking this signal as th6 input to the comb generator,

it may be seen that the generation of the microwave reference input

to the HMLL will be considerably eased.

A general point regarding the harmonic generation of the RF reference

within the element is that careful control of phase errors on the VF

input will be required since a phase error • on the IF input will

become an error nP on the microwave signal, n being the appropriate

harmonic number. Also since the two reference frequencies will now

be related, it will no longer be possible to provide an invarient

phase shifter operating frequency when it is desired to use F pulse

compression, frequency hopping or a frequency change between trans-

mission and reception. However the change of IF signal frequency

required to pruiuce a charieoAW on the micro:aave xefercnce s..gn'al

will only be AW/n, so that often a narrow band of operating frequon-

cies will still be maintained.
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7.5 Conclusions

A number of dlfferonL -ive ele.ieaiL desi.:s based on tih, U.;e of t>~

PLL have been described in this chauter. in section 7.1 two desi'-, s

using the simple PLL with a sing•le locking signal inpat wOre descri-,cd;

these circuits are ess;entially the same as two of the circuits des-

cribed in Chapter 6, with a VCO, synchronised by the PLL, now re-

placing the injection locked oscillator. Although the use of the

PLL in these elements offers distinct advantages in terms of both

locking gain ,an phase error, they are nevertheless still restricted

to use with RF phase shifters and are not considered as attractive

as those based on use of the KPLL.

The HPLL is particularly attractive for synchronising .olid state

sources in active array elements ; the HPLL offers the high possible

locking gain rnd low phase errors obtainable with conventional loops,

and in addition, permits phasing of the microwave output to be

achieved via an IF phase shifter. The usual microwave phase shifter

required for electronic beam steering can then be replaced by an IF

type. The advantages of this are that IF phase shifters should

babically be more accurate, less expensive and require less drive

power than microwave typos. Additionally the IV phase shifter

insertion loss is avoided in this arrangement.

In section 7.2.1 element aes.gns based on a fairly szraigh;vforvard

implementation of the IIPLL were described ; the HPLL circuit and I
the circuit for downconverting the received signals were separated

in these de-igns. Thne two circuits of most interest in this section I
were those of Figs. 7-4 and 7.6 ; the circuit of Fig. 7.4 had the

advantage of simplicity, but had the disadvantage that the phase
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shifter may be required to operate over a large pzaventage bandwidth.

This problem tno overco-re in zhe . of in -*.6 .. , ie

phase shift on reception vas inkucvd on the r~c.ved sign2. by mixirZ

in this circuit a single phase shifter operatinC frequency could be

used, indicating that more accurate phase contro~l and thus, lower

sidelobes should be available. with this arrangemAent. This design

is also particularly suitable for use with the h-rmonically locked

PLL phase shifter described in Chapter 8.IA
Noting that a single RP mixer could be used to downconvert both the

VCO feedback signal on transmission, and the target returns on rec-

eption, several simplified circuits baked on the use of a single RF

mixer were described in section 7.2.2. Of these circuitsthat of

Pig. 7.12 is considered to be of the most interest. This circuit

has a minimum of components and thus should represent the design

of lowest cost; both the IR mixer and the IF mixer are used for

dual purpose in this design. Again the phase shift on reception is

induced on the received signal by mixing, and thus a single phase

shifter operating frequency may be used.

The active element designs that are considered to be of most interest

are therefore those of Figs 7.6 and 7.12. Although the simplicity

of the circuit of Fig. 7.12 is attractive, the choice between these

in practice will depend on :

1) the level of mutual ccupling. As described in section 7.3 the

mutually coupled signal should not be significantly greater than

the desired leakage sigial around the circulator when the circuit

of Fig. 7.12 is used. In the design of Fig. 7o6 the circulator

Isolation and the coupler directivity will prevent any significant

amount of mutually coupled signal from reaching the loop RF mixer.
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2) The rulative cost of m~anufacture, of a) the addit~onaJ. RP vad

IF mixer for the circuit of F5.7.6 and b) t.he switc1biwK circui~tny

to remove the IF amplifier f'romi tne loop on transmission in the

circuit of Fig, 7.12

A

A,

A
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CHAPTER 8

A PRECISE DIGITAL PHASE SHIFTER USING A HARMONICALLY LOCKED

PHASE-LOCKED LOOP

8.0 Introduction

8.1 Theory of the Harmonically Locked Fnase-Locked Loop

8.2 A Phase Measurement Technique

8.3 Experimental Results

8.4 Conclusions

NA
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8.0 Introduction

The principle of phase shifting with a harmonically locked oscillator

was initially suggested by Cullen(13) and ic based on the fact that

an oscillator locked to a signal at the nth harmonic of its funda-

mental output frequency, can take any one of n possIble output phases

with respect to a fixed reference* The n possible phase positionsare separated by exactly 360/n degrees. By controlling the phase

position at which the oscillator is locked, by means of an external

sial, an accurate digital phase shifter may be formed.

Me technique has been previously applied to phase shifting at micro-

wave frequencies, of the element sources in an &ctive transmitting

armay(14) , with the aim of avoiding the use of conventional PIN

or ferrite microwave phase shifters. This was previously described

in Chapter 2. Its accuracy and basic simplicity are also attractive,

however, for the IF phase shifting required with the elements based

on the MPI described in the last chapter. In this case the IF input

signal to each element PSD will be obtained from a harmonically locked

oscillator, the IF reference signal distributed to the array elements

now being at the harmonic frequency. The use of a harmonically

locked oscillator in the element design of Fig. 7.11, for example

is shown in Fig. 8°.1

The application of the technique at IF has the advantage that many

of the problems that limited the application of the technique at RP

may be overcome. In particular the typical harmonic frequencies

used ( e.g. 8th or 16th harmonic of a 60Mz fundamental frequency ) are

still in the frequency range for which signals can be easily generated

and distributed to an array:sthis is clearly not the case for 8th or
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16th hatnonic locking of microwave sources, at anything but the lowest

microwave frequencies. Also, the problem previously encountered,

sasociated wJth the unknown phase stafe of the oscillator after switch-

on, may now be solved at reasonable cost, by providing circuitry for

the continuous measurement of the phase of oscillator output.

The previous applications of the harmonic locking phase shift
technique, being at RV in the active transmitting array(14) , and

at IF in a microwave Q factor measurement system(53) , have both

used injection locked sources. However, from the comparison between

injection locked oscillators and phase-locked loops given in Chapter 4,

impr6ved performance in terms of the st;eady state phase error between

the element IF oscillators may be expe%;ted from the use of a phase- A

looked loop. A description of a hazmonically locked, PLL phase

shifter is thus given below.

8. Theory of the Hannonically Locked Phase-Locked Loop

The basic hazuonicelly locked PLL is shown in Fig. 8.2. In all

previous PLLs considered in the present work the fraction of the VCC

output constituting the feedback signal has been at the VCO output

ftmdamental frequency. In this case the nth harmonic content of the

VCO output, at angular frequency nW wh'.re W is the VCO fundamental

frequency, is now used as the feedback signal. The loop can now

lock when the reference signal angular frequency w1 is close to nw

and wýithin the loop locking range, which is defined below. When

synchAnisation has occured, both inputs to the PSD will be at angular

frequency Wt1 and a DC output will be obtained from the PSD. The VCO Ud

fundamental output frequency will be W1/n.
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An alternative form of the harmonically locked PLL, which can be

used when the VCO output has little harmonic content, once again

returns 1o the use of VCO fundamental output as the feedback input

to the PSI), but uses the mixer non-linearity to generate the required

harmonic. The subsequent mixing between the harmonic of the VCO

output generated by the mixer and the input reference signal then

produces the required feedback voltage to the VCO. Again, when syn-

chronisation is achieved, the harmonic generated within the mixer

and the reference signal input have the same frequency w and the

VCO fundamental frequency .will again be W1/n.

Given the same feedback signal amplitude to the VCO0, the performance

in the two cases will clearly be equivalent ; however, with the use

of the mixer to generate harmonics, the loop locking range becomes

dependent on the non-linearity of the particular mixer used, and

thus this approach is not preferred. In the harmonically locked

iPLL phase shifter subsequently described, a tunable, digital ECL

oscillator was used as the VCO, producing an approximately square I
wave output i in this case it was'only necessary to filter the re-

quired harmonic from the VCO output.

Assuming that the required harmonic wxa is present in the VCO output,

and igiio:ing for the moment the VCO output at frequencies other than

nw, the l.oop can be simply considered as a conventional, fundament-

ally locked loop, operating at frequency nC. The VCO free running

frequency is assumed to be nwO(where WO is the free running frequency

of the true fundamental output ) and the tvning sensitivity is

nK rad/V.s where K is the tuning sensitivity at the true fundamental
2 2

output. The theory previously derived for PLLs locked at fundamental
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frequency may therefore now be applied.

It was shown !n Chapter 4 that a second. order PLL has the advantage

of pemitting large values of loop gain to be used at low frequencies,

thus providing low steady state phase errors, whilst reduced gain

may be used at high frequencies to ensure stability. This loop type
Sis therefore adopted here !a filter transfer fnction producing a

• ~second order loop is shown for the loop filter in Fig. 8.2.

Fr'om En. 4.81 the lockin range at the hamonic frequency is

• ~~given• by

-A1K1 (12K2)

where A is the combined low frequency gain of the amplifier and

filter -•

1 is the PSD gain in V/rad for the particular input signal

amplitude used. It may be noted that in this case the

hamonic output power of the VOO may not be sufficient

to drive the PSD into the satizrated region, in which

case K1 will be strongly dependent on the harmonic power,

as described in section 4.2.10.

7he steady state phase error arising from a detuning Awbetween 4

the input signal at frequency W and the YCO free running frequencyW;
ro•0 ( where W0 is the free running frequency at the true fundamental )

Su sin ( "W
L

n sin-1!w '*8

3nALKI K
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Clearly, by providing a large value of low frequency amplifier gain

AL9, low phase errors may "be obtained*

The apparent locking range L appearing at the VCO true fundamental

*outputtfrequency is 1/nth of that given by &qn. 8.1, i.e.

7'•WL " .- l .... 8.3
AWLDK ALK1K"283

n

Similarly the phase error 90 appearing at the true fundamental
frequency is 1/nth of that given by Eqn. 8.2, i.e. A

A In
'e n (EWLI

The steady state phase error at the fundamental frequency therefore
90

varies between degrees at either extreme of the locking range.
n1

Fig. 8.3, reproduced from Fig. 4.8, shows the PSD output voltage

variation with the phase error between the reference signal at

frequency W1 and the VCO output at the harmonic. It may be seen

that an identical PSID output voltage is obtained, and thus an identical

locking condition exists, for any 2T radian change of phase of the

VOO output at the harmonic. A change of 2iT radians of the harmonic

output corresponds, however, to a phase change of only 2r/n radians

at the true fundamental frequency, and thus there are n distinct phano

states of the VOO fundamental output for which lock can occur, each

separated by atly 2Fn radians. The harmonically locked PLL may

therefore be used as a digital phase shifter if the phase position

at which the VCO is locked can be controlled.
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Phase control may be achieved in practice by the application of a

voltage pulse to the VCO as illustrated diagramatically in Fig. 8.2.

If the VCO frequency is increased by amount 6W for the period of the

pulse t the relative phase will be advanced by an amount 6w.t1
StI

The phase error, defined as the difference between the locking signal

phase and the phase of the VCO output at the harmonic, will thus

experience a similar phase change but with opposite sign. From

Fig. 8.3, it may be seen -that if at the end of the pulse the phase

error is changed to a value less than that of the previous unstable

equilibrium, but still greater than that of the preceding unstable

equilibrium, the loop will relock the VCO to the stable 3ocking

position with a phase change of magnitude exactly equal to 2itrad.

At the VCO fundamental frequency this will c3rrespond to a phase

advance of exactly 2m/n rad. The range of the product6u.t for which

this phase advance will occur may be seen to be

(T + 29,0 -(3rt T + 29 8o)" " 5

where ce is the initial deviation of the steady state phase error

for the zero error position ( 0, 2M, 4n rad. etc. ). When large

values of amplifier gain A are used, leO will typically be small and

Eqn* 8.5 will simplify to

A phase lag may similarly be obtained by applying a voltage pulse

to the VCO that will cause the VCO frequency to decrease such that

phase Is I lost I relative to the locking source. In this case the

product of the frequency change bw and the pulse length t1 that will

result in a phase lag 2rr/n rad on the output will be
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(7 2 ) 0) ..W.t. < OTC 294.o

which again for small YeO becomes

it .< 1ot1 C 3•1 .. 8.7

The corresponding frequency change on the fundamental output during

the pulse is oW/n.

The time required to implement a phase shift may cleariy be reduced

by using a short pulse width in conjunction with a large frequency

cbhage, but finally, the phase shifting speed will be limited by the

time required for the loop to re-lock the oscillator after the pulse.

The worst case condition will be when the phase error at the end of

the pulse is at a value close to an unstable equilibrium position.

It was shown in Chapter 4 that the approximate time for the loop to

re-lock In this case was 10/w. sec. where w n is the loop natur an

ular resonant frequency. Prom Eqn. 4.97

'L

where 1/ti is the frequency associated with the filter roll-off from

.e low frequency value, as shown in Fig*. 82. The steady state

phase error given in Eqn. 8.2 will typically be established in a time

ts given by
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82 Phase Measurement TechniQue

It was previously noted that the phase offundamental output of. a

harmonically locked PLL Immediately after switch-on will be unknown.

This problem can be simply overcome by providing measurement of the

phase state at the PLL output. This may be achieved in practice

with the arrangement shown in ?ig. 8.4. A fraction ef the fundamental

output of the PLL phase shifter is applied to two PSDs ( mixers )

along with a signal at the same frequency, derived ( e.g. via a

digital divider ) from the reference input of the PLL. In one signal

path a fixed 900 phase shift is introduced, as shown.

Since the inputs to the PSDs are at the aame frequency a Ir voltage

will appear at the outputs, proportional to the phase difference

between the PSD inputs. The variation of the output voltage of one

PSD with the phase difference between the signal derived from the

reference input and the PLL output will be of t.he form of rig. 8.3,

for a sinusoidal PSD. It will not be possible to determine the

phase state of the PLL from measurement of the output voltage of one

of the PSDs alone however, since there are two phase positions that

can yield the same PSD output. By the use of two PSDq and the 900

phase offset however, voltage measurements can unambiguously indicate

the phase state. An example of the variation of the two PSO outputs

with phase difference is shown in Fig. 8.5. Consider the case, for

illustration, of 8th harmonic locking, producing phase increments

of 450, By placing comparators on the first PSD output with voltage

thresholds as shown, it will be possible to unambiguously determine

when the PLL output phase is at + 900 or - 9002 but there will be

0 0 0
ambiguity between the +i 45 and + 135 positions$ the 0 and 1800

00positions and the -450 and -1350 positions. By noting in addition

J-1
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-the sign of the second PSD output, using another comparator ( or

comparators ), these ambiguities may be resolved.

The phase measurement, in addition to indicating the initial phase

position after switch-on, may also be used a) for phase shifter

fault indication and b) to control the phase shifter setting ;

instead of applying a previously determined number of phase shifting

control pulses to the loop to produce a required phase setting, the

phase shifter is placed in a control loop that repeatedly applies

pulses until the comparator outputs indicate the desired output

phase has been reached.

8.3 Ebperimental Results

The basic circuit used to demonstrate phase shifting with a harmon-

ically locked PLL is shown in Fig. 8.6. Looking to the eighth

hamonic was chosen for the experiments since this enabled the circuit

to be constructed using readily available equipment and components,

whilst also providing reasonably small phase increments : 450 ( i.e.

3 bit phase control ).

The VO0 used was a digital, integrated circuit, ECL oscillator

type SPI648B ) to which a resonant circuit could be added externally

to determine the frequency of oscillation. Varactors were included

In the resonant circuit to provide voltage tuning. The tuning charact-

eristic of the bscillator is sketched in Fig. 8.7. Since the desired

3I refer-ence frequency for the experimental array was 60MIz, a fixed

offset -voltage was applied to the varactor to produce a free running

frequency of this value. The loop feedback signal then varied the

varactor voltage around the fixed value. It may be seen that over

A4
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a frequency range - 2MHz the tuning characteristic was approximately

linear* The tuning sensitivity at 60MHz was measured to be 2.86IMz/V.

The VCO outpui power at 60MHz was --. ImT, but since a higher level

than this was required to drive both the active element PSD and the

two possible additional mixers for measurement of the output phase,

a discrete component 60M•z amplifier was included in the output,

providing 10dB gain at the desired output frequency and some degree

of filtering of the harmonics.

The eighth harmonic output of the VCO, of frequency - 480MHz and

amplitude -'.-24d~m for the particular VCO used, was simply high-pass

filtered to remove the 60MHz fundamental before being appl'ed to the

PSD, along with the reference input at 480MNz. The PSD used was a

passive diode mixer ( type CMI ) for printed circuit board mounting,

with Input frequency range 0.1 -1000Mz. The measured value of the _

PSD gain K V/rad for the particular powers used was 11.4 mV/rad-.

A wideband operational amplifier ( type SL5410 ) was used to provide

both amplification and filtering of the PSD output with effective

transfer function as shown. The value of gain at angular frequenciesI

less than 1A/1 was in fact limited by the open loop gain of the

amplifier ( 70dB ) in this case. The amplifier transfer function

characteristics were :

AL, the low frequency voltage gain = 3162

Sthe high frequency voltage gain -6.8

1/'', the angular frequency associated with

the gain roll-off from the low
• frequency value lb 1. 0Tx1 WaO

I/ 2 , the angular frequency associated

with the transition to the flat

Ugh frequency gain region = 6.7xlO1rad/s
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The VCO varactor was fed from the amplifier output through an

impedance of several Ks, but since the varactor impedance ( reverse

biased diode ) was much greater than this, the voltage drop was

negligible. The phase shifting control pulses were simply generated

from a TTL monostable multivibrator ( type 74121 ) and applied to the

varactor via a potentiometer and diode. The use of a simple TTL

compatible circuit for the generation of the phase shifting pulses

was felt to be particularly desirable from the point of view of

interfacing the phase shifters with a beam-steering computer. The

diode was included to act as a switch ; when the monostable voltage

was low the diode was reverse biased and the monostable was thus

effectively isolated from the varactor ; when the monostable voltage

increased during the phase shifting ptuse to a value greater than

that previously existing on the vaiactor, the diode turned 'on' thus

applying the voltage pulse to the varactor. The potential divider

action of the impedance following the amplifier, and the pulse source Z,

impedance, effectively disconnected the loop during this time. Taking

the measured value of the VCO tuning sensitivity as 2.861Ez/V,

Equation 8.6 predicts a required change of voltage at the varactor

during the 0.511s pulse as being of the order of O.1V, for a 450 phase

shift. This was found to be in close agreement with that obtained.

Clearly, since the characteristics of the phase shifting pulse

are determined by the product of the fcequency shift and the pulse

length, a shorter pulse length and a loxger voltage pulse at the

varactor could have been used. -

The steady state phase error predicted from Eqn. 8.2 between the

reference signal and the VCO output at the 8th harmonic, for a

detuning of 1MIHz at the fundamental frequency ( B?.Hz at the 8th

harmonic ) is 0.55°. On the fundamental outpat at 601mHz, this
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00correspond3 to a phase error of 0.07 on all the phase positions, -

the phase increment between phase positions still being exactly 45

This example nlearly illustrates that low phase errors may be _X

achieved with the PLL ; in fact a lower phasp error than that given

could easily be obtained with the use of an amplifier providing

higher DC gain.

The natural resonant frequency of the loop w in this case was,

fron. Eqn. 8.8, .,3.10 rad/s. Thus the theoretical worst case time

for the loop to relock after the application of a phase shifting

pulse was

10 3.37 gs

w
n

although in most cases a significantly shorter time would be obtained.

The phase error on the 60LMz output, being typically reduced to a

few degrees after several ps, is further reduced to the low value

given above in an approximate time

1; = 0.6ms

Several points relating to these times are Worthy of note t

1) Although the time given by 'c = 0.6ms appears long, this is

the time required to achieve a very low value of phase error. Phase

errors are raduced to a few degrees ( 4n many cases an adequate level )

in a few gs.

2) By optimising the loop design a reduction of an order of magnitude

in these times should be possible.

3) Care has been taken in the element designs of Chapter 7 to avoid

a requirement for phase shifter resetting between transmission and

reception. A relatively long delay; corresponding to changes in the

beam-pointing direction, will therefcre exist between phase shifter
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resetting.

To demonstrate phase shifting with the harmnnically locked PLL, two

identical loops were arranged as shown in Fig. 8.8 ( In fact four

such loops wore constructed, for use in the four element array des-

cribed in the next chapter ). With the monostsble of one phase

shifter successively triggered, yielding successive Phase shifts of

450 on one output, a voltage appeared on the output of the PSD com-

paring the phase of the two outputs, as shown in Fig. 8.9. It may

be seen from the Figure that as successive phase shifts of 450 were

applied, the PSD output voltage varied sinusoidally, as expected.

To examine the phase shifting time, the scale of display of Fig. 8.9

was expanded to show a single phase transition. This is shown in

Fig. 8.10. It may be noted that the pulse length used to implement

the phase shift in this case was 0.5 4s, thus the phase shifting

time was determined to a large extent I V the time required for the

loop to relock. It can be seen from Fig. 8.10 that a phase shift

is indeed accomplished within a 3Ps period, as predicted. Although

not clearly seen in the photograph, the predicted relatively slow

subsequent reduction in the phase error to a low level was also

observed.

To illustrate the accuracy of the phase increments of 450, one of

the .hay onically locked loops was now used to synchronise the time

base of a wide band oscilloscope. The output of the other loop was

displayed on the oscilloscope. The displayed waveforms before and

after a 45 phase shift are shown in Fig. 8.11(a) and (b). Careful

examination of the plots indicated that the phase increment was
certainly Y.,thin -t 2° of 450, this being the limit of accuracy of

measurement.
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Finally, phase measurement circuitry as described in section 8.2 was

applied to the output of one phase shifter to check that correct

indication of the phase state could be achieved. The second phase

shifter was now used to provide the coherent 6011z reference signal

for the two measurement PSDs. The two PSDs, the comparators and the

subsequent decoding logic circuit used are shown in Fig. 8.12. The

eight LEZs appearing on the right hand side of the Figure were used

as indicators. As the phase position was now successively changed

the 8 LEDs were successively illuminated in turn as desired.

8.4 Conclusions

It has been demonstrated, both theoretically and experimentally that

the harmonically locked PLL can be used for phase shifting in +the

same way as the harmonically locked, injection-locked oscillators

previously reported. Indeed the PLL has the advantage that both
low relative phase errors ( i.e. the phase errors between phase

positions ) and absolute phase errors can be achieved. A 601Mz phase

shifter suitable for use with the active elements based on the HPLL

has been demonstrated experimentally, and a phase measurement circuit

for determining the output phase has also been shown to operate

successfully. Phase shifting times of the order of a few ps have

been obtained, although a reduction in this time by an order of

magnitude should be possible with optimisation of the loop components

and transfer function. Some of the results presented are also des-

cribed in reference (54).

As a general point, it may be noted that the harmonic locking phase

shifting technique may be applied at any frequency. Direct harmonic

locking of active element PLLs or IHLLs ( for instance via the IF
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input in this case )could be considered for a transmit-only array.

For low fCreqjuency phase shifting applications, integrated ci"rcuit

PLLs could conveniently be used to redwe the circuit complexity.

-M
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CHAPTEjR

An Experimental Four Element Active Array

9.0 Introduction

S9.1 Design and Construction of the Experimental Elements

9.2 Measurement Technique and Experimental Results
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9.0 Introduction

The experimental active array was constructed principally with the

aim of demonstrating that the element designs based on the heterodyne

phase-locked loop can indeed provide electronic beam steering using

only IF phase control. It was also desired to demonstrate the use I
of IF phase shifters using the harmonically locked PLL phase shifting

technique. A small array was therefore constructed using the element I
designs •cnsidered to be of most interest in Chapter 7 ( i.e. the I
d.*signs of Figs. 7.6 and 7.12 ) and the beam-forming and beam-steering

properties of the array were examined.

22. Desirn and ConAtruction of tho Ebperimental Elements

To maintain the maximuam flexibility for the investigation of various

elemcnt configurations, the experimental elements were constructed

using discrete components ( i.e. discrete directional couplers,

circulators, :.ixers etc. ) as opposed to a more compact but less

easily varied approach using microwave integrated circuits. A limit-

ation on the number of components that were available however, restrict-

ed the size of the array to only four elements, but nevertheless this

number, though not ideal in that none of the elements in an array

of this Pize has the same mutual coupling environment, was found to

be sufficient to clearly demonstrate beam steering.

Since it was desired to examine the performance of arrays of both

the element designs of Fig, 7.6 and 7.12, for simplicity the element

IF circuitry was designed to work with either design. The experimental

circuit corresponding to the design of Fig- 7.6 is shovm in Fig. 9.1.

For this case the switch shown was kept always in position (I)o The -•
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VCOs used were waveguide varactor tuned Gunn oscillators ( AEI type

DA8825G ) producing - 150Mw at a frequencyr'' 10.46GFz; this oscill-

ator type was previously used for the PLL transient experiments

described in Chapter 4. A directional coupler was used to take a

sample of the VCO output, which after downconversion in an RF mixer

( Lorch type •m36A ), was applied to a PSD ( Cimarron type CMI printed.

circuit board mixer ) along with the IF reference input at 60MHz.

rThe PSD output voltage was amplified in a high speed operational

amplifier ( Plessey type SL541C) with transfer function producing

a second order loop, before being applied to the VCO varactor to

close the loop. A fixed bias voltage was also applied to the varactor

to bias the VCO into the linear tuning range using the circuit prev-

iously shown in Fig. 4.31.

The VCO was synch.=onised to the sum of the input reference frequencies

at 10.34GHz and 60m.z. With VCO tuning sensitivity,- 21r.10 6rad/V.s,

PSD gain of 0.1 V/rad and a loop amplifier low frequency gain of

100, the theoretical locking range of the loop was "- 10012z; however I
due to the rather low voltage swing (t 3V) of the operational amplif-

iers used the locking range was in practice limited to- 301Hz ( i.e.

a synchronisation range of 60Mz ). Within this range, the predicted

phase error introduced by the loop for a 1MHz frequency difference

between the sum of the locking signal frequencies and the free ranning

frequency was - 0.60. j
The IF reference signal for each element was derived from a harmon-

ically locked PLL phase shifter of the same design as that described

in Chapter 5, Eight harmonic locking was used to provide phase in-

crements of 45°0

After the directional coupler, the VCO output was applied, via a
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circulator, to the element aperture. Opan ended waveguide apertures

were used (WGI6) since the characteristics of these had. been previously

well established by Darbandi(30). The apertures were matched at the

operating frequency (1O.4GHz) by means of a 3-screw tuner; matching

was carried out with the element isolated, i.e. not in the array

environment.

In the reception path, shown on the right hand side of Fig. 9.1, the

downconverting mixer (Lorch type EM36A) was followed by a low noise

amplifier (Plessey type SL550). The variable gain control of this

amplifier was used to equalise the output signals of the array

elements for the reception radiation pattern measurements. The

element output was taken as the sum frequency output of the subseqaent

mixer.

The physical form of this element ( not including the phase shifter )A

is shown in Fig. 9.2. All the IF and DC circuitry shown within the 3

dashed line in Fig. 9.1, was contained on a single printed circuit

board. The box holding this was then attached directly to the wave-

guide Gunn oscillator to make the loop length as short as possible,

since any delay present in the loop reduces the bandwidth that may

be used, as described in Chapter 4. The box containing the IF

circuitry, attached to the waveguida G:nu oscillator and its assoc-

iated heat sinks, may be seen on the lpft hand side in Fig. 9.2.

The lower semi-rigid cable input to the IF circuitry box comes

directly from the receiving BF mixer, which follows the circulator

separating the transmitted and received signals. The upper semi-

rigid cable input comes directly from the R? mixer wnich downconverts

the sample of the oscillator output provided by the directional

coupler. For the purpose of illustration a microstrip dipole
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F~e . Rear~ View of the-Expierimental Element Corresponding~

to the De~sign of Fig. 7.12
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antenna is shown for the element aperture ; in practice transformation

into waveguide occurred at this point, with a 30cm waveguide section

preceding an open-ended waveguide aperture.

A charge in the circuit configuration to form an element correspond-

ing to the design of Fig. 7.12 was easily achieved. With reference

to Fig. 9.1 it may be seen that this deseign may be obtained simply

by removing the directional coupler and the associated RF mixer, and

changing the switch to position (2). The realisation of this design

is shown in Figs. 9.3 and 9.4. In Fig. 9,3 a front view of the

element is given, showing the arrangement of the circulator and

single mixer. In practice a line stret.cher was included between

the circulator and the aperture to pro'ide the path length adjustment

described in Chapter 7 for mininising the effects of mutual coupling.

Also, for the pu.'Lpose of setting up the required path length, a

directional coupler wAs placed before the RF mixer in the elements

actually used 1ai the experiments, to provide monitoring of the

power at this point. Fig. 9.4 provides a rear view of the element

anci shows the circuitry associated with the operational am l!ifier,

the variable gain ( 20 - 40d0 gain ) low noise amplifier and the

mixers.

-9,2 Measurement Technique and ;Perinental Rasults

Taking first the, element corresponding to the design of Fig. 7.6,

the open ended waveguide apertures of four elements were brought

together to form an E-plane array with the waveguide broad walls

in direct contact. The inter-element spacing was 1.3cm., corres-

ponding to 0.45A at 10.4GHz. A flat sheet of microwave absorbing

foam brought up to the plane of the epertures was used to overcome
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reflections from the array supporting structure.

The microwave reference signal at frequency 10,34GHz was distributed

to the array elements via a 4 way power divider ; a line stretcher

was included at each output of the power divider to provide fine

phase adjustment of the element RF inputs. The IF inputs to the

elements were derived from four independent PLL phase shifters,

all locked at 8th harmonic. For these simple experiments, each

phase shifter was controlled by means of a pu:sh-button which trigg-

ered the monostable m'iltivibrator in the circuit described in

Chapter 8. Use of the push button advanced the output phase. by

0one increment of 45°; larger phase shifts were obtained by repeat-

ing this operation.

The array was mounted on a stepper-motor driven turntable. An anal-

ogue voltage proportional to angle was derived from the stopper

motor controller via a pulse counting technique ; this voltage was

then used to drive the horizontal axis of an X - Y plotter on which

the radiations patterns were recorded. A repositioning accuracy of

0-° was obtained from the turntable.

The array and turntable were positioned in an anechoic corner, the

walls of which were covered by microwave absorbing material ( Plessey

type AF40 ). A 20dB gain horn placed in the corner was used to

receive the radiated signal, which was then applied to a microwave

spectrum analyser ( AIL-Tech type 707 ). -The distance to the horn

was 140cm,which was significantly larger than the minimum required

for far-field measurements given by 2D2A where D is the overall

array length, The value of this quantity for the experimental array

was 19cm with D taken as 5.2cm.
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The spectrum analyser was used to provide the function of a detector

and logarithmic amplifier. With the analyser tuned to the received

signal frequency and the scan rate turned to zero, the video ou.put I
obtained was applied to the vertical axis of the X - Y plotter to

give a logarithmic plot. The calibrated attenuator of the analyser

was used to define the vertical scale on the plots.

CW transmissions were used to obtain the radiation patterns since

the oscillators used in the experimental array contained Gunn diodes

optimised for MV operation and difficulty was experienced in equal-

ising their output powers and free running frequencies when pulsed.

In general, however, diodes optimised for pulsed operation would be

used in the active elements previously described. ii
As the initial step in the measurement of the transmission radiation

pattern the element CW output powers were equalised to within 0.5dB

by means of the Gunn bias supply voltages. Frequency variations

resulting from changes in the bias voltage were overcome by retuning

the oscillators via the standing voltage applied to the varactor.

With the array positioned with the receiving horn in the broadside

direction, the IF phase shifters were initially used to broadly

maximise the received power. The line stretchers in the BF reference

inputs to the elements were then used to provide fine phase control

to finally maximise the broadside power and to match the sidelobe

powers and null depths of the radiation pattern obtained. From this

starting position, steered beams were obtained by simply applying

phase gradients across the array with the digital IF phase shifters.

The measured radiation patterns with this arxay are shown in Figs.

9.5.to 9.13 ; in each case the phase shifts introduced to steer the

beam away from the broadside beam position are shown. Fig. 9.5 12
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shows the broadside pattern and for comparison the peaks of the

steered beams. The broadside pattern agrees closely with that which

would be expected from theory for a uniformly illuminated array of

this size. The theoretical angles from I-roadside of the first nulls,

given by]

El t2sin -

where N is the number of eleoaents and d is the inter-element spacing,

are + 33.7480, the experimentally obtained values may be seen tc be

in close agreement. The sidelobe level at -13dB is also in agreement 1

with that expected.

Figs. 9.6 to 9.12, demonstrating that beam steering was successfully

obtained, show the steered patterns obtained with 'linear' phase

distributions on the array, i.e. with equal phase increments between

elements. It may be seen that, as desired, the basic pattern shape

is maintained in the steered patterns. The reduction in the peak

of the main beam with increasing scan sale was found to correspond

to the average of the element patterns, these having slight differ-
ences due to the different mutual coupling situations. That the

element amplitudes and phases were well matched is demonstrated by

the symmetry and the depth of the broadside null, of the pattern of

Fig. 9.13.

For measurement of the transmission radiation patterns of an array

with elements corresponding to the design of Fig. 7.12 using a

single RF mixer, the same open-ended waveguide apertures were used.

The element configuration was altered to the basic form shown in

Fig. 9.3, but including in addition the line stretcher in the aper-
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ture feed and the direction coupler preceding the mixer, for mini-

mising the mutual coupling effects. The' measured circulator leakage

in the reverse direction was ;20dB. The level of mutual coupling

for E-plane open ended wavegu~des is known to be particularly high

however, and in practice a level of V -I0dB between adjacent elements

was found to exist. The mutually coupled sigmal was therefore the

dominant term in the combined signal appearing at thL signal input

of the RP mixer.

Previous computer simulation described in Chapter 7 using the program

in Appendix 2 for the case of a strongly dominant mutually coupled

signal failed to produce a conclusive result ; although the aperture

feed length adjustment procedure in the program successfully produced

a broadside beam, any attempt to steer the beam resulted in the program

being unable to converge on a solution. It was found in the experi-

mental results for this situation that the element VCOs could not

be locked to the reference signals with this level of mutually

coupled power. The 'noisy' spectrum obtained at the receiver indic-

ated the presence of instability in the array. Since the effective

feedback path includes several of the neighbouring elements in this

situation, it may be expected simply on the grounds of the increased

loop delay alone that this arrangement would be more prone to instab-

ility. This aspect of the work requires further investigation.

As a means of demonstrating the performance of this element design

under conditions of lower mutual coupling,. 1OdB attenuators were

included in the aperture feeds of the four elements. This had the

effect of reducing the transmitted power by 1OdE and the mutually

coupled power appearing at the signal port of the RF mixer by 20dB.

The mutually coupled power at the RF mixer was now typically I0dB
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less than that lue to the circulator leakage. It was found in this A
case that the VCOs could be locked to the reference signals without

difficulty.

The precedure used for setting up the broadside radiation pattern

was as follows t

1) The broadside beam was roughly maximised with the IF phase shifters

2) The line stretcher in the element feed was adjusted to maximise

the power into the RF mixer ( the power at this point was monitored

via directional couplers )

3) Steps 1) and 2) were repeated until no noticeable improvement

occurred.

4) The line stretchers in the RF reference inputs were then used

to provide fine phase control to give the best pattern shape.

The measured broadside radiation pattern and the peaks of the steered

patterns are shown in Fig. 9.14. It may be seen that the broadside

pattern exhibits deep nulls and is comparable to the pattern of A

Fig. 9.5. For the broadside case however, adjustment of the input

phases was used to offset any phase errors introduced by the mutual

coupling s for the pattern steered away from broadside with the IF

phase shifters, it would be expected that phase errors would be

introduced by the mutual coupling. Evidence of this may be seen in

the steered patterns shown in Figs. 9.15, 9.16 and 9.17. In coni-

parison with the plots of Figs. 9.6, 9.7, 9.8 it may be seen that

some degradation of the pattern shape has occurred and the nulls are

no longer as deep. However, the pattern shape in general remains

similar to that previously obtained as may be expected since the level

of the 'effective' mutually coupled signal appearing at the BF mixer

is relatively small compared to the circulator leakage.
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Comparing the measured broadside pattern of Fig. 9.14 with the com-

puted broadside pattern for a four element array including the IOdB

attenuators shown previously in Fig. 7.17, two slight differences

may be noted. First, the pattern level at + 900 is greater in the

computed pattern ; this corresponds to a difference between the

element pattern used in the program and that obtained experimentally

the flat sheet of microwave absorber surrounding and in the plane

of the experimental open ended waveguide apertures, produced a low

level of radiation at - 90 * Secondly, the nulls of the experimental

pattern are lower than those computed. This results from an uninten-

tional difference in the setting up procedure for the two arrays

in the program, adjustment is made only to maximise the svm of the

circulator leakage and the mutual coupling at the mixer input ; in

the experimental array the final adjustment was applied to the

reference input phases to obtain the b6st pattern shape. Noting that

the computed steered patterns were steered in the opposite direction

to those measured experimentally, broad agreement 5n the pattern shapes

may be seen between the patterns of Figs. 7.18, 7.19, and 7.20 and

those of Figs. 9.16, 9.16 and 9.17. The difference between the patterns

are again probably due to the different setting up procedures used.

Finally, measurements were taken of the radiation patterns produced

on reception to demonstrate the indirect phasing approach in which

phase shifts are applied indirectly by mixing the received signal

with the phase shifted IF reference signal. The received signal path

which may be seen from Fig. 9.1 to be common for both element designs,

consisted of downconversion of the signal received by the open-ended

waveguide aperture, amplification 1-25 dB gain ) in a variable gain

low noise amplifier and then mixing with the IF reference signal.

The element output at the sum frequency of the IF mixer inputs was
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applied to a 50-500MIz 4-way power combiner ( Merrimac ). The

combined power was then applied to a spectrum analyser, as before,

to provide detection and logarithmic amplification. The waveguide

horn in the anechoic corner which was previously used for reception

was now used to transmit a C71 signal at 1O.4GHz With the IF reference

signal at 60miz, an RF reference signal at 10o328GHz was chosen to

give an element output at 132W-iz.

Initially the element ougput powers were equalised by positioning

the array with the transmitting horn in the broadside position.

Examining the element outputs at 1321,1Hz in turn with the spectrum

analyser, the variable gain amplifiers were used to equalise the

output powers. With the array in the same position, the output

phases were equalised by maximising the output of the combining

network by adjustment of the line stretchers in the RF reference

inputs to the elements. 3

The broadside reception pattern and the peaks of the steered reception

main beams are showm in Fig. 9.18. Three steered patterns are shown

in Figs. 9.19, 9.20 and 9.21. It may be seen that these patterns

are very similar to those produced on transmission, as may be expect-

ed on the basis of reciprocity.
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CHAPTER 10

AN EXPORDWITAL EIGHT ME:.IRTT ACTIVE APOAY WITH PROGRTO:BLE

BEA{ STaRINCG CONTROLLER

10.0 Introduction

10.1 Eight Element Array

10.2 Beam Steering Controller

10.3 Measured Radiation Patterns
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10.0 Introductioni

A four element array provides a rather large beamwidth and also

presents a highly non-uniform situat" on for each array element in

regard to mutual coupling. With eight elements, the central array

element is nov more closely in the environment of a very large array.

Also, with eight elements, the phase steering commands are now suf-

ficiently complex that some form of controller is required and this

allows different philosophies for beam steering control to be invest-

igated.

10.1 Eight Element Array

A further four elements of the type described in Chapter 9 were

constructed ) hese were assembled with the original four to form

an eight element E-plane array, the broad walls of each waveguide

radiating element being in direct contact with the neighbouring

element. A photograph of the array is shown in Fig. 10.1.

10.2 Beam Steering Controller

A block diagram of the control unit is shown in Pig. 10.2. 2ach element D'

stage incorporates a phase detector to measure uniquel' the phase

state of the element with respect to the 601-Hz signal derived from

the 480I.z array reference. The output of the phase detector in

each element is routed to a column of LM) display lights, each L.D

corresponding to a parti'.ular phase state. For the 8 elements with

8 possible phase states (00, 450, 900 ...... 3150), a matrix display

of 8 X 8 LED's was used. The measured phase state is also coded

into a 3-bit binary word which is presented to a comparator
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(input "A" in Fig. 10.2). If the phase word is not the same as that

presented at the other input to the comparator (input "B" in Fig. 10.2),

then phase shift pulses are applied to the element phase shifter from

the comparator. The word presented at input "B" on the comparator I
I is the required phase state of the element concerned, which is

obtained from a PRM acting as a look-up table for phase states

required to produce particular beam positions.

To access a particular beam position, a 3-digit number is entered

on a conventional keypad; this is automatically converted to a

binary address for the PRCM. 1he PRQA (Intel 1702A-2) is ultra-

violet erasable in case reprogramming is needed; it is presently

organised as 256 words of 8 bits. For each beam position 8 words

are used to provide the 8 required phase states. Only the three

least significant bits of each word are used, allowing space for

expansion to 4 or 5-bit phase shifting if required, With the

present PRO-, 32 beam positions may be acccm-modated. 7he complete

real cycle time for the PRCM is 84s after which the required phase

data are presented to the comparators via latches (56). If the

phase words at the comparator inputs are not the same on the leading

edge of the phase detect strobe pulse, a phase shift pulse is applied

to the phase shifter; 3gs after the phase shift pulse, the comparator

output is strobed again, the process repeating as necessary until

all the phase words are matched, whereupon shift pulses are inhibited.

The maximum number of phase bits any element might need to be advanced

is 7 (i.e. 3150). At present this takes 35jis, giving a total phase

shift time, for beam steering to a new position, of 43Ps at absolute

maximum; all elements are phase shifted in parallel mode since

sequential shifting of elements would take an excessive time.
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1he time for beam repositioning could be reduced from the 439s

maximum to 5zs maximium if Schottky T'TL wexe used for the PRar and

other circuits.

If the number of phase shift pulses to any element is more than 7,

a fault has occurred within the element. By counting the number of

pulses applied to each element, indication of phase shift malfunction

is obtained. At present, a failure indication is given if 15 or

more pulses are sequentially applied to a given element. 'With this

"present phase state" feedback path, the system cannot produce in-

correct phase state without error indication being given.

A photograph of the controller is shoim in Fig. 10.3.

10.3 A',*easured Radiation Patterns

Using exactly the same measurement system and technique as given in

Chapter 9, radiation patterns were plotted for a wide range of beam

positions programmed into the controller. A-11 elements were set to

the same power output, giving a uniform illumination function to the

array aperture. A steered beam pattern, for small beam steering

angle is compared with the broadside beam in Fig. 10.4. A slight

increase in sidelobe level is seen due to the coarse phase "staircase"

along the array aperture. In Fig, 10.5 comparison is made between

broadside and strongly-steered beans. it is pleasing to note that in

this steered beam case the sidelobe level remains close to the -13dB

theoretical for the runiformly illuminated aperture.

In all cases tested, very good a,reement is obtained betw:een computed

and experimentally measured radiation patterns indicating that the
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array behaviour is well-characterised and that accurate phase

control is being achieved.
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11.0 Introduction

In order to demonstrate the "iability of the array element design

given in Chapter 10 as regards quan.... producti.on, a microwaeI

integrated circuit (m.i.c.) version of higher output power has been

constructed. Such a procedure is the next step in the evolution

from a "breadboard" prototype to a fully engineered production

vers-.Zn. Though the basic aesign is tested in the 2breadboard"

stage, new problems can urise in the transfer of that desigr± from
discrete components to an integrated circuit.

Mhe m.ic. allows very considerable cost reduction, particularly in

quantity production, since the packaging of individueal .oirponcnt

parts is eliminated. This is particularly true of the active device

providing the source of micre:.:ave power, where packaging amd if test

comprise the major part of the device cost. For this reason, it was

decided to use unpackaged microwave semiconductor devices (1F source,

mixer diodes, etc.) in the m.i.c. element.

A choice also has to be made between w'rious forms of m.i.c.

construction, microstrip and stripline being the most common. Strip-

line has the advantage of lower r.f. porer losses since it is an

almost fully enclosed structure; however, this very aspect makes it

a more difficult structure in which to incorporate microw:ave semi-

conductor devices and perform tuning adjustments. For these two

reasons, if the m.i.c. is reas'.. Dbly compscz -. ith short line len"ths,

it is generally preferable to make use of the microstrip corfigurat-on.

Licrostrip has therefore been chosen in the present xork:.
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The remaining choice lies between thick and thin film technology

for the formation of the microstrip lines and circuit elements. For

higher microwave frequencies (X-Band and above) the normal choice is

thin film technolo•j because of the lowier losses associated with the

homogeneous and well-defined conductor layer. However, thin film

technology requires high standards of circuit fabrication in regard

to cleanliness and complex plant; it is therefore not so amenable tO

mass-production. Mhick film circuits, by contrast, do not require

vacuum processing, complex equipment or high standards of cleanlhiess.

Once the circuit design is defined, circuits can be mass-produced

easily and at low cost. Recent work at the Royal Signals and Radar

Establishment, 1:alvern, U.K. has shown that thick film techniques

can be used with success up to frequencies in excess of 16GHz, so -it

was decided in the present work to use this form of circuit construct-

ion.

From the outset, therefore, circuits were fabricated by the standard

thick film screening process. After circuit design, a positive mask

(1OX scale) was drawn and photo-reduced on to the photoresist material

coating of 400-mesh stainless steel screens.Fritless inks (palladium -

silver for development work - Electroscience 9990, gold for final

circuits - Electroscience 8880) in conjunction with alumina substrates

(31.1 Co., type 838 Alsimag). Zrpical loss for test sections of 50Q

microstrip transmission line was 0.25dB per wavelength at a frequency

of 10G.!z.

11.1 Overall Circuit Config~uration

As mentioned in Section 7.2.2, element designs with a common path

for the loop feedback signal and for the received signal cam, suffer
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from phase errors due to mutual coupling between array elements in

the transmit mode of operation. Mhe design of Fig. 7.6, with

separate .RF and IF mixers in transmit and receive channels was there-

fore chosen to ensure satisfactory operation even in high mutual

coupling environments.

To demonstrate higher BY pob;er operation than the several hundred

milliwatt level of the modules described in Chapters 9 and 10, it

was decided to use a pulsed Gunn diode (Plessey Co. Ltd.) of nominal

10 71 BF output power rating (14s pulse, 0.1 5c duty cycle) at 1OGHz.

With this level of output power, circulator reverse leakage ( N - 20dB)

or antenna mismatch can result in destructive levels of power reaching

the receive section mixer. A limiter diode was therefore added before

the mixer to limit the maximum mixer input power to lower than

+ 20dBm.

For ease of integration with the m.i.c. construction the radiating

element was chosen to be a conventional microstrip dipole with arms

on opposite sides of a small alumina substrate and a balun to match

the dipole to 50P microstrip line.

In other ways, the module circuit design followed the practice oul-

lined earlier, except that a desi£n frequency of 9.4GHz was chosen,

consistent with common military radar frequency allocations.

11.2 Individual Circuit Ellement Desit,-n

This section describes the design and development of the various

circuit components. Each component was first built and tested on a

separate alumina substrate before the design was transferred to
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the complete module.

11.2.1 Gtunn Diode 1atchinn: Circuit

The optimum matching impedance for the pulsed Gunn diode is not

known exactly, but is in the region of 2P . The device itself also

has capacitive properties associated with the semiconductor chip

mounted on a goldplated copper block, or manual. The cold bonding tab

from the liode has inductive properties and is designed to resonate

with the chip capacitance in the region of the normal operating

frequency. Thus, the circuit requirement for optimum device opera-

tion is a transformer to present a 2SI real impedance to the diode

when terminated with the standard 50P load. The impedance trans-

formation provided by the transformer, together with the bond wire

inductance and chip capacitance determine the operating frequency;

this frequency may therefore be set by minor mechanical adjustments

to the circuit or to the transformer design.

The transformation ratio from 50 to 29 is large. For broad-band

applications, this would bc %ccomplished with a multi-section trans-

former. In the present case however, bandwidth is not of great

importance and the transformation can just be accomplished with a

single-stage quarter wave transformer without violating the restrict-

ion that the characteristic impedance of the quarter-wave section

must not be so low that tNi microstrip line width can exceed half

a guide wavelength.

(57)Using the standard m.i.c. design equations , it is found that

the quarter-wave sectiorr should have characteristic impedance

Zo= 132 which implies a .3ine width to substrate thickness ratio
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"W/h 7.92 on alumina. For 0.025 ,0.63 zm) thickness alixr.a,

therefore, w = 5.03n,.Compensating thle end effect capacitance of

the transformer section, the length of the quarter wave line, 14,

becomes (Veff = 2.62, fo = 9.4GHz) approximately 8.5 rm. A

drawing of the transformer is given in Fig. 11.1..

Ilith a quarter-wave transformer of this design in thick film fecrrt,

positioned so that the low impedance side was at the edge of an

alumina substrate and the 509 output line terminated in a cc-ax±•_l

matched load at the other side of the substrate, pulsed r.f. cutpa-u

power in the region of 3-5W was obtained. The pulse leng:h was

S0.5gs at 21z PRF and the diode pulse bias supply was 35V at 3A.

In the free-running mode, without phase locked loop control, the

frequency chirp was approximately 60"!I{M, a high value resulting

from the low Q-factor of the microstrip oscillator circuit.

11.2.2 Varactor Tuning Circuit

In order to control the free-running frequency of the Cunn diode

electronically, as required by the phase locked loop control scheme,

it was necessary to couple a varactor to the Gunn oscillator; as

in the waveguide cavity oscillators used previously, this alters the

load susceptance seen by the Gunn diode and thus changes the cutut

frequency of oscillation. Mere are several ways of coupling the

varactor to the Gunn diode, but a method which allows DC isolaticn

and hence ease of independent biasing of varactor and Gunn is the

use of a parallel-line, quarter-wave directional coupler (F.g. 11.2%0

This follows very standard design procedure(58) which may be iple-

ented using a p6cket calculator. The value of coupling requir=d

is a function of the tuning range over which the VCO must operate
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and a simple theoretical expression for this tuning range has been

derived by Hewitt

In the present case, since no frequency agility for the module

transmitted output frequency is being considered, the varactor need

only tune the Gann oscillator over a frequency range sufficient to

encompass the natural frequency chirp of the oscillator due to

diode heating during the pulse and also any drifts in free-running

oscillator frequency over the' operational temperature range. In view

of the 60MHz chirp observed earlier, together with allowance for

ambient temperature induced frequency drifts, a minimum frequency

tuning range of 100MMIz for varactor control is indicated. From

the theory of Hewitt, this then implies coupling of the varactor to

thp Gunn diode with a 10dB coupler. It is worth noting that very

little benefit would be obtained by increasing the c oupling further

as the r.f. power then incident on the varactor is rectified to

produce significant DC voltages which reduce the varactor operating

range.

For. the 10dB 1-oupler on 0.025" alumina substrate, the following design

values were used : even-mode impedance, Zoe m 69.4P ; odd-mode

impedance, Z = 36.0Q ; = 2.51 ; normalised line separation,
00 Jeff

s/h = 0.24 implying s = 0.15 mm ; ncrmalised line width -/h = 0.82,

implying w= 0.52 mm ; quarter wave section length at fo 9.4 Glz,

1 = c/4for 4 eff 3.14 mm.

The 50. load on the fourth arm of the coupler was provided by a 50O

tapered restive film, also fabricated in thick film technology with

10square resistive ink. (Electroscience 3911); such loads present-

-AA

ed better than 1.2 VS7R.
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11.2.3 Cler for Loo. Siognal.

Mhe same method of coupler design was used for the coupler to provide

a sample of the Gunn oscillator output for the phase locked loop.

The coupling value here was chosen as 20dB so that) even with maximum.

possible output of 10Wfrom a Gunn diode, the signal entering the

loop HP mixer would not exceed the 100mW damage level. For this

coupler, the design values were s Zoe = 55.3Q ; ZOO = 45.2P?

v = 2.48 ; s/h = 1.13, implying s = 0.72 mm ; w/h 1.06,

implying w 0.67 mm; 1= 3,18 mm.

Again, the resistive load on the fourth arm of the coupler was fabric-

ated in thick-film tecinology. The performance of this coupler, t:

give a typical test example, independently assessed, is given in

Fig. 11.3.

11.2.•. Band-pass Filter

In order to provide d.c. blocking between the Gunn diode and the module

output as well as to eliminate any harmonic or spurious signals, a

band-pass filter was provided in the output line before the circulator.

A maximally-flat response with one element in the low-pass prototype

was chosen, the design being for 9.4GKz centre frequency, 10,. band-

width and 50Q terminating impedances.

Following the treatment of tththaei e e4ven and odd node ripe -

ances were calculated for the coupled lines and from standard design

curves(61), the width and line spacing of the half-wave resonator

section was calculated. The design values used were : s/h 0.38

implying s = 0.24 im ;w/h = 0.82 , implyingw= 0.52 mm ; E.ff = 6.61;

half-wave section length, end corrected, 1 = 5.76 mn. A computor
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program for the design, written in FORTBAII, is given in Appendix 4.

Measurements on a test filter using a 1" x 1" substrate with 0311

microwave connectors are chown in Fig. 11.4. At the design frequency

the insertion loss is in the region of 1drT, some 0.5dB of "which may

be accounted for by the connectors.

11.2.5 Circulator

A ferrite circulator was employed to separate transmitted and received

signals in the module. Mhe design procedures used were based on the
(62)

well-Imoim Bosma theory , which allows calculation of the circul-

ator dimensions from given ferrite material parameters. A triangular

shape has been adopted for the central conductor pattern in order to

achieve maximum possible bandwidth. Quarter-wave transformer sections

allow matching of the three lines to the low impedance central region.

For under-resonance operation, assuming that only the dominant mode

has significant amplitude, the radius of the magnetised ferrite region

under the central conductor pattern is given by :

1.84No

2"V•eff ýIef f

where X0 is the free space wavelength at the centre band operating

frequency fo

0f

2 ,2

P el - • . . . . .. . 1 1 .2

Swhere p and X a3e the parameters of the ferrite permeability tensor.

Now g = 1 and K = -WA/ with w = 2TIY (the '• 1" saturation

maganetisation) Yy- 20oiz/Tesla (the yromag•netic ratio) and w.- 2Ttf0
377
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Mhe ferrite substrate thickness was choseft as 0.025" for compatibility

with the alumina substrates and also as a compromise between keeping 4

the microstrip line width as large as possible (w/h constant) and

keeping the substrate thin to avoid higher order mode propagation.

A Transtech TTI-2500 ferrite with 4TtIs = 2500 gauss (0.25 Tesla),
5

loss tangent tan6< 0.00025 and relative permutivity Cr = 12.9 was

chosen. Quarter wave transformers of line width 0.73 mm and length

3.0 mw provided the matching at each part, The circulator magnet

was made from Uagnadur 330 material (I'ullard Ltd.) , magnetised to

yield a flux density of approximately 2200 gauss, some 105" less than

the saturation value. The full circulator design computer program

is given in Appendix 3.

Typical performance characteristics for this circulator design, using

a I" x 1" substrate and mounted in a test jig with 0SV connectors,

are shovm in Fig. 11.5. The insertion loss is just over 1dB, some

0.5dB of which is due to the connectors. The isolation is better

than 20dB in the design bandwidth. z

11.2.6 Balanced lixer

A balanced mixer design was chosen to provide good isolation between

tYL- signal and the local oscillator inputs as well as to provide

suppression of local oscillator a.m. noise. The same design was

used for down-conversion in the loop on the transmit side and 21so

for the mixer on the receive side. 4

The 3dB splitting action required in balanced mixers was 7,rovided by

a branch lin, =oupler rather than a hybrid ring or rat-race coupler;

this latter coupler has non-adjanent output arms, requiring a bridge
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(63)over one input conductor and this is inconvenient. A standard design

taking into account T-.junction discontinuity effects was used.

This design of coupler provided a measured power s.clit of very close

to 3dB and better than 20dB isolation. Detailed performance curves

are shoim in Fig. 11.6.

A
The mixer diodes fed from the output ports of the branch line coupler

were GaAs Schottky barrier devices (A2-I 2)rpe DC 1301.), obtained as

a matched pair; Me noise figure quoted is 6.009, the conversion

loss 4.5d0, the IF impedance 4009, the VSTIR 2:1 and the peak burn-out

level 400m'y.. Quarter-wave lines of high impedance from the two coupler

BF output ports to ground were provided as a DC return for the diodes.

Low pass filters following the diodes were used to select the 60M z

IF signal and provide good rejection to BF signals. A seven element

design was chosen with cut-off at 5GHz. Insertion loss for frequencies

below 1GHz was less than 0.5dB, while from 8 to 10GHz the insertion

loss was 23dB.

An overall conversion loss of 6dB was obtained for the mixer; the

noise figare has not at present been measured.

11.2.7 Dipole Antenna

ihough at present separate from the module and connected with an

OSU connector, the antenna was constructed also in m.i.c. farm on

alumina substrate, permitting easy integration with the rest of the

module if required.

8i
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A 0.025" thick alumina substrate was again used ; qugrter wavelength

dipole arms were formed, one on each side of the substrate. A balun

section performed the matched transition to the imbalanced conventional

50P microstrip line and ground plane. A similar form of antenna has

been used by Wasse and Denison(64)

11.2.8 Mliscellaneous Components

A 3rib power divider to divide the r.f. reference signal bet7:'een local

oscillator ports of the two r.f. mixers was construce-d using the

by 17enzel (65).al

design procedure given It comprises essentially only

a quarter-wave transformer section to match one 509 line to two

parallel 50P lines, but some slight correction for the line section

discontinuities is necessary.

In order to protect the receive side r.f. mixer from large signals

due to antenna mismatch or any form of leakage during the transmit

pulse, a Si P11T diode limiter (Alpha tipe' 176-001) was inserted at

the junction of the circulator and receiver substrates just before

the. receive side mixer. This limiter has a quoted iDsertion loss of

0.1dB with a maximum leakage of 100md7, well below the damage level

of the mixers. Protection is provided against input signals of

2W CW or 10097 (1Ls) pulse.

The remaining microwave circuitLig in the module cQmprised bias

lines for the Ounn diode and varactor. These were fabricated using

fine (0.001") wire, a quarter wavelength long in air above the

substrate. An RF short circuit termination was provided by a 10pF

chip capacitor at the end of the wire away from the device.
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1 Module Layout and 1echanical Construction

The whole module, as shown in the photograph (Fig. 11.7), is

assembled in a machined aluminium box. Three substrates are used

for convenience of assembly in development work though all the

module could be on one substrate if a ferrite insert were provided

for the circulator.

The phase locked loop circuitry, exactly as given in Chapters 4 and 9,

was assembled on a printed-circuit boaxd mounted in a recess on the

underside of the module; this facilitated short connections between

the m.i.c. substrates and the loop components without need for external

interfaces. ' 3

Further development work is proceeding to improve the module output

power by means of improved matching of the Gunn diode to the load.

M he achieved performance at present is as follows :

Output Power 5W1, 14zs pulse, 2kHz PgF

Varactor Control Range 70.¶Iz 3

I.F. 0atput 12 017z

Loop I.F. 60M.Ez

I.F. reference frequency 601_F. , + 5613m

R.F. reference frequency 9.4 GHz, + 5dm

Loop Settling Time lOOns

383 I _ _ __.. . .._ _
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Conclusions

The review gi.ven in Chapter 3 .f the powers at present available from

micrcwave solid state devices shows that generation of the power

levels typically required for radar can now realistically be achieved

with the active array approach, particularly at the lower microwave

frequencies. The principal attraction of solid state microwave power

generation is its high reliability in relation to that of vacuum

tubes, and since both the reliability and the powers available from

solid state sources will almost inevita.bly continue to improve as

device technology progresses, it would appear likely that interest

in active arrays will continue to grow.

Clearly the obvious approach to the design of active array elements

is that based on the use of amplifiers ; however, the cost and corn-

plexity associated with the use of multiple stages of gain within

the element ( often required since typical microwave amplifier gains

are -6dB ) and the cost of microwave phase shifting, has proved

to be a severe problem. The work described in the preceding chapters

has thus concentrated on the investigation of possible approaches

based on phase-locked oscillators.

The characteristics of both forms of phase locking, i.e. injection

locking and phase-locked loop synchronisa+Von, were examined in

Chapter 4. It was concluded that despite the attractive simplicity

and high possible locking gain of injection locked sources, the phase A

error introduced by the locking process would usually limit the

locking gain that could be used in practice to a level less than

10d0. The phase--locked loop alternatively was found to offer an

attractive combination of properties. It was shown that by the use
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of the second order loop transfer function, low phase errors could

be achieved in addition to the use of high values of looking gain.

furthermore, it was shown that using the heterodyne form of the

phase-locked loop the microwave phase shifter usually required for

beam-steering could be replaced with an intermediate frequency type.

Following considerations of the. influence of the overall array pro-

perties on active element design in Chapter 5, possible designs

based on injection locking were considered in Chapter 6. It was

found however, that due to the restriction on locking gain, little

advantage over the use of amplifiers in these designs could be

achieved ; microwave phase shifters were still generally required

for beam steering.

In Chapter 7, element dasigns based on the phase-locked loop were

consideiead. A number of possible designs using the heterodyne.phase- 4

locked loop were described and two considered to be of particular

interest were shown in Figs. 7.6 and 7.12. Since it was recognised

that mutual coupling could introduce phase errors in the design of A

Fig. 7.12 a program to simulate the behaviour of an array of these

elements under various mutual coupling condiftions was developed.

For large arrays the program indicated that the behaviour of the

array was fairly insensitive to mutual coupling over a large range

of values, however, it remains for further work to determine a 2-

guiding value for the maximum mutual coupling level that should

exist using, this element, when a given sidelobe level is required.

As It may be noted that the other element design of interest is essen-

tially unaffected by mutual coupling.

Although any IF phase shifter could be used in the elements described
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in Chapter 7, a novel digital design based on a harmonically-

locked phase-lockee. loop was described in Chapter 8. Me main

attractions of this design are the hi&h phase acciuracy and the

simple control requirements. I

In Chapters 9 and 10, the results obtained with four and ei&ht element

axray-4 'ere -presented. Mhe experiments basically demonstrated bhat

beam steering on both transmission and reception may indeed be

achieved using only IF phase shifters with the hsterodyne loop.

MIoreover, it was shown that the system lends itself very readily

to a simlle and direct interface with a TLILI based digital beam

ateering controller *ýr computer.

P•n•w:,Ly in Chapter II, the realisation of the element design in micr-

wave integrated circuit module form with several watts of pulse
•-•output power was described; this demonstrates the viability of the

design for quantity production as would be required in a large array.
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APPENDIX 1

FORTRAN Computer Program to Calculate the

Acquisition Phase Transient of a Second

Order, Type One Phase-Locked Loop.
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APPENDIX 2

FORTRAN Computer Program to Calculate the

Radiation Pattern, Including the Effects

of Matual Coupling, for an Array Using

the Element 
Desigas 

of Section 
7.2.2.

-i
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Flow Chart

V Number of Elements, NE.; Scan phase step, PHINC; Mixer phase, PEB(±90 0);

Z°; Convergence phase error0 , ERJAX; Circulator parameters, CIJCGCRPi'-A,

CRPHB; Path lengths, PATIA, PATHB, PATHC; OQxtput powers, POUT; I
Real & Imag. parts of nonnalised mutual impedances, AR & AI;

Radiating element impedances (isolated), ZiN; Max phase between /

elements at full scan, PHTLT; Element spacing, D;

Write out dataI

Set up path lengths

EXU, PSI, UPS

Set up impedance I
matrix of Eqn.(7.9)

for TP at each element

Set up source phases

initially assuming
E9O - U +%0

Set up covalex

source vorltages

Invert matrix

(FI4ADF routine)

to give currents CI

Calculate rad.

impedance, refl.

coefficientJ
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LT-UIS Al.,USTS TiLl LLL,%1EP.T LZNGT 11 j\J k0Ab.SILt; P~jSITIJ'-j FOR. I'ITE":PPJU&.-

G IJ'% LDLýa'J., VHI-C1

t 74 C'ITlt~uL

1FC,%WsCt,aJ).GT.ELEtRAU ý TU. 73

V' I )z VAC (I ) fVLL( I
VM{=REAL(V*1(IflAl

viKLTI:u.1Ž5) iEPSMI

EPSCI)=Pk1.Jv1EPS(I))

12 t FU,, 0.040 111o[C12 Vt
~R1L~.J±JFPSH)

ERR~=AbS(EPSH l-REF(IJJ

17 (;: J'JT 114
1~A~bL21.%~.N'L.Jtu T3 4.'4A

115 =%Rf4Tflh 98ýLLiiEJ NUI,,:R't,c!f, P.ErLLJI.TUN' LujLfFF1CIENT',LL;.5f3A

5j0 C U1IJT I iUL

qITEco lu!) JJ1,VfLdtJVL3-

61 CJrNT INUE
oRITL6,11U) -

Vi W=f UML (VtiL) I
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Vý"aA 4 .L I Vt- I L )

vi~ ~ Lr

Wý,I TL I(, Lv 1u) LI I,'M i - 6,A :JD I L) ,L IPhI al *COA RV 1 ., L )v Oth l v~Pi I

AjA 
ift$ 

)x 
u 3 X

LCmLALCLLAT L 'JHL f-.,.i)1A.T I u~i PAT T L'IN

05 CUiNT114UL

IFj(4 K I'~.Js23 .uT.PAg;(J PARN=A IrKKJ,C lHiS SLT:ý r. NJ14IALI~TlUt.. FAT, ruIT-1 bIIAUSLL)L LIEA- MAXI'1M MS As5,4 CuI.1 ZN4U[I

A-DJ di)J o %

14 1 K~.IJ #4Ji = cIv..5, 5LUI, tj rtJ

67LJiTIVL;L

o b Cut,,I NIJU L
23 ^,Jt. i:% UL
3. 1J. CALL NiL V'LUT ki.UT;'41: 

AX..,3.,

Ut 1 Y9-..,1 A Uv.
CAL PLIJT Iv.tJL.vo ,uU)

Sa UP
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SJbRjUT1%JE OL :U s9.,;,~ Y ,( tP Ti.#S .IItA~ iC t .A
L YIaL. IYAA.\jCY,I~kA.:ý.La.,i-FJf

C f;3REbT'S F4NCY PI'HLUM41kPH

CWJKI( OUT !-A~AIS PAKAMETEI,iS

CSzL3S(TI1ET-.RAULU) 0
SS=!) INa (TILT*RAZ.X.U)
XS P=XP/FLUAT I N-1)
L=ZuFHiCS/XSP
Asc=I. /X I N'
YSC.=A./YiNC jI- )(SS=XS
00) 9tuu. IZL.4C

C. SET UP URIGuIN
II-LI.EU.1) LALL PLUT(AO,YU,-31

C DRAW X-AXIS A'4U TITLE
CALL AAISfU.*G.*XP*U.#XS.XINC. IKX4AJ9LX)
CALL PLUT(LO.oLi.,3)

C DRAWJ Y-AXIS ANL) TITLE
CALL AX[S(tuj.&,YP,90.,YSYIN4LIYAXNqCYi A
(.ALL PLUT(0.*U.s3)
U 01) *jUI@K4N

9uiLD C)3lTL'UE
00 9U08 J1l,N
IFIALI.J*d.J.LT.YSS) AtloJ,2J=YSS

Y=iA(I .J*2)-YSS)4'YSC

NLZJ+L
229UOib CALL PLOI(A#Y*2)

900)7 CttNTN~UE
9U098 GULNTINULi

CALL PLUT(U.,ua,3)
CALL PLOT(J.09.OiP990.i

9UU1 CUNTINUE
kETUk\1
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I~ihBMS(X)LE O u) TO 3001

N=.%~V A/3X

RE T L, RNi'

E %j i

FUNJLT1G,. TAiSlp(?R*GIM~)

IFHbk.Ew.U.U.At4JU.bi4I.LT.r.iuJ 6LA TO 4CLU2

A4(BT4'J Cc'. I/o -±aU. /.L. .U A=Asjc9

50 TO 4utu3
-0 1 *A=-9uL.

4U33T4 N P=

k E T U44
EwD~

* Gl2i

VO
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=-,(2 1 ?1 11
12 FORLIAT(2,F8. 2)

FO (Fl + F'2)/'2. ý 14

FM - M.8* MS

2 ',i',RI7(3tl3)

13 PORI&TJT(1H 9 DMlsiai'U iAaI~IAM, TAU~ xam Ira')

GO TO 9
I IF (?2 -4100.) 3,3,4
3 H - 1.5

GO TO 5
4 H =0.365

5 DI 00172*3-*10.**5-/(?O+05)

W 0.94*H

E 3*12

XL -3, * 10. **5./(FO *4- E)

D3 - 2.. * XL +. Dl

vnIM(3914) DID29 D39,W,9aJH

14 FMMUT(6P8.3) V

519 STOP
Elm
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1ST PART ?~l AflM MD-!:CD:-

c MESWTGIT 02 Q? rliRIGITIJ. BA:Ml-PAS"S FfIr-I, MICR0S-11IP Ll7

INTEGEP P

AL 0.1 , BPR =(F2-Fl)/FO

N=

Fl =9.025

F2 9.975
?0= (Fl -t- F2)/2.

PI 3.1416

C Ca.!FLTJ~r,'G 'LES 'G' PARA22JTEES FORTF2 P2*,OTO2YPJ":

LK- X-1

T AL/17.37

ui --A LO((Q + l./Q)/(Q; - ./Q))

T= U1/(2. * N)

Q,=- (T)

U2 I./)- 2

A~l) =SnV(PI/(2. X )) '
GCI) =2. *A(1)/U2

DO 1 X = 29h'
A(I) =S321((2. * K-Ic) P1/(2. IT*

3 U2 **2. + (SlTl(L 1 P/))*2.

G(K) = 4. * A(!,) *A(L)/(B G(CL))

AITT = P1QAT(:7)

LI - VIX(IF/2.)

IF ~~1) 2,2-3.

3 C(?.') 1.

GO TO 10.

2 T =U1/4.

mu =2

4o4 ~ _______________
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= + I/Q)/Q - ./Q)) **2.

YO =0.02I
11 co;iru&M
C ' ALCUTnAI: ',Z '.)A EC3

G(O) =.

J(o) = SQJ1T(PI * BPR/ (2. * G(O) * Gl)

J1)= SZRT(PI * BPlR/ (2. * G(11) *G?,))

J(I) = PI BPr?/(2 *SQR?(G(l) *G(L)))

4COIfllTME

DO 5 1 0,1N
W Zi (1) (1C + J()+ J(I) -x-*2.)/yfO

Z2(I) =(1 - J(I) + J(I) ** 2.)/YfO

TIRITME(6,3o0) J,Zl(I),IE,z2(I)

5 CONT'PIIXIUE

30 FOMT(2X, lzoEt,12, 1=1 ,F9.4,2x,t0HIlSI14y9tZ0Ot,I2,t't,F9.492X, 1QUMsI)

wIMI,(6,31)

31 FOlU!iAT(2X,'ni-TTRCDucE- immv' DATA')

STOP

M rD

21%TD PART - PHYSICAL Dfl1flNSIC!US

ER =9.8

Hq o .635

FO =9.5

i5 = MA{ * H

JS = SIz * F.

- zl XLO = 299.776/ po
-2= 5.3 + 4.3/s~l"(1. + 10.*

BO 0.0645 'LOG0(OO. .A
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UllI 40Ao/4. *SZ11T(2P)) -BO *H

-TirTE(6,36) 1,U'y

37 FCRI¶T(12,5X, 'SPACrDc(-.:)' ,3X,F9.2)

STOPV
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